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This study applied two tests of chaos theory to the 
daily and weekly closing prices of Hang Seng Index from 
January 2, 1970 to February 3, 1994. Both correlation 
dimension and Lyapunov exponent are calculated for the 
adjusted price series. 
The log-detrended series has low correlation 
dimension and maximum positive Lyapunov exponent and 
there may exist chaotic structure. The log-differenced 
series has relative high correlation dimension and 
positive maximum Lyapunov exponent and further study is 
required. 
Therefore, technical analysis may be useful for 
prediction of short term price movement of Hang Seng 
Index. 
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The stock market crash of October 19, 1987 was almost 
beyond the explanation of efficient market hypothesis 
which states that stock price movements are basically 
random walks or normally distributed. Speidell (1988) 
reported that the 508 points decline in the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average in October 19, 1987 was 10 times as 
great as the standard deviation of historic daily price 
changes. In statistical terms, it had the probability of 
10"43. Yet it happened. Ever since, chaos theory, with it 
ability in modelling abrupt system changes, has caught 
much attention of financial press and investment 
community. 
Although financial market is always described as 
chaos with sharp price decline, chaos, in theoretical 
context, is a system with irregular, complex behaviour 
that seems random but actually has some hidden order. 
When the validity and anomalies of the efficient market 
hypothesis are still being under argument, financial 
market, as a system, is the best subject for chaos 
theory. A growing number of academic researches have 
been carried out by economists in various areas of 
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finance and economics. Just to name a few, chaos has 
been studied by Scheinkman and LeBaron (1989) and Hsieh 
(1991) in weekly stock returns, by Frank and Stengos 
(1989) in gold prices, by Vaidyanathan and Krehbiel 
(1992) in S&P 500 futures, by Blank (1991) in S&P and 
soyabean futures, by DeCoster, Labys & Mitchell (1992) 
in commodity futures prices, by Larrain (1991) in T-bill 
rates, by Savit (1989) in options prices, Ellis (1992) in 
exchange rates of dollar yen and dollar mark, Prince 
(1987) in exchange rates of dollar yen and dollar pound. 
Meanwhile, a number of technical analysts and 
mathematicians have constructed computer models using the 
chaos formulae to benefit the market inefficiencies, as 
reported by Economist (1992), Churbuck (1990), Goodman 
(1992) and Weiss (1992) with scepticism before any 
verifiable result is recorded. Neural network, which 
mimic the human brain, is one of the cutting edge 
computer advances to be blended with chaos theory to 
forecast stock prices movement 
So far, no chaos study haB been conducted for Hong 
Kong stock market which is growingly important in the 
world. This study testing he price movement of Hang 
Seng Index for chaotic structure should add an dimension 
to the understanding of the market behaviour in Hong Kong 
stock market. Approaching the end of 1993, Hong Kong 
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securities market experienced huge influx of foreign 
funds which closed the index at 11,888, a 115% gain over 
1992. The role of Hong Kong as the stepping stone for 
foreign investors to tape on the economic growth in China 
was the main justification. (Sender, 1993a) Hong Kong 
stock market has recorded US$ 392 billions market 
capitalisation, the second largest market after Japan in 
the region, and the sixth largest in the world. 
Hong Kong stock market has been renowned with its 
liquidity and volatility. The existence of no foreign 
exchange control in Hong Kong has been linked with the 
liquidity of the stock market (Burns, 1992). High 
turnover and low transaction cost are another indicators 
of liquidity. A liquid market does not imply a volatile 
market. The important role played by foreign investment 
in Hong Kong stock market has added to the price 
volatility when some foreign funds look for profits from 
short term price fluctuation. (Sender, 1993b) The 
introduction of derivative instruments is another source 
of volatility. A study has shown that Hang Seng Index 
Future has much stronger casuaj, effect on the cash index 
(Tang & Choi, 1991) . However, hardly anyone who knows 
the history of Hong Kong stock market will intuitively 
believe that the market index follows random walks. 
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Over the past years, several studies have been 
conducted to test the efficient market hypothesis against 
the price movement of Hong Kong stock market. Law (1981) 
analysed the price movement of 56 major stocks in Hong 
Kong for sample periods between 1978 and 1979 when the 
stock market was only about HK$ 70 billions in market 
capitalisation, comparing to about HK$2,600 billions at 
the end of 1993. There were 32 stocks, which accounted 
for 65% of the then market capitalisation, considered as 
'non-random' . The market was far from efficient. Law 
concluded that technical analysis or fundamental analysis 
could be useful in forecast stock prices» Chan, Gup and 
Pan (1992) has tested that the daily and weekly returns 
of Hang Seng Index is weak-form efficient for the period 
between 1983 to 1987. 
However
 r a recent study by Ho and Wong (1992), who 
tested the weak-form efficiency of 60 stocks traded in 
stock exchange for sample periods within June 1988 to 
April 1991, has concluded that Hong Kong stock market was 
not efficient for the study period. Blue chips exhibited 
the similar level of non-randoniness as the small stocks. 
The result is very much in line with that of Law (1981). 
The above results do not eliminate the possibility of 
chaos in Hong Kong stock market. In Chapter 2r the 
theoretical framework of chaos theory is reviewed. The 
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implication of chaos theory to financial market will be 
discussed in Chapter 3, and particularly, its relation 
with technical analysis. Chapter 4 will present the 
empirical results on chaos study with Hang Seng Index. 
The last Chapter is going to summarise the findings and 
implications of the study. 
CHAPTER 2 
CHAOS THEORY AN OVERVIEW 
When a stream of smoke is rising from a burning 
cigarette in a room with no air movement, it will 
accelerate along a smooth line until it reaches certain 
speed and then bursts into turbulence. This is a real 
life example of chaos. The stream of smoke transits from 
order to chaos when a critical level is reached. 
As defined in the previous chapter, chaos is a system 
with irregular, complex behaviour that seems random but 
actually has some hidden order. This behaviour is 
typical of deterministic nonlinear systems• Chaos theory 
deals with deterministic processes which appear to be 
random but the generation rules are finite. Chaos theory 
and nonlinear dynamical analysis are always used 
interchangeably. However, chaos is just a subset of 
nonlinear dynamical systems. A system is nonlinear does 
not necessarily chaotic. Only when certain conditions 
are met, a nonlinear system will evolve into a more 
complex, chaotic system. 
A nonlinear dynamic system is a feedback system. The 
past and existing output of the system will determine the 
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future output. The feedback mechanism must be nonlinear. 
Two time series of data can be generated from the 
following equations. They are examples of linear and 
nonlinear feedback mechanism: 
(1) Xt = a-Xt_! 
(2) Xt = Xt_!• (1 - Xt-i) for a > 0, Xi < 1 
Equation (1) relates the previous result to the next 
result in a linear fashion. This is the linear feedback 
process. In equation (2)
 r Xt is related to the 
quadratic term of Xt-i. This is the general form of 
nonlinear feedback equation known as logistic equation. 
With selected values of a, equation (2) will produce very 
complex chaotic behaviour. 
The second characteristic is •sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions•• This is the result of a feedback 
system. As two initial values of X are varied by a 
small amount, the output from equation (2) after a number 
of iterations will eventually differ by a significant 
amount due to accumulated effect of the exponential 
transformation. Any difference in the initial values 
will grow exponentially. Hence, a dynamical system is 
extremely difficult in predicting for the long term. A 
slight rounding error in data measurement will result in 
totally different output. 
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Dynamical system has critical levels before it 
disorder to chaos state. This is best illustrated by the 
burning cigarette example. The critical level is the 
velocity of the smoke when it bursts into turbulence. 
Before the critical level, the system is in a stable 
state. One of the critical levels for the logistic 
equation (2 is when a « 3.5699. When a is less than 
the critical point, the equation will converge to a 
finite number of solutions. Otherwise, the equation will 
be chaotic, with infinite number of solutions, beyond 
that point. 
There are three classes of nonlinear dynamical 
systems (Peters, 1991) which is characterised by its own 
type of •attractor', a region where its solutions lie in 
the phase space. A phase space is a graph that shows all 
possible states of a system, in phase space, the value of 
a variable is plotted against values of the other 
variables at the same time. If a system has three 
descriptive variables, the phase space is plotted in 
three dimensions, with each variable taking one 
dimension. For the logistic equation (2), a phase space 
can be constructed by plotting Xt against Xt_i. The 
visual inspection on data is very important in 
determining the behaviour of a nonlinear dynamical 
system. If there are two of three variables involved, 
the data can be visually inspected. If more than three 
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dimensions are present, the data have to be inspected 
mathematically. The forthcoming study on Hang Seng index 
are mainly the phase space analysis in higher order. 
The simplest type of attractor is point attractor 
where all orbits in phase space are drawn to one point or 
value. This system tends to a stable, single-valued 
equilibrium. For values of a between 0 and 3, the 
logistic equation is a point attractor which Xi will 
converge to one single point through iterations. 
Limit cycle is an attractor that has periodic cycles 
or orbits in phase space. The system will not remain in a 
single equilibrium point but instead oscillate among a 
finite number of solutions• For values of a between 3 
and 3.449, the logistic equation is a limit cycle with 2 
convergence points, a 2-cycle. 
The logistic equation will evolve to 4 cycle when a 
grows beyond 3.449. That means the system will converge 
to 4 points in the phase space. 8-cycle, 16-cycle and 
higher order cycles will emerge as a takes on larger 
values . 
Eventually, it reaches 200-cycle (Savit, 1988) or 
chaos, at a « 3.5699 which means that the system have 
infinite number of solutions. This is called strange 
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attractor of which the points in the phase space never 
repeat themselves and the orbit never intersect. The 
points do not converge to any finite number of cycles, 
but instead, converge to phase space of finite 
dimensions. That is, the logistic equation only fills up 
2-dimensional phase space even in a 3-dimensional phase 
space plot. This is the main difference between chaos 
and a random process which will fill up whatever 
dimensional phase space it is embedded. Most 
importantly, though the 2-dimensional phase space plot 
resembles a random process, it is generated by a very 
simple logistic equation. Thus, chaos is also termed 
nonlinear deterministic system or deterministic chaos. 
Strange attractor is also named fractal attractor 
(Mandelbrot, 1982) because it is a fractal in nature. In 
brief, a fractal is a shape of which its parts are self-
similar with different level of scaling, implying that 
the degree of their irregularity and/or fragmentation is 
identical at all scales. A better example under the 
context is a fractal time series of stock price movement. 
Under different scales such as^daily, weekly or monthly, 
the price charts retain the irregularity. Fractal 
dimension is used to describe the degree of complexity or 
irregularity of the fractal shape. Unlike the Euclidean 
dimension, it takes on non-integer values. The fractal 
dimension of a stock price movement is between 1 and 2 as 
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it is not a straight line but it does not fill up a 
plane. Thus, strange attractor can be measured by 
fractal dimension which describes how it fills up the 
phase space. 
From there, it comes the main objective of this 
study; whether the time series of Hang Seng Index 
movement can be modelled by deterministic chaos or a 
strange attractor. Two tests will be conducted on the 
historic price series of Hang Seng Index. 
Correlation Dimension 
Fractal dimension of a strange attractor is an 
important attribute of a chaotic system. The value tells 
the minimum amount of dynamical variables needed to model 
the system. Correlation dimension is the approximation 
of fractal dimension that uses the correlation integral 
Cm(R). The correlation integral is the probability that 
a pair of points in the attractor is within distance R. 
The phase space of embedded dimension m is constructed. 
The correlation integral is approximated using various 
value of R according to: 
1 N 
Cm(R) - |Xi - Xj|) 
JM i ^  j 
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where Z(X) = 1 if (R-|Xi-Xj | ) > 0; 0 otherwise 
N = number of observations 
R = distance 
Cm = correlation integral for dimension m 
Cm is the probability that two points chosen at 
random are less than R units apart. R is related with 
the correlation dimension D with the following equation: 
Cm = Rd 
or 
(Cm) = D.log(R) + constant 
For a dimension m, the correlation dimension D can be 
estimated by regressing log(Cm) against log(R). When m 
increases, D will converge to its true value. A fractal 
embedded in a higher dimension retains its true dimension 
because of the correlation between the points. However, 
a random process will have a correlation (fractal) 
dimension as high as the embedded dimension. 
Lyapunov Exponents 
The second standard method^ for testing chaos is to 
compute he maximum Lyapunov exponent. Chaos is 
characterised by sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions. That means the farther out in time horizon, 
the less accurate the forecasts become. The model 
builder knows the proper equations, but the accuracy of 
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he predictions generated by the model depends on the 
quality of the input. Or, in another point of view, the 
system itself generates randomness through a mixing 
process, and after a certain point, all knowledge of 
initial conditions becomes lost. 
The susceptibility of a system to sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions can be measured by 
Lyapunov exponents, which measure how quickly nearby 
orbits diverge in phase space. There is one Lyapunov 
exponent for each dimension in phase space. There is one 
Lyapunov exponent for each dimension in phase space. A 
positive Lyapunov exponent measures stretching in phase 
space that is, it measures how rapidly nearby points 
diverge from one another. A negative Lyapunov exponent 
measures contraction - how long it takes for a system to 
re-establish itself after it has been perturbed. If the 
system is chaotic, at least one of the exponents is 
positive which is the mathematical definition of chaos. 
The main value of this test is to distinguish between 
periodic and non-periodic deterministic process. The 
sign of the maximum Lyapunov exponent is important, but 
not its numerical value. 
CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHAOS THEORY 
Chaos theory was first developed in metrology and it 
has evolved dramatically in physical science for the last 
two decades. The ability of chaos theory to describe 
complex system behaviour with rather simple rules has 
attracted researchers of other disciplines to apply the 
theory to some apparently chaotic empirical phenomena. 
Some recent researches are nonlinear electrical circuits, 
some chemical reactions and hydrodynamics turbulence, 
solar pulsation, measles epidemics, acoustic turbulence, 
cardiac cells reaction to electrical impulses and many 
more. 
Human behaviour is even a more complicated subject. 
It is very difficult to model how human beings behave, 
either individually or collectively, by using the 
traditional linear technique. Social scientists who try 
to describe human behaviour systematically are definitely 
appealed to chaos theory, as well. Unlike physical 
science, identifying and measuring the behavioural 
variables are not apparent. 
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Financial market, as an economic system making up of 
buyers and sellers, actually reflects the collective 
behaviour of the market participants. The best measure 
to financial market is the trading prices of the 
underlying securities. Buyers and sellers are making 
trading decisions based on their expectations which 
determine security prices in equilibrium at a particular 
point of time. Market index is just the collective price 
of a group of securities, such as Hang Seng Index is made 
up of 33 blue chips in Hong Kong Stock Exchange. It is 
the most objective measure to the activities of the 
market. Any new market information will affect the 
expectations of investors and hence the security prices. 
Efficient market hypothesis postulates that there are 
many rational investors in the market and they are 
expecting the highest level of return for a given level 
of risk. The market is efficient when market price can 
fully reflect the expectation of investors. Therefore, 
market price follows random walks as new information 
arrives the market, and it has no memory of the historic 
prices. The assumption of rational investors is the 
basis of efficient market that all investors are having 
he same risk re urn function. In real life, investors 
are not always rational. The hypothesis has not taken 
into consideration the psychology of investors. Until 
the 1987 crash, the large decline of the major stock 
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markets has casted doubts on the sufficiency of efficient 
market hypothesis. There was no justification in terms 
of fundamental value for such a big move in stock market, 
neither efficient adjustment to market information. 
Chaos theory, which describes the behaviour of 
nonlinear dynamical systems from stability to chaos, 
seems plausible on accounting the catastrophic effects of 
the irrational market behaviour from a supposed to be 
normal trading day. When financial market is regarded as 
nonlinear dynamical system, it is a feedback system of 
which market price changes are not independent. The 
current price is determined by a series of historic 
prices. In nonlinear system, a market does not have to 
be efficient and investors are not necessarily rational. 
Real markets are far from efficient because of government 
regulations
 r trading rules, taxation, frictional costs, 
foreign exchange control or insider trading. Investors 
are not always rational neither. People tend to learn 
from past experience and they also easily lean to over 
optimistic in bullish market and over pessimistic in 
bearish market. 
Due to these market imperfections, current price is 
not fully adjusted with the arrival of new information, 
rather the memory effect will continue to cast influence 
diminishingly on future prices. The more distant back in 
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time, the less effect a piece of information on the 
current price will be. That is to say, the market is not 
responding to new information linearly and it is 
dependent on the initial condition. This may result in 
trends or correlation in the price sequence. Market 
cycles and repetitive patterns are deemed possible. 
When the graph of Hang Seng Index movement is 
examined under scrutiny, it is not difficult to identify 
trend reversals at which the market direction turns 
around. This is possible with the reaching of critical 
level for a nonlinear dynamical system. A linear system 
will have one solution in balance condition but a 
nonlinear system will have many, as shown by the logistic 
equation, solutions. Peters (1991) has postulated that 
'people may not react to information as it is received. 
Instead, they may react to it after it is received, if it 
confirms a change in a recent trend. This is a nonlinear 
reaction, as opposed to the linear reaction predicted by 
the rational investor concept'. Crash in 1987 is a 
typical example. Therefore, chaos theory is shedding 
light on the gap between efficient market hypothesis and 
empirical anomalies• 
Technical analysis focuses on the analysis of market 
information in order to determine the direction of the 
whole market, particular market sector, or individual 
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stock. Followers are looking into information such as 
price movement, trading volume or open interests in order 
to identify recurring patterns so that simple trading 
rules can be drawn to predict stock price changes 
(Harrington, Fabozzi & Fogler, 1990). Although weak form 
market efficiency hypothesise that current security 
prices are fully reflected in all the information 
contained in the historic security prices, and hence, 
technical analysis is not possible to predict the market, 
technical analysts may find their methods with certain 
level of predictability. This is no doubt if the market 
is chaotic. 
Elliott Wave Principle is one of the technical 
analysis methods worth-mentioned with its implication 
with chaos theory. It states that _ the ever-changing 
path of prices reveals a structural design which in turn 
reflects a basic harmony found in nature' and market 
patterns or waves are repetitive in form, but are not 
necessarily repetitive in time or amplitude. It was 
proposed by Ralph Nelson Elliott, in the thirties, who 
discovered social, or crowd behaviour trends and reverses 
in recognisable patterns. (Frost and Prechter, 1985) 
This is in particular coincidence with the behavioural 
implication of chaos theory that human reactions may 
render market price movement some predictable patterns as 
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the market is the reflection of collective human 
behaviour. 
Elliott identified thirteen wave patterns. and 
'described how these structures link together to form 
larger versions of the patterns, how those in turn are 
the building blocks for patterns of the next larger size, 
and so on. _ This is the fractal nature of the price 
series in which the parts resemble the structure of the 
whole. The wave structures are applicable to different 
time scales of the price series. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, fractals is the characteristic of 
chaotic systems . 
However, Elliott Wave Principle is not able to 
predict the actual timing for trends and reversals. Its 
sole application is only limited to retrospective 
inspection of the patterns and, at best, identification 
of the major trend. A chaotic system is not possible for 
long term forecasting because it is dependent on the 
initial condition. A slight variance in the initial 
measurement, the nonlinear dynamical system will produce 
completely different results. The value of the wave 
principle is its ability to describe the chaotic nature 
of the market. 
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Chaos does not prevent short term forecast from 
practical if the nonlinear system can be modelled. In 
technical analysis, other methods are usually used to 
help predicting short term timing with the wave 
principle, such as the Dow Theory and Fibonacci Series. 
There are many more other technical indicators for short 
term forecasting. Harrington, Fabozzi & Fogler (1990) 
have summarised the performance of mainly four sets of 
technical indicators, namely, simple filter rules, moving 
averages, relative strengths and price volume analysis. 
All these technical methods seem to exhibit certain level 
of predictability of the market but still far from 
satisfactory results . 
Chaos theory has opened a new direction for technical 
analysts to predict the market based on the analytical 
methods in the theory. Market Choppiness Index (Burke, 
1993) is one of the published method which uses the 
concept of fractals to identify market trends. 
The forthcoming chapter will describe the test for 
chaos in Hang Seng Index movement. 
CHAPTER 4 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
This study will apply the analytical methods of chaos 
theory to test whether Hang Seng Index price movement can 
be modelled by chaotic attractors or it is random in 
nature as postulated by Efficient Market Hypothesis. The 
whole price series is viewed as the outcome of a 
dynamical system and the phase space is reconstructed 
under the tests. The first test is to calculate the 
correlation dimension of the price series of Hang Seng 
Index. If a low correlation dimension value is 
identified, it implies the minimum number of dynamical 
variables that should be use to explain the price 
movement in the dynamical system. High correlation 
dimension value basically suggests a random process. The 
second test is to calculate the maximum Lyapunov 
Exponents of the price series. It is a test for 
•sensitive dependence on initial conditions1 of the 
dynamical system. A positive Lyapunov Exponent measures 
the diminishing rate of impact of an event to the market 
and it implies ha the market is chaotic. The current 
and future price movement is under the influence of past 
events. It means that the market is not random walk as 
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suggested by efficient market hypothesis that price 
movement fully reflects what is known to the market. 
The raw data used in this study is the daily closing 
price series of Hang Seng Index between the period from 
January 1, 1970 to February 3, 1994. The original series 
is provided by HSI services Limited and Knight Rider Data 
Services. This represents 5,933 daily closing prices of 
the index. Another weekly closing price series is also 
extracted from the last trading day of each week. There 
are 1,256 data elements in the weekly series. As 
suggested by Peters (1991), the series for chaos 
analysis has to cover sufficiently long periods so as to 
include enough number of possible cyclic structures in 
the data. Therefore, both the daily and weekly series 
should exhibit stable chaotic behaviour despite the 
scaling difference. 
As shown from the graphs in Appendix A, both the 
series have clear up trends which will dominate the 
results just by direct application of the chaos analysis. 
The da a series are adjusted^ by detrending and log-
differencing so as to eliminating the effect. 
Detrending the series 
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Instead of using the consumer price index to detrend 
the effects of inflation and economic growth (Peters, 
1991 the series are log-linear time detrended as 
suggested by DeCoster & Mitchell (1991) . The logarithmic 
price series is first regressed against time. The 
adjusted series is the residuals by subtracting the 
logarithmic prices series and the regressed line. And 
hence, the new series can be expressed mathematically as: 
St = Loge(Pt) - (a + J3*t) 
where Pt = original price series 
St = detrended price series 
t = order in price series 
a = slope by regressing Loge(Pt) against t 
J3 = intercept by regressing Loge(Pt) against t 
First Log—differencing the Series 
The second adjusted data series is obtained by first 
log-differencd the current price with the previous price 
where the previous logarithmic ^ price is subtracted from 
he current logarithmic price. The new series is 
expressed as: 
St = Loge(Pt) - Loge(Pt-i) a or 
St = Loge(Pt/Pt_l) 
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where Pt = original price series 
St = log-differenced price series 
t = order in price series 
Therefore, the new series is also the logarithmic 
returns of the price series. 
Shuffle Tests 
The shuffling test proposed by Scheinkman & LeBaron 
(1989 is also applied to the adjusted series. The 
shuffled series is obtained by random sampling with 
replacement from the detrended and log-differenced daily 
and weekly price series. Thus, the shuffled series are 
of the same length and frequency distribution of the 
adjusted series. The purpose of the shuffling test is to 
distinguish a chaotic process from a random process. If 
chaotic structure is identified with the series, the 
correlation dimension of the shuffled series will be 
significantly higher than that of the series because the 
shuffling process will destroy any underlying structure. 
Ten shuffled series are generated for each adjusted 
weekly series; detrended and log-differenced, while five 
shuffled series are generated for each adjusted daily 
series• 
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Estimating Correlation Dimension 
The data series are analysed by Chaos Data Analyser 
(published by The American Institute of Physics, 1992) 
and the corresponding correlation dimensions are 
estimated for each series up to embedded dimension (Emb 
Dim) of 10. The results for the log-differenced series 
are exhibited in the following table (see Appendix A for 
graphs): 
Emb Dim Daily Series Weekly Series 
1 1.045413 1.009674 
2 2.061245 2.05233 
3 3.009825 2 .930402 
4 3.827866 3.867816 
5 4.384169 4.722618 
6 4.898431 5.25836 
7 5.233582 5.566328 
8 5.561209 5.779775 
9 5.822769 6.246567 
10 6.053458 6.593354 
The next table is the results for the time detrended 
series (see Appendix A for graphs): 
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Emb Dim Daily Series Weekly Series 
1 1.032071 1.022799 
2 1.948143 1.960402 
3 2 . 692009 2 . 657938 
4 2.979225 3.154457 
5 3.438344 3.449983 
6 3.56134 3.587568 
7 3.887905 3.980881 
8 4.173006 4.336892 
9 4.019541 4.239746 
10 3.798799 4.105704 
The correlation dimension of the detrended series are 
calculated for various embedding dimension up to 10. The 
estimated correlation dimension is the converged value at 
higher embedding dimension. The results show that the 
estimated correlation dimension converged to around 4 for 
both the daily and weekly series. The low dimensionality 
is the evidence suggesting that the data series are 
generated by nonlinear dynamical system. 
However, the log-differenced data series are of 
different results that the estimated correlation 
dimension shows no convergence up to the embedding 
dimension at 10 for both the daily and weekly data. The 
estimated correlation dimensions were around 6 for both 
data series• The result which cannot identify 
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convergence to low correlation dimension, even if it 
converges at higher embedding dimension, implies that the 
data series are essentially random. 
It is also noteworthy that the detrended and log-
differenced series have similar results for both daily 
and weekly data, as such, suggesting that the different 
scaling basically conserve the underlying structure of 
the data. The daily series which contain more data 
points record slightly lower estimated correlation 
dimension. It implies that the data series are less 
noisy with increased resolution. 
The result of the shuffle tests further reinforces 
the above findings• The table below shows the estimated 
correlation dimension of the original log-differenced 
daily series and the average estimated correlation 
dimension of the five shuffled daily series (see Appendix 
A for graphs): 
Emb Dim Daily Series Average Shuffled 
1 1.045413 ^0.909639 
2 2.061245 2.069177 
3 3.009825 3.027632 
4 3.827866 3.826491 
5 4.384169 4.520318 
6 4.898431 5.040568 
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E m b D i m
 Daily Series Average Shuffled 
7 5.233582 5.439907 
§ 5.561209 5.815104 
9 5.822769 6.1218 
10 6.053458 6.248238 
The table below shows the estimated correlation 
dimension of the original log-differenced weekly series 
and the average estimated correlation dimension of the 
ten shuffled weekly series (see Appendix A for graphs): 
Emb Dim Weekly Series Average Shuffled 
1 1,009674 0.864467 
2 2.05233 2.045576 
3 2.930402 3.004408 
4 3.867816 3.830113 
5 4.722618 4.560076 
6 5.25836 5.127256 
7 5.566328 5.640638 
8 5.779775 6.030932 
9 6.246567 6,41475 
10 6.593354 6.714768 
The table below shows the estimated correlation 
dimension of the original log-detrended daily series and 
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the average estimated correlation dimension of the five 
shuffled daily series (see Appendix A for graphs): 
Emb Dim Daily Series Average Shuffled 
1 1.032071 0.938988 
2 1.948143 2.046457 
3 2 . 692009 2 . 972228 
4 2.979225 3.793937 
5 3.438344 4.450835 
6 3.56134 5.013757 
7 3.887905 5.405388 
8 4.173006 5.707915 
9 4.019541 6.036399 
10 3.798799 6.291717 
The table below shows the estimated correlation 
dimension of the original log-detrended weekly series and 
the average estimated correlation dimension of the ten 
shuffled weekly series (see Appendix A for graphs): 
Emb Dim Weekly Series Average Shuffled 
1 1.022799 ^0.915704 
2 1.960402 2.041576 
3 2.657938 2.949069 
4 3.154457 3.797866 
5 3.449983 4.373252 
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Emb Dim Weekly Series Average Shuffled 
6
 3.587568 4.780557 
7 3.980881 5.321479 
8 4.336892 5.751138 
9 4.239746 6.216315 
10 4.105704 6.535951 
The average estimated correlation dimensions for the 
shuffled log-differenced series (both daily and weekly) 
are recorded at 6 to 7 for embedding dimension of 10 with 
no sign of convergence. There is no distinguishable 
difference with the estimated correlation dimensions of 
the original daily and weekly series. That is, the 
shuffled process does not add any significant randomness 
to the original series. 
The average estimated correlation dimensions for the 
shuffled detrended series are recorded at average 6.00 
for embedding dimension of 10 with no sign of 
convergence. It is significantly higher than that of the 
original series. The null hypothesis of the existence of 
nonlinear dynamical structure irr the detrended series is 
not rejected. 
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Maximum Lyapunov Exponent 
Lyapunov Exponent of a time series is the measure of 
the rate of divergence and contraction of any two points 
on the trajectories in the phase space. There are two 
parameters for calculating Lyapunov Exponent
 A namely 
embedding dimension and evolution time. Embedding 
dimension is the dimension for reconstructing the 
attractor in the phase space and it should be higher than 
the estimated correlation dimension. Evolution is the 
next point of time at which the two points on the 
attractor * s trajectory are measured for divergence or 
contraction. There is one exponent measured 
corresponding to each dimension of the phase space. Only 
the maximum value is taken as the result because any 
positive exponent implies •sensitivity to initial 
condition.• Blank (1991) and Peters (1991) have all 
demonstrated that, under an embedding dimension, Lyapunov 
Exponent converges with the increase of evolution time. 
The estimated correlation dimensions for the daily 
and weekly series are similar because the different time 
scaling essentially conserves structure of time series. 
Thus, in estimating Lyapunov Exponent, only the weekly 
series are used, avoiding the tremendous computation time 
incurred with large number of data points, with various 
combinations of embedding dimension and evolution time as 
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the input for Chaos Data Analyser. The results are 
graphed and tabulated in appendix A & Appendix B. 
Both the log-linear detrended and log-dif f eirenced 
series are tested under 4 to 10 embedding dimension and 
evolution of 1 to 10 weeks. All estimated maximum 
Lyapunov Exponents are positive. Under the same 
embedding dimension, Lyapunov Exponents converge with the 
increase in time evolution. The implication is that both 
the series may be generated by nonlinear or even chaotic 
system and they are dependent on the initial conditions. 
When the Lyapunov Exponents of detrended and log-
differenced series are compared, at evolution of 10 
weeks, all Lyapunov Exponents estimated for log-
differenced series are significantly lower than those of 
detrended series• Lower Lyapunov Exponent means more 
noisy series. The results further reinforce the 
conclusion drawn from the calculation of correlation 
dimensions that the log-differenced series is more noisy 
than the detrended series. The detrended series contain 




The log-differenced series consists of log rate of returns 
of Hang Seng Index while the log-detrended series consists of 
log prices of Hang Seng Index. And the index price movement 
represents the aggregate price movement of the 33 underlying 
composite shares. The empirical results reveal that the index 
price movement is more chaotic than the relative index price 
movement. There are possibilities of developing a nonlinear 
dynamical system to model short term index price movement. 
However, as the definition of chaos implies that long term 
price forecast is next to impossible unless the initial 
condition can be precisely measured. Although financial time 
series can be measured to its exact accuracy, the computing 
machines will also contribute to the loss of initial condition 
during calculations as the system evolves. 
The form of the nonlinear dynamical model may be expressed 
by nonlinear function of a time series (Vaidyanathan and 
Krehbiel, 1992) as: 
Yt = f(Yt_!, Yt_2, Yt_3A … Y t - i ) 
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Yt i s an element of the time series at time t, or, in 
particular, one closing price of Hang Seng Index. From the 
result of this study, the estimated correlation dimension is 
the minimum number of historic terms required to construct the 
model out of the time series. The nonlinear function can 
generate quite random elements though it is deterministic in 
nature. 
From the viewpoint of technical analysts, they can develop 
a technical model to predict the price series by exploiting 
the low dimension nonlinear dynamics. There are evidence of 
trends and cycles in the series. Technical analysis 
techniques are then possible to predict the price movement in 
short term. Portfolio managers can also use technical 
analysis as their tool to select their portfolio as well as 
other methods such as tactical asset allocation. 
Previous studies by Law (1981 Ho and Wong (1992) have 
postulated that Hong Kong stock market might not be efficient 
in two different time periods. This study stands on their 
side that the price movement may be predictable. The 
possibility is to capture the market inefficiency with 
nonlinear dynamical model. 
-END -
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Graph of Estimated Correlation Dimension for Loa-detrended 
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Graph of Maximum Lyapunov Exponents for Log-differenced Weekly 
Series 
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APPENDIX B - ESTIMATED LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS 
Estimated Lyapunov Exponents for Log-differenced Weekly Series 
The table below shows the estimated maximum Lyapunov 
exponents for log-differenced weekly series under embedded 
dimension (M) from 4 to 10 and time evolution up 10 weeks: 
Evolution 
(Weeks) M=4 M=5 M=6 M=7 M=8 M=9 M=10 
1 0.465 0.267 0.157 0.096 0.075 0.061 0.039 
2 0.346 0.212 0.131 0.097 0.065 0.047 0.036 
3 0.296 0.164 0.112 0,076 0.063 0.049 0.033 
4 0.291 0.167 0.102 0.07 0.06 0.044 0.028 
5 0.21 0.134 0.082 0.068 0.046 0.035 0.033 
6 0.174 0.126 0.081 0.064 0.035 0.035 0.025 
7 0.152 0.101 0.075 0.05 0.048 0.034 0.026 
8 0.138 0.1 0.065 0.05 0.039 0.042 0.026 
9 0.13 0.084 0.05 0.054 0.041 0.029 0.03 
10 Q.112 0.079 0.059 0.042 0.028 0.03 0.025 
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Estimated T.vapunov Exponents for Loa-detrended Weekly Series 
The table below shows the estimated maximum Lyapunov 
exponents for log-differenced weekly series under embedded 
dimension (M) from 4 to 10 and time evolution up 10 weeks: 
E v o l u t i o n ~ ~ ‘ 5 ^ 
(Weeks) M=4 M=5 M=6 M=7 M=8 M=9 M=10 
1 0.264 0.195 0.191 0.152 0.139 0.133 0.118 
2 0.215 0.197 0.176 Q»147 0.124 0.111 0.098 
3 0.223 0.18 0.162 0.14 0.129 0.114 0.105 
4 0.207 0.19 0.136 0.146 0.119 0.098 0.091 
5 0.199 0.152 0.142 0.125 0,115 0.093 0.096 
6 0.174 0.165 0.13 0.128 0.1 0.099 0.087 
7 0.174 0.149 0.126 0.12 0.096 0.093 0.073 
8 0.146 0.141 0.13 0.113 0.095 0.089 0.076 
9 0.133 0.118 0.115 0.112 0.08 0.073 0.077 
1 0 Q.134 0.12 0.119 0.104 0.1 0.084 0.09 
APPENDIX C - SHUFFLED TESTS RESULTS 
Shuffled Tests Results for Loa-differenced Series 
Table of the five shuffled tests results for daily series: 
Emb Dim Shuffled Test 1 Shuffled Test 2 Shuffled Test 3 Shuffled Test 4 Shuffled Test 51~Average Daily Series 
Shuffled 
1 0.910627 0.902019 0.908405 0.90103 "~0~926114 0.909639 1.045413 
2 2.0661 2.055898 2.075031 2.081136 2.06772 2.069177 2.061245 
3 3.022319 3.037635 3.024642 3.031716 3.021849 ~T027632 1.009825 
4 3.814356 3.80393 3.812415 3.830616 3.871139 1826491 3.827866 
5 4.49450T~ 4.491245 4.531818 4.537498~ 4.5465T9~ 4.520318 4.38416F" 
6 5.036199 5.026099 5.006728 5.057636 "T"076177 5.040568 "7.898431 
7 5.427028 5.441032 5.412869 5.488238 5.430369 5.439907 5.233582 
8 5.82265 5.845614 5.797987 5.878235 5.731033 5.815104 5.561209 
9 6.136473 6.174482 6.092162 6.154952 6.050931 6.1218 ~5.822769 
10 6.381646 6.094499 6.317841 6.148167 6.299037 6.248238 6.053458 
Table of 10 shuffled tests results for weekly series: 
Emb Dim Shuffled Test 1 Shuffled Test 2 Shuffled Test 3 Shuffled Test 4 Shuffled Test 5 Shuffled Test 6 Shuffled Test 7 
1 0,861709 0.849142 “ 0.845059 0.879615 0.874892 — 0.831254 “ 0.86406 
2 2.013712~ 2.028131 2.060302 2.001223 2.0522?1~" 2.096098~~ 2.067111 
3 3.046853 2.946929 3.020969 2.995626 3.021236 2.981648 3.022715 
4 3.837073 3.940494 3.81985 3.856774 3.780972 3.797444 3.822401 
5 4.528226 4.618736 — 4.491369 4.496898 4.529491 4.633942 4.644477 
i 5.19159 5.20071 5.014949 — 5.222011 5.090331 5.13727 1.057255 
7 5.631011 5.760388 5.61983 5.687851 5.674342 5.606549 5.475153 
8 6.098033 “ 6.085359 “ 5.815468 6.001746 6.085682 6.120842 5.968135 
i 6.612417 6.394605 5.988256 “ 6.308846 6.350463 6.572023 6.494568 
10 6.768847 6.78606 6.306157 6.689524 6.707768 6.943477 8.973083 
47 
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Emb Dim Shuffled Test 8 Shuffled Test 9 Shuffled Test Average~ Weekly Series 
10 Shuffled 
1 0.864692 0.880433 _ 0.893815 “ 0.864467 1.009674 
2 2.053759 2.008736 2.074468 2.045576 2.05233 
3 2.99892 2.973658 3.035525 3.004408 2.930402 
4 3.732817 3.827718 3.885582 3.830113 3.867816 
5 4.4234 4.587194 4.647028 4.560076 “ 4.722618 
6 4.99689 5.141973 5.219584 " T l 27256 5.25836 
7 5.530138 5.645162 5.775957 ~^640638 5.566328 
8 5.846552 6.163066 6.124441 ~6T030932 5.779775 
9 6.234187 — 6.61214 6.579999 “ 6.41475 “ 6.246567 
10 6.624363 6.3604 ~~6.987999 _6.714768 6.593354 
Shuffled Tests Results for Log-detrended Series 
Table of the five shuffled tests results for daily series: 
Emb Dim Shuffled Test 1 Shuffled Test 2 Shuffled Test 3 Shuffled Test 4 Shuffled Test 5 Average Daily Series 
Shuffled 
1 0.940379 0.935256 0.936699 0.941231 "T941374 0.938988 ~1.032071 
2 2.038563 2.06223 ~~2.049392 2.046953 —2.035148 — 2.046457 1.948143 
3 2.964307 ~2.961649 2.973141 — 2.983198 2.978845 2.972228 “ 2.692009 
4 3.806821 3.787239 3.805198 ~^798756 3.771672 "1.793937 —2.979225 
5 4.399402 4.445548 4.507224 4.5089 ~393101 ~4.450835 3.438344 
6 4.970129 4.993576 5.074655 5.048121 4.982307 5.013757 3.56134 
7 5.347438 5.400861 5.46664 ~~5423367 T388636 ~5.405388 3.887905 
8 5.629041 5.706367 5.757108 5.748032 5.699028 5.707915 4.173006 
9 5.963947 6.047112 6.082302 6.059538 1029098 6.036399 4.019541 
10 6.224709 6.314346 6.329104 6.296217 6.294208 6.291717 3.798799 
Table of 10 shuffled tests results for weekly series: 
Emb Dim Shuffled Test 0 Shuffled Test 1 Shuffled Test 2 Shuffled Test 3 Shuffled Test 4 Shuffled Test 5 Shuffled Test 6 
1 0.915281 0.915358 0.91644 0.915911 0.915704 0.916116 0.916245 
2 2 .042542.041666 2.041307 2.041325 2.041558 2.041218 2.041989 
3 2.950202 "~2.948588 2.946336 2.948536 2.950375 —2.948706 2.949364 
4 3797661 “ 3.79731 3.796035 T799593 3.797299 3.797608 3.798566 
5 4,373994 4.370367 4.375343 4.372181 "~4.375533 4.373958 4.374745 
6 4.784377 “ 4.779725 4.777978 4.780591 4.779404 4.781013 4.77848 
7 5.322626 5.324484 ~ 5.321606 5.319804 ~ 5.31897 5.319937 5.321745 
8 5.752628 5.754317 5.74954 5.749513 5.750969 5.751343 5.750569 
9 6219295 —6.213192 6.215327 "T217092 6.216559 6.215593 6.215327 
10 6 53939 6.533305 6.53 85 6.535444 6.53795 6.532228 6.535444 
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Emb Dim Shuffled Test 7 Shuffled Test 81 Shuffled Test 91~Average""“ Weekly Series 
Shuffled 
1
 0.915558 0.914804 ~ 0.91562 —0.915704 1.022799 
2
 2.042117 —2.040253 —2.041791 —2.041576 ~1.960402 
3
 2.950031 2.948708 2.949844~ 2.949069 ‘ 2.657938 
4 3.798389 3.799403 3.796793 3.797866 3.154457~ 
5 4.374576 ~ 4.372078 4.369741 “ 4.373252 3.449983 
6 4.783449 ~ 4.780591 ~ 4.779966 ~ 4.780557 _ 3.587568 
7
 5.321479 3.980881~ 
8 5.751598 —5.749713 ~ 5.751188 — 5.751138 “ 4.336892 
9 6.219827 —6.217359 “ 6.213582 — 6.216315 “ 4.239746 
10 6.540458 6.535444 ~~6.537266 ~6.535951 4.105704 
APPENDIX D - DAILY HANG SENG INDEX 
Daily Closing Prices of Hang Sena Index (2/1/1970-3/2/1994 
DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
2/1/70 155.38 17/4/70 185.56 ""“30/7/70 —195.63 ~12/11/70 194.84 25/2/71 212.11 10/6/71 ""“249.61 
5/1/70 154.75 20/4/70 185.96 31/7/70 194.53~ 13/11/70~ 194.59 26/2/71 209.16 ~ 11/6/71 — 248.66 "‘ 
6/1/70 155.45 22/4/70 —184.52 ”""4/8/70 193.24 ""“16/11/70 196.23 ~~1/3/71 208.55 ~TW71 ~255.26 
7/1/70 155.73 23/4/70 184.14 — 5/8/70 —194.32 ~17/11/70 198.73 ~2/3/71 207.04 ~15/6/71 ~262.66 
8/1/70 156.96 24/4/70 —183.12 ~~6/8/70 ""“195.55 ”18/11/70 197.52 ‘~3/3/71 203.81 ~T6/6/71 ~261.2 
9/1/70 156.23 27/4/70 — 180.1 —7/8/70 —195.84 ~9/11/70 198.32 ~4/3/71 206.44 ~17/6/71 260.89 
12/1/70 156.68 28/4/70 181.69 — 10/8/70 — 197.72 20/11/70 ~ 199.49 — 5/3/71 “ 204.16 “ 18/6/71 “ 265.17 
13/1/70 156.78 ~29/4/70 ~180.34 ~11/8/70 ~~200.18 23/11/70 198.77 8/3/71 204.34 21/6/71 278.97 
14/1/70 156.23 ~30/4/70 ~178.58 ""“12/8/70 ""“201.55 24/11/70 197.19 9/3/71 202.27 22/6/71 275.49 
15/1/70 156.88 "“"“1/5/70 ~176.14 ~~^ 3/8/70 ”""201.94 25/11/70 197.79 10/3/71 201.07 23/6/71 269.51 
16/1/70 157.84 ~4/5/70 ~174.94 ~14/8/70 ~203.06 26/11/70 199.09 11/3/71 202.72 24/6/71 271.72 
~19/1/70 ~158.52 — 5/5/70 168.46 17/8/70 ~ 202.46 ~ 27/11/70 _ 199.57 — 12/3/71 “ 201.51 “ 25/6/71 275.53 
20/1/70 159.16 ~6/5/70 "”“172.91 “18/8/70 —203.45 30/11/70 198.86 15/3/71 202.21 28/6/71 282.65 
21/1/70 160.69 "““7/5/70 176.93 ~19/8/70 ""“204.51 1/12/70 197.95 16/3/71 202.73 29/6/71 288.74 
22/1/70 161.06 ~8/5/70 ""“177.61 20/8/70 203.22 _2/12/70 198.01 17/3/71 202.65 30/6/71 292.48 
23/1/70 160.58 ~11/5/70 ~174.73 21/8/70 2^03.89 3/12/70 200.12 18/3/71 202.71 2/7/71 305.89 
26/1/70 160.06 ~12/5/70 174.1 ~~24/8/70 203.55 4/12/70 201.12 19/3/71 203.58 5/7/71 296.24 
27/1/70 160.62 13/5/70 ~174.46 ~25/8/70 —202.99 7/12/70 203.05 22/3/71 207.44 6/7/71 294.4 
~28/1/70 160.79 ~14/5/70 ~174.82 ~26/8/70 201.5 8/12/70 204.56 23/3/71 208.88 7/7/71 299.84 
~29/1/70 161.45 15/5/70 173.47 27/8/70 ~ 200.25 — 9/12/70 ~ 203.74 ~ 24/3/71 “ 208.44 “ 8/7/71 ‘ 303.82 
j30/1/70 ”""“164.11 —18/5/70 ~ 173.4 28/8/70 ~ 201.15 — 10/12/70 ~ 202.11 “ 25/3/71 “ 208.99 “ 9/7/71 ‘ 301.09 
“2/2/70 165.23 —19/5/70 172.94 1/9/70 ~ 200.78 11/12/70 — 204.08 ~ 26/3/71 “ 209.57 “ 12/7/71 ‘ 296.7 
“""”3/2/70 "“"“164.89 ""”20/5/70 ~172.27 ""“2/9/70 198.54 14/12/70 207.43 29/3/71 205.4 13/7/71 289.64 
~4/2/70 ~~165.57 ~21/5/70 ""“169.84 ""”3/9/70 196.77 15/12/70 206.77 30/3/71 209.83 14/7/71 284.53 
""*"5/2/70 """"167.29 ~22/5/70 ~~168.07 4/9/70 ~198.36 16/12/70 206.63 31/3/71 210.81 15/7/71 294.68 
‘"“ /2/7 ~168.41 25/5/70 ~16M8~ 7/9/70~ 199.24 17/12^ 0~ 207.97~ 1/4/71 — 210.38 ~ 16/7/71 ~ 296.36 
~Tl/2/70 ~168.49 ""“26/5/70 ""”162.64 ~~8/9/70 ""“197.31 18/12/70 209.99 2/4/71 210.01 19/7/71 290.97 
‘~12/2/70 166.6 ~27/5/70 165.7 ~~9/9/70 196.57 ”“ 1/12/70 208.99 6/4/71 210.32 20/7/71 288.17 
13/2/70 ‘ 166.22 ‘ 28/5/70 “ 170.96 ~ 10/9/70 198.12 22/12/70 209.36 7/4/71 212.35 21/7/71 291 
16^70 166^33~ 29/5/70~ 173.02~‘ 11/9/70 197.91 23/12/70 “ 208.87 8/4/71 ‘ 213.59 23/7/71 289.43 
17/2/70 ""”166.67 ""1/6/70 ~170.91 "^ ?5/9/70 ""“197.39 24/12/70 210.97 13/4/71 216.76 26/7/71 286.53 
~18^70 6^7.4 ~2?6/70 ""“170^ 33~ 17/9/70~ 195.96~ 28/12^ 0~ 211.27~ 14/4/71218.98 27/7/71 282.05 
~ 1 6 7 . 4 1 ~~W&70 "”"169^ 61 ~ 18/9/70 194.76 29/1270~ 211.91 — 15/471 218.24 — 28/7/71 281.87 
""“mm mTi~ mifo~ 170.25 21/9/70 192.46 ~ 30/12/70 “ 211.69 16/4/71 ‘ 219.16 29/7/71 282.94 
~23<^ /70 171.46 ~5/6/70 ~m44~ 22/9/70~ 192.82 31/12^ 0~ 211.64~ 19/4/71 — 220.36 30/7/71 288.23 
""“24^ 70 17177~ 9/6/70~ 169.41 23/9/70 192.05 4/1/71 “ 213.26 20/4/71 ‘ 221.21 3/8/71 295.65 
"“25^70~ 171«~ 10/6/70~ 172.13— 24/9/70 “ 192.91 5/1/71 “ 213.76 ~ 22/4^ 1 222.3 4/8/71 294.49 
~26^70~ 17318 11/6/70 174.67 25/9/70 “ 195.37 6/1/71 212.98 23/4/71 220.33 5/8/71 296.65 
2 ¾ ~ 17406 “ 12/6/70 — 173.5 ~28/9/70 ""“ml~ 7/1/71 212.48 26/4/71 219.51 6/8/71 297.34 
""“2im 17493 ~ 15/6/70 ~173.35 2 ¾ 1 9 7 . 7 4 8/1/71 212.54 27/4/71 222.85 9/8/71 297.36 
~3^70 174 6 ~1~6/6/70 ~17541 ~ 30/9/70~ 198.55 11/1/71 213.77 28/4/71 223.63 10/8/71 298.64 
—“WO 17738” 17/6/70 ~ 178.31 1/10/70 ""“wii~ 12/1/71 216.81 29/4/71 222.3 11/8/71 300.94_ 
~ M f o 1798 18/6/70 ""“176.85 196.58 13/1/71 217.36 30/4/71 222.87 12/8/71 _ _ 3 0 6 7 _ 
~6^?70 183118 19/6/70 ~17^36~ 5/10/70— 197.28 14/1/71 218.17 3/5/71 225.58 13/8/71 308^5_ 
mm 19063 22/6/70 ~179J8~ 6/10/70 197.03 15/1/71 218.66 4/5/71 226.16 16/8/71 _ m S _ 
10/3/70 19339 23/6/70 179^ 1 ~ 7/10/70 196.98 “ 18/1/71 218.83 5/5/71 226.67 17/8/71 307,85_ 
11/3/70 1^ 57 2W70 177.31 195.81 ~ 19/1/71 218.29 6/5/71 229.58 18/8/71 303^_ 
12/3/70 2W70 176.72 “ 1 ^ 0 194.92 20/1/71 216.13 7/5/71 228.28 19^ 71 
13/3/70 19?3 2^70 177.98 13/10/70~ 194.34 • 1/1/71 217.22 10/5/71 229.69 20/8/71 306.83 
—i6^ 70 iMii 179.7 14/10/70 194.16 _ 22/1/71 217.71 11/5/71 23167 23^ 71 
1R1 37 15/10/70 193 U 25/1/71 220.86 12/5^ 1 234.29 2W71 3119^ 
- S — — S I — — ™ rnTii wm~ 2^0.59 13/5/71 233.88 25^ 3 1 7 ^ 
- S — — S I — — igil. MIT" Vm 2201T- 14/5/71 231.25 2^71 326.39 
-4¾——ZT, _JZ 20/10/70 194.19 "^ 1777- 17/5/71__232J3__27^ __ 
— S S jfm ^oo^rm^ 3/2/71 217.48 18/5/71 232.29 3W71—— 
HS——fl!——I: IjfiO^ W^TO192J6 217.87 19/5/71 231.91 Vm 337^ 
S——— 5^ 71— 218.1 20/5/71 23113 TMU—— 
S — — H — — 1 Z m77 -l67lQ^ ~m87 mfT- 216.48 21/5/71 237J —— S — — H — — Z Z mM -WWO 190^4 MT~ 215.84 24/5/71 24082 6^ 71—— 
- S — — i l — — Z Z ^ - 1 m m m i i o ^ T " 216.89 25/5/71 245,59 T i m — — 
—S——if——Znl -^io?7Q iO ii^ T- 215.85 26/5/71 246,67 —— 
— S ——S 30/10/70 19154 W71— 213.18 27/5/71 245.92__ 370_ 
-J!^ ———— ^^-^nrn /71 240.17 10/9/71 363.56 
7/4/70
 ^ — — S — — — — ™ 23879— 13/9/71 360.96 
S I — — S — — H — — V O 14/9/71 371.06 
18017
 S S 1904 18/2/71 213.77 3/6/71 242 77 15/9/71 378.07 
- J S _ _ ^ — " i f ” : i Z " S i — " 2 1 Z 3 8 ~ ~ 2 4 4 3 3 ~ S T Z Z j U Z 
78
 S S —
 211 37 - 7/6/71 246.81 17/9/71 388.39 
— • H S U Z I ^ I 211.59 ^14 21/9/71 40,or] 
50 
51 
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HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
_22jW71 394.72 5/1/72 343.58 20/4/72 379.45 31/7/72 — 497.01 ' 9/11/72 “ 727.02 22/2/73 1521.91 
__23^71 396.88 6/1/72 341.31 24/4/72 383.66 1/8/72~ 507.01 10/11/72 — 759.42 “ 23/2/73 1498.02 
385.76 7/1/72 342.05 25/4/72 388.89 2/8/72~ 502.09 — 13/11/72 _ 672.62 “ 26/2/73 1509.67 
_
2 7 / 9 / 7 1
 367.98 10/1/72 334.83 26/4/72 384.68 3/8/72 “ 501.55 14/11/72 ~ 672.91 27/2/73 1613.42 
__28/9/71 382.31 11/1/72 336.27 27/4/72 386.16 4/8/72 “ 496.19 15/11/72 ~ 690.24 28/2/73 1625.63 i 
__
29/9/71 37331
 12/1/72 336.39 28/4/72 390.29 8/8/72 487.8 16/11/72 695.77 1/3/73 1690.43 i 
_30/9/71 363.76 13/1/72 327.86 1/5/72 392.08~ 9/6/72 482.06 17/11/72 “ 686.8 . 2/3/73 1744.39 j 
1/10/71 349.61 14/1/72 330.02 2/5/72~ 395.15~ 10/8/72 488.46 — 20/11/72 ~ 679.27 “ 5/3/73 ‘ 1770.85 
5/10/71 347.63 17/1/72 330.1 3/5/72~ 390.09~ 11/8/72 485.43 — 21/11/72 — 661.26 ~ 6/3/73 ‘ 1750.25 
6/10/71 359.46 18/1/72 329.44 4/5/72 — 397.71 “ 14/8/72 477.49 • 22/11/72 ~ 674.84 7/3/73 ~1711.32 
7/10/71 370.24 19/1/72 334.95 5/5/72 400.06 “ 15/8/72 468.8 ‘ 23/11/72 _ 686.03 — 8/3/73 ~1731.64 
8/10/71 369.98 20/1/72 335.91 8/5/72 — 397.42 ~ 16/8/72 457.19 ‘ 24/11/72 ~ 668.51 9/3/73 ~1774.96 
11/10/71 377.76 21/1/72 335.51 9/5/72~ 392.64~ 17/8/72 462.75 27/11/72 641.4 ~ 12/3/73 “ 1734.9 
12/10/71 371.42 24/1/72 332.23_ 10/5/72 ~ 382.82 “ 18/8/72 ‘ 458.41 ‘ 28/11/72 ~ 637.73 ~ 13/3/73 1674.65 
13/10/71 371.58 25/1/72 329.97 11/5/72~ 388.2721/8A72 442.03 ~ 29/11/72 ~ 661.35 ~ 14/3/73 “ 1604.25 
14/10/71 366.95 26/1/72 328.77"“ 12/5/72 ~ 394.49 — 22/8/72 ‘ 437.99 ‘ 30/11/72 “ 664.91 ~ 15/3/73 1595.5 
15/10/71 371.09 27/1/72 323.95 15/5/72~ 393.73~ 23/8/72~ 449.69 ~ 1/12/72 678.82 16/3/73 “ 1660.1 
18/10/71 368.49 28/1/72 324.1 16/5/72~ 391.98~ 24/8/72444.58 4/12/72 ~ 678.1 19/3/73 “ 1620.34 
19/10/71 373 31/1/72 329.55 17/5/72 —398.65 ~25/8/72 ~~447.71 ~5/12/72 675.12 20/3/73 ""“1514.73 
20/10/71 376.69 1/2/72 328 18/5/72 399.73 29/8/72 444.61 6/12/72 681.4 21/3/73 1386.82 
21/10/71 382.44 2/2/72 326.08 19/5/72 398.88 30/8/72 443.11 7/12/72 687.83 22/3/73 1453.86 
22/10/71 390.65 3/2/72 328.47 22/5/72 394.06 31/8/72 450.24 8/12/72 702.25 23/3/73 1417.98 
25/10/71 390.62 ~4/2/72 —329.77 —23/5/72 400.75 1/9/72 — 460.36 11/12/72 720.08 — 26/3/73 “ 1229.28 
26/10/71 380.58 7/2/72 329.36 24/5/72 400.72 4/9/72 467.64 12/12/72 722.05 27/3/73 1192.8 
28/10/71 364.21 ~8/2/72 _330.94 25/5/72 — 403.86 — 5/9/72 472.53 — 13/12/72 732.41 28/3/73 — 1285.94 
| 29/10/71 364.22 “""“9/2/72 329.18 "“26/5/72 _ 410.61 6/9/72 — 479.62 ~ 14/12/72 — 751.51 ~ 29/3/73 ~ 1332.33 
1/11/71 364.65 10/2/72 332.6 29/5/72 415.15 7/9/72 473.92 15/12/72 743.01 30/3/73 1301.13 
2/11/71 357.77 11/2/72 335.36 30/5/72 414.75 8/9/72 470.01 18/12/72 746.72 2/4/73 1234.05 
3/11/71 343.84 14/2/72 342.05 31/5/72 421.13 11/9/72 464.56 19/12/72 747.99 3/4/73 1160.34 
4/11/71 328.11 18/2/72 —338.73 1/6/72 — 431.39 12/9/72 471.72 20/12/72 742.49 ~ 4/4/73 ~ 1058.94 
5/11/71 342.9 _ 21/2/72 ~ 340.35 2/6/72 433.41 13/9/72 “ 469.66 ~ 21/12/72 ~ 763.71 6/4/73 — 1001.67~ 
8/11/71 ~337.61 ""“22/2/72 —339.02 _ 5/6/72 "“ 439.48 — 14/9/72 469.03 ~ 22/12/72 ~ 777.43 ~ 9/4/73 924.5 
~9T11/71 ~331.52 ~23/2/72 —345.36 6/6/72 450.32 15/9/72 472.02 ~ 27/12/72 819.93 ~ 10/4/73 “ 818.39 
10/11/71 ~332.63 ~24/2/72 348.03 7/6/72 444.54 — 18/9/72 ~ 478.81 — 28/12/72 811.95 “ 11/4/73 — 926.45 
I~11/11/71 332.95 25/2/72 ~~351.12 8/6/72 433.02 19/9/72 483.33 29/12/72 843.4 12/4/73 1008.08 
~12/ri/7i m 0 7 ~ 28/2/72 342.95~ 9/6/72~ 435.77~ 20/9/72~ 476.57 ~ 2/1/73 — 869.14 “ 13/4/73 1083.15 
~15/11/71 ~339.75 “""29/2/72 ~~342.79 12/6/72 435.11 21/9/72 475.19 3/1/73 852.31 17/4/73 1027.02 
~16/11/71 ~332.45 1^ /72 ""“349.24 13/6/72 428.04 22/9/72 480.43 4/1/73 865.99 18/4/73 986.44 
"“17/11/71 329^6~ 2/3/72~ 349^8~ 14/6/72 423.75~ 25/9/72 480.22 ~ 5/1/73 — 884.88 _ 19/4/73 984.22 
32489~ 3/3/72~ 346.71~~: 16/6/72 426.74~ 26/9/72~ 488.88 ~ 8/1/73 — 901.29 ~ 24/4/73 936.4 
~ ~ m v n ~ 308.36~ 6/3/72~ 343.14— 19/6/72 434.22 27/9/72 • 489.47 ‘ 9/1/73 “ 904.21 25/4/73 902.34 
~22/11/71 278jB7~ 7/3/72~ 346.06 20/6/72~ 433.7~ 28/9/72~ 493.81 — 10/1/73 — 970.88 26/4/73 849.62 
~23HV7T~ 297.8~ 8/3/72 346.94 21/6/72 ~ 432.78 — 29/9/72 ‘ 496.55 ‘ 11/1/73 “ 955.01 27/4/73 779.28 
~~2iivm 31123~ 9/3/72~ 346.32~ 22/6/72~ 431.6~ 2/10/72~ 500.86 12/1/73 886.7 30/4/73 734.83 
309.58 10/3/72 347.6 23/6/72 432.64 “ 3/10/72 ‘ 518.45 15/1/73 825.94 1/5/73 788.48 
26/11/71““ 304.27 13/3/72 ‘ 345.74 “ 26/6/72 442.09 4/10/72 514.66 "16/1/73 883.97 2/5/73 830.23 
“
-29/11/71~~ 291.86 . 14/3/72 “ 348.65 _ 27/6/72 — 434.56 ~ 5/10/72 —515.92 ""“17/1/73 874.58 3/5/73 777.21 
"~3oJlv7i~ 284.74 15^/72~ 344.86~ 28/6/72~ 432.23 6/10/72~ 518.9 18/1/73 878.86 4/5/73 770.61 
~V\m\ 282!04~ 16/3/72~ 344.91 29/6/72~ 435.14 9/10/72~~ 532.68 — 19/1/73 873.01 7/5/73 751.51 
2/12/71 29813""“ 17/3/72 ‘ 344.96 “ 30/6/72 _ 440.06 10/10/72 526.19 22/1/73 877.3 8/5/73 689.92 
~^12/71 2M33““ 20/3/72 ‘ 343.81 “ 3/7/72 _ 448.36 ~ 11/10/72 535.54 “23/1/73 911.29 9/5/73 656.03 
7/12/71 15767 21/3/72 ""“3^68~ 4/7/72 456.45 ~ 12/10/72 _ 535.97 24/1/73 937.74 10/5/73 662.92 
~~8/12/71 288722/3 /72 ‘ 345.17 “ 5/7/72 _ 456.91 13/10/72 532.28 25/1/73 950.76 11/5/73 663.84 
Wnm 293^ 1•"“ 23/3/72 _ 345.6 6/7/72 ~458.79 17/10/72 538.1~ 26/1/73~ 946.59 14/5/73 742.45 
10/12/71 24/3/72 ‘ 348.43 7/7/72 “ 460.26 ~ 18/10/72 530.61 29/1/73 958.46 15/5/73 739.33 
13/12/71 289 « ~ 27/3/72 — 355.37 ~ 10/7/72 ""“466.67 19/10/72 536.2 30/1/73~ 971.44 16/5/73 759.72_ 
2/71 291^ 6 28/3/72 ~35185~ 11/7/72468.52 20/10/72 536.34 31/1/73 971.87 17/5/73 _766 65_ 
m m 29858 29/3/72 ^354^7~ 12/7/72— 479.7 ‘ 23/10/72 563.38 1/2/73 970.69 18/5/73 81421_ 
30019 30/3/72 ~~354lT" 13/7/72 • 474.62 24/10/72 559.93 2/2/73 1098.86 2V5/J3 §6154_ 
17/12/71 29863 4W72 355^ 1 m 479.13 25/10/72 567.42 7/2/73 1147.09 22/5/73 8 5 6 _ 
59574 mTl 362.45 ~~Wm 488.8 • 26/10/72 580.46 8/2/73 1267.26 23/5/73 8 5 9 _ 
Z Z \ 30217 7W72 366.05 ~l8ffl72 481.94 “ 27/10/72 ^79.99 9/2/73 1449.91 24/5/73 829.96 
313¾ 10W72 19/7/72 491.88 30/10/72 623.86 12/2/73 1503.14 25/5/73 784.57 
- 5 ^ 32^ 04 20/7/72 " " r n i T " 31/10/72 639.59 13/2/73 1428.2 28W73 75491_ 
——1¾——^79 1/11/72 632.62 14^ 73 1418.17 29^ 73 778.33 
——H S 2 379li Vmi i2J8 ^ 7 2 - 623.85 15/2/73 1406,53__30^2——IZ2iL_ 
H S — — H — — ^ -25^ 72 498li 642.51 16/2^3 1454.76 3W73 763.91 
H S — — i f — — : - S T — ~ 5 0 6 l 671W2- 658.3 3 1514.5 W73 7 6 5 ^ 
-¾3——if——Z
 3R109 -^nfrn m54 mm- 571.75 mm__iseyy • isyi 
: fg — : 38078 mfi ^  2 1552.16 6/6/73 766^ 
52 
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~ H S I DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
~~
 75427
 20/9/73 508.32 2/1/74 432.78 _ 18/4/74 335.09 _ 30/7/74 ""“335.77 ~~mvfT~ 194.58~ 
Mi l 760.61 21/9/73 523.24 3/1/74 423.13_ 19/4/74 336.27 ' 31/7/74 “ 336.15 ~ 12/11/74 ~187.84 j 
_
11/6/73 754 68
 24/9/73 556.31 4/1/74 425.65~ 22/4^ 4~ 327.66 — 1/8/74 ~ 341.99 _ 13/11/74 188.52 
_
1 2 / 6 / 7 3 732
. 25/9/73 534.85 7/1/74 442.01~ 23/474~ 321.31 2/8/74 _ 340.1 ' 14/11/74 179.58 i 
__
13/6/73
 707.62 26/9/73 526.21 8/1/74 443.1724/4/74~ 321.89 ~ 6/8/74 “ 327.67 ' 15/11/74 180.99 
14/6/73 695.93 27/9/73 532.23 9/1/74 ~ 440.62 ~ 26/4/74 . 309.08 ‘ 7/8/74 “ 331.78 ~ 18/11/74 _177.5 1 
15/6/73 655.62 28/9/73 532.9 10/1/74 ~ 433.3 “ 29/4/74 ‘ 307.46 ‘ 8/8/74 “ 334.32 ~ 19/11/74 ~,168.85 
18/6/73 632.58 1/10/73 513.57 11/1/74~ 439.14~ 30/4/74~ 300 9/8/74 ~ 332.01 “ 20/11/74 “ 166.86 
19/6/73 687.79 2/10/73 510.42 14/1/74 441.82 ~1?5/74 ~29014 12W74 327J1 ~ 21/11/74~ 169.63~ 
20/6/73 657.64 3/10/73 516.58 15/1/74 442.95 2/5/74 300.77 13/8/74 324.68 22/11/74 163.76 1 
21/6/73 646.16 5/10/73 526.07 16/1/74 457.75 ~3/5/74 ~~3ili04 1W74 m 8 7 ~ 25/11/74 164.29 
22/6/73 635.37 8/10/73 522.84 17/1/74~ 453.29~ 6/5/74— 341.11 15/8/74 ~ 315.6 “ 26/11/74 “ 163.35 
25/6/73 619.76 9/10/73 516.21 18/1/74~ 462.25~ 7/5/74""“ 341 16/8/74 ~ 309.73 “ 27/11/74 “ 185.17 
26/6/73 609.78 10/10/73 509.02 21/1/74 481.86 8/5/74 ~ m 6 7 ~ ‘ ~ m f M 30162~ 28/11/74~ 180.75 
27/6/73 602.02 11/10/73 499.05 22/1/71~ 474.27~ 9/5/74 — 339.26 _ 20/8/74 297.46 29/11/74 “ 174.85 
2B/6/73 634.74 12/10/73 491.77 28/1/74 460.12 10/5/74 ~33116~ 21/8/74 ~298^04~ 2/12/74~ 165.92~ 
29/6/73 623.19 15/10/73 499.62 29/1/74 448.74 13/5/74 329.33 22/8/74 282.67 3/12/74 165.74 
3/7/73 604.18 16/10/73 —492.16 _30/1/74 451.32 ~ 14/5/74 ~ 325.22 ~ 23/8/74 284.15 _ 4/12/74 “ 167.94 
4/7/73 604.65 ~17/10A73 493.33 — 31/1/74 452.98 15/5/74 — 335.28 27/8/74 278.71 “ 5/12/74 “ 166.24 
5/7/73 600.66 18/10/73 493.33 1/2/74 463.31 16/5/74 335.94 28/8/74 262.64 6/12/74 159.37 
6/7/73 577.1 ~19/10/73 —512.21 4/2/74 454.69 ~ 17/5/74 ~ 336.6 ~ 29/8/74 ~ 258.33 “ 9/12/74 “ 155.38 
9/7/73 533.74 ~22/10/73 537.05 — 5/2/74 452.38 ~ 20/5/74 355.69 30/8/74 259.66 10/12/74 “ 150.11 
10/7/73 732.45 23/10/73 527.4 6/2/74 443.27 ~~2?/5/74 ~353.82 2/9/74 244.53 11/12/74 156.71 
11/7/73 494.45 24/10/73 545.91 7/2/74 448.63 ~2^5/74 368.46 3/9/74 235.18 12/12/74 153.49 
12/7/73 499.77 25/10/73 576.57 8/2/74 444.49 23/5/74 372.4 4/9/74 244.89 13/12/74 157.21 
13/7/73 502.77 26/10/73 589.78 11/2/74 435.06 24/5/74 401.91 5/9/74 251.51 16/12/74 160.46 
16/7/73 539.18 29/10/73 593.06 12/2/74 436.08 27/5/74 393.3 6/9/74 238.91 17/12/74 166.49 
~ ~ m m 602.34 30/10/73 630.54 13/2/74 425.21 28/5/74 409.13 9/9/74 242.72 18/12/74 163.3 
~19/7/73 604.99 31/10/73 631.99 14/2/74 427.52 29/5/74 427.93 10/9/74 236.2 19/12/74 159.86 
20/7/73 631.21 1/11/73 617.09 15/2/74 432.8 30/5/74 421.33 11/9/74 234.31 20/12/74 162.71 
""”23/7/73 680.7 ~2/11/73 620.05 —18/2/74 ~ 427.18 ~ 31/5/74 ~ 401.16 ~ 12/9/74 228.01 23/12/74 “ 162.84 
~24/7/73 ~~678.47 ~5/11/73 ~~590.36 19/2/M 421.61 3/6/74 409.51 13/9/74 220.74 24/12/74 165.02 
25/7/73 661.21 ~6/11/73 588.74 20/2/74 ~ 419.25 — 4/6/74 — 404.55 16/9/74 “ 207.12 “ 27/12/74 165.75 
~26/7/73 703.32 ""”7/11/73 ~~578.65 21/2/74 407.2 5/6/74 405.68 17/9/74 207.81 30/12/74 172.9 
~27/7/73 ~735.15 ""”^ 11/73 ~613.74 22/2/74 396.07 6/6/74 405.99 18/9/74 227.47 31/12/74 171.11 
"""30/7/73 69817 9/11/73~ 613.T6~ 25/2/74 386.14~ 7/6/74 411.06 — 19/9/74 ~ 217.81 “ 2/1/75 167.11 
""“31/7/73 ""“69815~ 12/11/73 630 l~ 26/2^4~ 394.74~ 10/6/74~ 432.49 20/9/74 ~ 234.55 3/1/75 168.93 
1/8/73 ~675^84 m w T " 622^~ 27/2ff4~ 399.81~ 11/6/74~ 433.84 — 23/9/74 ~ 238.2 ~ 6/1/75 166.91 
""“mil"" 655.85 14/11/7T" 619.75~ 28/2/74— 387.2 _ 12/6/74 450.28 24/9/74 “ 229.93 7/1/75 161.75 
3ffl/73 698^96 15/ilffT" 603.55 1/3/74 382.^  13/6/74~ 449.3 25/9/74 ~ 220.57 8/1/75 160.43 
‘7/8/73 691.^~ 16/11/73~ 606.08~ 4/3/74 — 364.93 _ 14/6/74 466.45 26/9/74 221.7 9/1/75 160.42 
" " “ m h " 6 8 0 l ~ 19/11/73~ 589.62~ 5/3/74 — 376.75 17/6/74 “ 470.03 27/9/74 220.51 10/1/75 163.75 
" " “ m h ~ 665.27 2 0 / 1 5 8 3 . 8 3 ~ 6/3/74 ~ 401.53 18/6/74 “ 446.46 30/9/74 212.59 13/1/75 169.03 
""“W/8/73 ""6^2 21/1V73~ 560.01 7/3/74~ 397.31~ 19/6/74 443.87 — 2/10/74 216.29 14/1/75 166.69 
~13W73~~ 624.7 22/11/73 “ 574.61 8/3/74 “ 385.04 20/6/74 — 434.42 ~3/10/74 211.07 15/1/75 167.78 
""“mi73~ 630 03 23/11/73~ 567.15 11/3/74 “ 380.83 21/6/74 425.21 __4/10/74 205.61 16/1/75 170.72 
15?8?73 62715 "~26?11?73~ 548.8 12^/74~ 377.82 24/6/74 _ 409.13 7/10/74 208.14 17/1/75 171.55 
16W73~ 615 21 “ 27/11/73 516.77 13/3/74 ~~379J7~ 25/6/74 417.18 8/10/74 212.6 20/1/75 172.44 
~17W73 636 53 "18/11/73 525 81 ~ 14/3/74 380.7 ~ 26/6/74 399.77 9/10/74 206.31 21/1/75 176.88_ 
"""20^ 62307~ 29/11/73 “ 524.48 "15/3/74 ""“390l^~ 27/6/74 399.36 10/10/74 210.86 22/1/75 179.71_ 
2 3 60628~ 30/11/73 514.71 ~~mnT~ 385.38~ 2/7/74 392.71 11/10/74 212.72 23/1/75 _180,18_ 
22/8/73 61489 3/12/73 503^ 1 ~ 19/3/7^~ 379.23 ~ 3/7/74 369.83 14/10/74 215.95 24/1/75 _ m 5 7 _ 
23/8/73 62611 4/12/73 507J2~~ 20/3/74 376.77 “ 4/7/74 357.37 15/10/74 225.7 27/1/75 _209,62_ 
24/8/73 622« 5?12?73 500^ 1 ~ 21/3/74 370.45 5/7/74 376.25 16/10/74 234.17 28/1/75 219.53 
28/8/73 61?37 WW73 47108 363.45 8/7/74 360.86 17/10/74 222.72 29/1/75 212.19 
29/8/73 606^ 3 m2f73 462.39 ~15?3?74 366.29 • 9/7/74 354.76 18/10/74 224.86 30/1/75 215^_ 
-^8?73 eofei m/19/7^  472j~" 26^ /74 “ 363.61 10/7/74 347.49 21/10/74 223.46 3VVJ5 
——^ ^ 4 7 0 ^ 8 mfH 3567— 11/7/74 354.75 22/10/74 22M 3 ^ — — 2 2 5 ^ -
— S — — H r'1— 342.1 24/10/74 220.89 4^75 209^ 
If 7^3 52 29/3/74 337 78 15/7/74 323.67 25/10/74 220.18 5^ 216J2_ 
——HI——ZZl _ -W74 33^8 16^74- 331.86 28/10/74 225.64 mJS 223^ 
• — ^ ^ TfJT^l 3^85 ^ ^ ~ • M 4 224.99 7/2/75 227.87 
— S M i — — S i — — W W “ " W 7 4 m a T " 19/7/74 358 31/10/74 224.42 14/2/75 261.81 
- S — — U S — — S ~ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ 223.82 26165_ 
——H= 23^74~~355^1 215.21 _ _ 
" S — — H — — S I n i " W W 3373T" m m 365.5— 5/11/74 209.71 —— 
s — — I f — — s — — m^k 37iir- 208.13 20^  248.02 
- S — — ^ ½ — — S — — Z t -- 7/1~ 20431 21/2/75 242 67 
H ^ h 1 1 ! ' ^ B 333, S I 348,1 8/11/74 203.92 
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— _ _ _ HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI RATE IISI DAVI IU;I 
25/2/75 245 41
 336.84 17/9/75 300.98 “ 31/12/75 ""“3S?.94 413,01 — 2////70 _ 403/P 
_
26/2/75 245 55
 9/m 341.57 18/W75 302,99 2/1/78 354.S3 14M/7B “ 424 08 20/7/70 40M14 
_
2 7 / 2 / 7 5 2
 ‘41 10/6/75 340.46 19/9/75 310.49 ~5/1/76 3 0 U ~ IW/fl~ 423,3»~ 2P/7/7B~ 403 M j 
__
28/2/75 2
 .67 11/6/75 334.83 ""“23/9/75 309.19 6/1/78 io!34~ 20/4/78~ 42B.4I30/7 /7040f t ,33 
3/3/75
 266.06 12/6/75 335.41 2W7S~ 309.69 ~ 7/1/76 363.47 22IAIU “ 437.83 3/8/70 40(t.ft? 
4/3/75
 268.09 13/6/75 333.97 25/9/75 “ 315.02 _ 8/1/70 3717B ""“29/4/7(1 430 5B 7(1 404 30 
5 282.6 16/6/75 330.93 26/9/75 311.64 ""“5/1/76“""“ 363,fl l26/4/78~ 420,60 W7fl — 403,02 
5 296.25 17/6/75 329.01 29/9/75 304.58~ 12/1/78~ 372.77 7/4/76 ~ 423 70 “ W7(l “ 404,20 
7/3/75 311.16 18/6/75 319.69 30W7S~ 306.4 13/1/76 373,55 2B/4/70 “ 424,71 W7B 403.83 
10/^ 75 309.44 19/6/75 323.86 1/10/75 ~ 303.51 14/1/76 374,22 20/4/7(1 “ 420,57 10/8/78 400112 
11/3/75 324.78 20/6/75 323,09 2/10/75 304,12""“ 15/1/76"""" 373,01 30/4/78 ~ 420 20 11/0/70 40171 
12/3/75 315.93 23/6/75 323.59 3/10/75 303.72~ 16/1/76 383,4 3/8/7B ~ 421.7? 12/0/7(1 “ 307 06 ’ 
13/3/75 294.26 2W7S 326.69 6/10/75 306,97""“ 1 9 / 1 / 7 6 3 0 0 , 2 2 4 / 8 / 7 6 — 418,74 13/0/70 “ 300,31 j 
14/3/75 292.21 25/6/75 324.85~ 7/10/75— 306.3 — 20/1/76 “ 389,24 5/5/76 “ 422.21 lfl/U/7fl 304,04 
17/3/75 294.86 26/6/75 326.72 8/10/75 307,92— 21/1/76~ 387,5 0/6/76 — 410.00 ~ 17/0/70 — 308,44 ‘ 
18/3/75 294.73 27/6/75 ~325.09 9/10/75 308,86 22/1/76 383.75 7/6/70 ~~41812 10/8/7¾ 30076""“ 
19/3/75 300.27 30/6/75 321,2 10/10/75 311.39 23/1/76 386,85 10/5/78 410.10 ~~ii5/8/70~ 300.10 
20/3/75 ""“298.92 —2/7/75 324.78 ~ 15/10/75 314,66 26/1/76 “ 3P7.36 11/B/76 “ 416,02 “ Z0/B/78 * 303.30 
21/3/75 286,72 3/7/75 ""”321.34 ""“16/10/75 313.43 27/1/76 394.84 12/5/70 414,6 23/B/7C 300,03 
24/3/75 269.29 4/7/75 ~~320.53 ~17/10/75 316.27 28/1/76 405.55 13/5/70 410,20 24/0/70 30112 
25/3/75 ~~250.29 —7/7/75 327,18 20/10/75 — 314.48 29/1/76 ~ 411.49 “ 14/5/76 — 4Q3.S1 “ 25/0/70 “ 300.77 
26/3/75 252.4 ~~8/7/75 — 325.44 ~ 21/10/75 316.24 30/1/76 “ 423.5 "“ 17/8/70 ~ 388.00 20/0/70 “ 307,38 
27/3/75 ""*"279.38 —9/7/75 — 320,94 ~ 22/10/75 ~ 319.17 ~ 4/2/76 ~ 434,48 1B/6/78 ~ 382.15 27/B/70 “ 3»D,1) 
“1/4/75 ""“283.89 10/7/75 320.31 23/10/75 318.69 ~ S/2/7B 431.02 “ 18/5/70 ~ 380.64 “ 31/0/70 “ 413,00 
2/4/75 281.34 11/7/75 324.9 ~24/10/75 ""“319,8B 6/2/76 412.07 20/5/78 381,10 1/9/70 417.24 
3/4/75 283.34 14/7/75 ""“319.77 27/10/75 317.67 9/2/76 410,70 21/5/70 374.41 2/0/70 412.00 
—~4/4/75 286.91 15/7/75 322.58 ~28/10/75 317,82 10/2/78 405.24 24/5/70 364,04 3/0/70 <120,03 
7/4/75 286.99 ""“16/7/75 323.13 29/10/75 313.56 11/2/78 300.82 25/5/70 308.54 8/0/7(1 428,40 
8/4/75 278.15 17/7/75 32B.79 30/10/75 30B.38 12/2/76 404.53 28/5/70 301.08 7/0/78 420.3(1 
9/4/75 276.7 ~~18/7/75 326.62 31/10/75 312.27 13/2/78 409,33 27/6/70 302,40 (1/0/70 43602 
10/4/75 274.3 "“"21/7/75 ~325.08 3/11/75 309.98 18/2/76 418,30 20/S/7B 381.33 10/0/70 414.B2 
j~11/4/75 —282.2 22/7/75 — 324.19 4/11/75 ~ 309.39 “ 17/2/76 ~ 411,B0 “ 31/5/78 — 401.D5 13/0/70 “ 413,86 
14/4/75 ~~286.73 23/7/75 323.42 5/11/75 311,6 ~ 18/2/76 “ 418.12 “ 1/6/70 “ 38B 02 1 0/70 “ 40B 3 
~~15/4/75 300.32 ~24/7/75 319.1 6/11/75 312.88 10/2/76 413.51 3/0/70 386 44 15/0/70 407,4B 
16/4/75 —~296.33 25/7/75 m 6 4 ~ 7/11/75 309,33 20/2/76 422,54— W70 378,00 19/0/70 — 410,17 
| 17/4/75 ~~300.94 ""”28/7?75 31?99~ 10/11/75 308.05 23/2/7¾~ 426.28—““ 7/0/76 ~ 378,74 — 17/0/70 420,10 
18/4/75 " " “ m e i ~ 29/7/75~ 313.91 ~ 11/11/75~ 305.43 ~ 24/2/76 433.27 B/fl/76 “ 380,44 20/0/70 421,73 
""“22M/75 3081 ~ 30/7/75 305.13~ 12/11/75— 306.49 25/2/76 “ 440.B1 0/C/7B 3B3.34 21/Q/70 417 20 
""“23W75 32?jai~ 31/7/75~ 306.7713/11/75— 311.1 ~ 26/2/76 446.99 10/6/76 300.22 22/8/76 420,10 
"”24W75~ 314.5 1/8/75~ 305.55~ 14/11/75— 309.93 27/2/76 448,14 11/6/76 305,23 23/0/7(1 420.20 
"“25/4/75 324.4 ~5/8/75~ 294.88 17/11/75~ 310.79 1/3/76~ 450,65_ 14/6/70— 405,4 ~ 2W70 410,H3 
" " “ 3 3 3 ^ 6 4 ~ 6/8/75~ 300.15 18/11/75 316.97 — 2/3/76 “ 448,75 15/6/76 ‘ 406.4 27/9/70 418,04 
~ w m 326^85~ 7/B/75 305.47 19/11/75 315,7 3/3/76 447,75 16/6/70 306,OB 2B/B/7B 412,84 
""“30/4/75 322 61 ""“8/8/75 30157~ 20/11/7 "^ 312.64~ 4/3/76~ 43B — 17/6/78 401.67 20/B/70 400,00 
1^75 32057 1W75""“ 299.85 21/11/75 _ 311.14 5/3/76 435.15 ~18/6/76 401,35 30/D/7fl 400,04 
""”2^75~ 320 52~~ 12/8/75 305.87 ~ 24/11/75 “ 311.16 8/3/76 428,02 21/0/76 407.75 1/10/70 413.03 
5W75~ 314 2 — 13/8/75 302.21 ~25/11/75 ~31Z99~ 9/3/76 439,93~ 22/8/78 410,87 4/10/78 411,04 
~ 8 ^ 7 5 3 Q 6 91 “ 14/8/75 299.95 26/11/75 ~ ~ ~ 10/3/76 441.71 “ 23/8/76 400.55 8/10/70 412,04 
""“775?75 313 04 ~~15/8/75 ""“F96.69 ~lmVT5~ 313.68 1/3/76 451.83 24/6/76 409,07 fl/10/70 406,8 
8^75 309¾ 18W75 ^7^84~ 28/11/75~ 313.52 — 12/3/76 446.74 25/6/76 400,23 7/1Q/7Q W21 
9^75 309 35 19W75 30274~ 1/12/75— 317.22 “ 15/3/76 451.86 2B/fl/7fl 405.22 0/10/7(1 401.02 
12W75 31024~~ 20/8/75 “ 298.21 2/12/75 ~~316.87 16/3/76 455,82 29/6/70 400 11/10/70 302.48 
— 1 ¾ 3161 21/8/75 " " “ ^ 3 / 1 2 / 7 5 31B.5417/3/78 465.33 30/0/76 412.8 12/10/70 3B4.2_ 
""“14^75 31382 2W75 29452" m v i l ~ 316.49 — 18/3/76 458.89 2/7/70 41B.87 13/10/70 30471_ 
15/5/75 32291 26/8/75 ~~297^2~ 5/12/75 314.79 19/3/76 404.67 5/7/78 422.5B 14/10/70 _300JB4_ 
16/5/75 32654 27/8/75 ""“294lfl~ 8/12/75 318.22 “ 22/3/78 456.12 fl/7/70 422.00 15/10/7fl _300^2_ 
19/5/75 32593 317.97 “ 23/3/76 44B 7/7/78 414.83 m m 19J4_ 
,0/5n5 ^ 2 5 29^ 75 3001410/12/75 320.59 24/3/76 454,39 B/7/76 417,07 10/10/70 387J1/_ 
S 33615 W75 " " 25/3/76 0/7/78 418.P7 2 0 ¾ 308,0? 
22/5 32619 Ml 31111 328.72 26/3/76 442.01 12/7/76 418,1 21/10/70 mi— 
335.4 29/3/76 455.4 13/7/70 MM 22W76—— 
- 4 ¾ 1192 3100? 16/12/75 — m S f l ^ 30/3/76 451.89 14/7/76 415,09 m m 
S——ill Z\ -am m53 3W7fl— 455,78 15/7/76 412.58 WWTfl 302.51 
— i l i H M i 313 72 334.25 WTT^ 440 53 18/7/76 410,42 27/10/70 301,1Z 
— 310^ 19^75" 332.14 — Tim " " 1 8 / 7 / 7 6 407.87 28/10/76 302.40 
- S — — U g L n , mA7 22/12/75 ~ 3 3 2 T ~ _ 6 20/7/78 405.07 2WW70 ^ J L -
— S — — 1 ¾ — — S ^ 1 7 21 402.74 382,74 
" " S ^ 7 1 ¾ 20863 nmm^ 350.9 9/4/76 428.89 23/7/70 408,4B 4/11/76 
3 5 4 418.76 26/7/76 18 40… 
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HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
__
8/11/76 398
.61 15/2/77 ""”436.58 ~1/6/77 443.32 13/9?77 427J5~ 22/1277~ 409.23~ 12/4/78~ 445.69 
9/11/76 394.95 16/2/77 ""“439.61 ~2/6/77 ~~447.6 ~W9/77 ""”428.15 ~23/12/77 **~405.95 ~W/4/78 ~~ 
10/11/76 397.74 17/2/77 ~443.73 ~3/6/77 ""“450.22 ~15/9/77 ~427.49 ~28/12/77 ~406.24 ~14/4/78 ~436^96~1 
11/11 395.82 22/2/77 439.77~ 6/6/77 — 448.04 16/9/77 “ 424.62 29/12/77 “ 405.34 17/4/78 434.29 1 
12/11/76 394.27 23/2/77 434.38~ 7/6/77 446.1 — 19/9/77 “ 420.47 30/12/77 “ 404.02 _ 18/4/78 441.18 1 
15/11/76 387.56 24/2/77 430.34 8/6/77 446.07 20/9/77~ 420.48~ 3/1/78 — 393.74 19/4/78 _ 442.86 
16/11/76 385.47 25/2/77 ~ 425.42 9/6/77 ~ 448.42 ~ 21/9/77 “ 420.93 “ 4/1/78 “ 388.29 “ 20/4/78 ‘ .448.91 j 
17/11/76 385.96 ~28/2/77 ~427.76 10/6/77 448.3 ~^ 2/9/77 ~419.43 ~5/1/78 "“"“392.59 24/4/78 448.82 ^ 
18/11/76 388.62 1/3/77 433.28 13/6/77 445.89~~ 23/9/77~ 418.17~ 6/1/78 ~ 394.82 25/4/78 455.09 ] 
19/11/76 390.8 2/3/77 “~~433.2 ~~14/6/77 ~443.65 ~ m m 415.7 ~9/1/78 391.9 26/4/78 459.91 1 
22/11/76 388.71 3/3/77 429.06 15/6/77 441.7 27/9/77~ 417.08~ 10/1/78 ~ 390.16 27/4/78 456.02 “ 
23/11/76 387.14 4/3/77 427.93 16/6/77 438.39 29/9/77 416.43 11/1/78 388.39 28/4/78 460.23 
24/11/76 385.63 7/3/77 422.88 ~ 17/6/77 ~ 439.76 “ 30/9/77 “ 417.09 12/1/78 “ 384.41 “ 1/5/78 “ 461.83 
25/11/76 386.83 “ 8/3/77 “ 418.66 20/6/77 ‘ 440.08 “ 3/10/77 ~ 420.01 ~ 13/1/78 383.44~ 2/5/78~ 459.39 
~26/11/76 389.5 ~~9/3/77 ""“419.06 "22/6/77 ~~436.64 ~4/10/77 425.4 16/1/78 389.71 3/5/78 456.25 
29/11/76 —400.95 —10/3/77 422.66 ~ 23/6/77 “ 437.21 “ 5/10/77 “ 425.51 17/1/78 392.37 “ 4/5/78 456.1 “ 
"“30/11/76 —400.77 11/3/77 419.11 ~ 24/6/77 ~ 436.43 ~ 6/10/77 “ 425.42 “ 18/1/78 “ 397.06 5/5/78 457.17 
""“1/12/76 —398.25 14/3/77 ~ 415.45 ~ 27/6/77 434.59 “ 7/10/77 423.48 “ 19/1/78 “ 402.18 “ 8/5/78 ‘ 455.24 j 
~2/12/76 —402.22 —15/3/77 ~ 419.26 ~ 28/6/77 436.02 ~ 10/10/77 421.49 “ 20/1/78 400.27 “ 9/5/78 ‘ 451.36 “ 
""“3/12/76 —402.36 16/3/77 ~ 419.97 29/6/77 438.12 ~ 11/10/77 421.63 “ 23/1/78 “ 405.65 “ 10/5/78 ‘ 451.97 
~6/12/76 ~~399.55 ~17/3/77 ~418.36 30/6/77 ~^9.59 ~~12/10/77 420.55 24/1/78 410.18 11/5/78 449.77 
7/12/76 —400.98 —18/3/77 416.19 4/7/77 ~ 436.82 13/10/77 “ 418.81 “ 25/1/78 “ 405.57 12/5/78 ‘ 450.42 
~^12/76 ~402.99 ""“21/3/77 ~415.61 ~5/7/77 ~435.45 "“14/10/77 416.89 26/1/78 402.27 15/5/78 452.33 
9/12/76 —405.26 22/3/77 419.55 6/7/77 ~ 437.16 ~ 17/10/77 “ 416.36 27/1/78 “ 406.65 “ 16/5/78 457.96 
""”10/12/76 412.86 23/3/77 421.87 ~~7/7/77 436.8 ~18/10/77 419.17 30/1/78 406.74 17/5/76 460.81 
~^3/12/76 —417.22 — 24/3/77 419.37 8/7/77 ~ 435.98 ~ 19/10/77 “ 419.05 “ 31/1/78 “ 405.32 “ 18/5/78 ‘ 458.82 
"“14/12/76 ~416.71 ""”25/3/77 ~420.06 ~11/7/77 ~435.64 ~20/10/77 418.17 1/2/78 404.04 19/5/78 462.15 
j ~T5/12/76 —420.48 28/3/77 418.86 — 12/7/77 ~ 436.65 “ 24/10/77 “ 417.86 2/2/78 405.68 “ 22/5/78 ‘ 465.65 
~16/12/76 _415.85 — 29/3/77 417.71 13/7/77 ~ 435.74 “ 25/10/77 “ 413.54 “ 3/2/78 411.03 “ 23/5/78 ‘ 466.37 
~T7/12/76 425.16 — 30/3/77 416.15 ~ 14/7/77 ~ 431.87 “ 26/10/77 414.18 “ 6/2/78 “ 411.88 “ 24/5/78 ‘ 471.14 
""“20/12/76 429.52 31/3/77 417.27 15/7/77 431.31 27/10/77 “ 414.64 “ 10/2/78 “ 410.23 ‘ 25/5/78 470.19 
""“21/12/76 ""”434.91 ~1/4/77 424.59 18/7/77 ""“427.98 ~^/10/77 —415.51 13/2/78 411.08 26/5/78 468.7 
| ~22/12/76 ~434.26 ~4/4/77 ””"430.95 ~19/7/77 ""“422.78 ""“31/10/77 ~417.79 14/2/78 409.58 29/5/78 464.31 
"~23/12/76 “"”439.26 6/4/77 ~428.07 20/7/77 ~~426.32 ""“1/11/77 ~422.27 15/2/78 405.74 30/5/78 469.31 
~24/12/76 441.46 ""“7/4/77 ""“430.14 ""“21/7/77 ~422.48 —2/11/77 432.23 16/2/78 407.8 31/5/78 472.57 
28/12/76 ""“437.99 ~12/4/77 430.43 ~~22/7/77 ~419.3 3/11/77 436.84 17/2/78 410.06 1/6/78 477.25 
~29/12/76 439.99 13/4/77 ~435.56 ~25/7/77 ~418.47 ~~4/11/77 434.8 20/2/78 412.08 2/6/78 479.85 
~30/12/76 ~446.49 14/4/77 434.4 ""”26/7/77 “""414.03 ""“7/11/77 ”""426.36 210/78 410.81 5/6/78 484.17 
!~31/12ff6 ~447.67 ~15/4ff7 ~ ~ ^ 6 6 27?7/77~ 413.5 8/11/77~ 433.93 22/2/78 409.48 6/6/78 _ 488.72 
3/1/77 451 ~18/4/77 ~446 l l~ 2OT77~ 414.94 9/11/77~ 432.43~ 23/2/78— 409.02 ~ 7/6/78 494.22 
‘4/1/77 444.2 19/4/77 439.63 ""“29/7/77 ""“417.85 10/11/77 —429.94 24/2/78 411.45 8/6/78 505.26 
~5/1/77 ""“447.08 ~20/4/77 ""“445.46 2/8/77 416.02 ~~~1/11/77 ~~434.49 27/2/78 414.74 9/6/78 517.04 
""“6/1/77 ""“441.58 ~^4/77 448.74 ~ m i l ~ 414.13 14/11/77~ 432.76~ 28/2/78413.03 12/6/78 51B.8 
""”7/1/77 ~441.34 ~25/4/77 444.46 ~ W 7 7 ~ 414.12 15/11/77 430.77~ 1/3/78 — 410.95 13/6/78 513.77 
""“WU77 436^69 26W77~ 442.75~ 5/8/77— 416.79 16/11/77 _ 430.8 ‘ 2/3/78 ‘ 412.65 14/6/78 528.26 
~"?1/1/77 43M8 27/4^ 7 ""“44Z5~ 8/8/77 421.43 17/11/77 426.98~ 3/3/78 — 421.67 15/6/78 546.54 
~^2/1/77 ~433.76 ~28/4^7 ~~m53 m i l ~ 425.82 18/11/77~ 425.51~ 6/3/78420.68 16/6/78 544.26 
13/1/77437.98 29/4/77 441.94 10/8/77 424.45 ‘ 21/11/77 ‘ 422.4 7/3/78 421.8 19/6/78 562.31 
~~Wifil""“ 438 49 ‘ 2/5/77 “ 440.23 “ 11/8/77 421.08 ~ 22/11/77 422.37 8/3/78 "420.51 20/6/78 552.48 
17/1/77 436 54 3/5/77 439.96 ~ m m ~ 419.26~ 23/11/77 424.67 9/3/78 “ 419.93 21/6/78 540.72 
m m 4 3 8 74 “ mm ~ 442.02 — 15/8/77 418.27 ~24/11/77 419.9 10/3/78 420.91 22/6/78 549.72 
"""mm 439 52 ~ 5/5/77 445.04 ~16/8/77 ~ m O I ~ 25/11/77 420.54~ 13/3/78 — 421.42 23/6/78 548.08 
Wim 442 4 ""”6^77~ 443.98 ""“T7/8/77 ~418^68~ 28/11/77 418.13~ 14^ /78 ~ 420.65 26/6/78 536.95 
~ ~ m m 442 33 5/5/77 ~446^37~ 18/8/77~ 420.0129/11/77 “ 418.16 15/3/78 418.42 27/6/78 541.04 
2^77 Wn""“ 10/5^ 7 “ 447.65 ~ 19/8/77 419.36 30/11/77 419.29 16/3/78 417.83 28/6/78 544.85 
2 m m ^ 8 5 2 1 1 / 5 / 7 7 "45117 22IW7 ""“42103~ 1/12/77 420.57 17/3/78 423.45 29/6/78 548.56_ 
26/1/77 ^801 12?5?77~ 450.91~ 23/8/77 421.13 2/12/77 421.72 20/3/78 428.38 30/6/78 556.88_ 
m m 433 31 1~3/5/77 ^129~ 24/8/77~ 421.8 5/12/77 ~ 421.13 21/3/78 434.57 3/7/78 567.28_ 
""“28W77 « 3 4 1 1 6 / 5 / 7 7 “ 448.85 25/8/77 ""“421.95 6/12/77 421.85_ 22/3/78 435.27 4/7/78 __56472_ 
~~3lTW77 « 4 2 5 1 7 / 5 / 7 7 “ 447.12 ~ 26/8/77 ~~427.83 7/12/77 421.09 23/3/78 438.53 5/7/78 574.72_ 
1^77 «T02 18/5/77 "“447.38 30/8/77 430.22 8/12/77 ~ 419,17 28/3/78 443.81 6/7/78 58Z67_ 
2i2fn 432M 19/5/77 445.96 ~ 3 W 7 T " 427.73 9/12/77 -^ 419.15 29/3/78 446.41 _ l j m 581.32 
mm 433 39 20/5/77 ~ 4 4 3 ^ 9 7 1 / 9 / 7 7 429.0512/12/77 417.77 30/3/78 444.08 10/7/78 __573J3_ 
~ ~ W l 43^92~ 23/5/77 ~ 440.7 2/9/77 435.18~ 13/12/77 418.21 31/3/78 449.44 11/7/7_8 580«_ 
mm 444 65 24/5/77 ~ 4 4 1 ^ ~ 5/9/77 433.73 14/12/77 416.9 3/4/78 451.54 ]2fm 574.77 
mm W2 25/5/77 4^51 6^77~ 431.1 15/12/77 416.26 4/4/78 451.67 _ M i l _ 
mfri 4« 32 26/5/77 ~441^3~ 7/9/77 427.74 ' 16/12/77 416.41 6/4/78 445.35 1^78 7.38 
w m T 7 ^ 5 4 27/5/77 ~ M M ~ ~ 8/9/77 428.79 19/12/77 414.82 7/4/78 447.17 WTTTS 557.22 
—77nm 44012 30/5/77 436.67 9/9/77 • 429.95 20/12/77 411.97 10/4/78 __446,8 W7IJB 
— ^ j ^ 1 6 m n T ~ ' 438.96 12/9/77 ”/4/78 449.63 19/7/78 5507_ 
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_ _ HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
__
20/7/78 55494
 3/11/78 657.35 19/2/79 509.92 ~ W 7 9 55?!~ 13/9/79~ 595.32~ 831.01 
_
2 1 / 7 / 7 8 557
.09 6/11/78 648.62 0/2/79 521.46 W79 55414~ 14/9/79~ 595.91~ 24/1Z7~ 840.29 ~ 
_
2 4 / 7 / 7 8 571 96
 7/11/78 628.76 21/2/79 514.99~ 5/6/79 556.96 — 17/9/79 “ 599.87 ‘ 27/12/79 839.62 ) 
25/7/78 578.02 8/11/78 600.38 22/2/79 515.95 ~6/6/79 ""“556.68 ""”18/9/79 ""“606^2~ 28/12/79 852.1 
28/7/78 581.86 9/11/78 565.41 23/2/79 506.66 ~~7/6/79 ""”553.24 ""“19/9/79 606^8 31/12/79~ 879.38~ 
31/7/78 584.42 10/11/78 575.09 26/2/79 511.17 ~8/6/79 552.3 ~20/9/79 ""“61Z34~ 2/1/80 889.13 
1/8/78 593.13 13/11/78~ 537.16~ 27/2^ 9 ~ 518.93 “ 11/6/79 “ 547.26 21/9/79 615.81 ~ 3/1/80 862.06 
8 592.96 m m 549.2 28/2/79 “ 526.87 • 12/6/79 — 545.53 24/9ff9 ~632.44 ~ ~ 848.84~ 
3/8/78 592.43 15/11/78 538.56 1/3/79 517.34 — 13/6/79 “ 541 25/9/79 “ 642.6 7/1/80 816.18 
8 600.75 16/11/78 516.99 2/3/79 522 ~~14/6/79 ""“540.79 ~26/9/79 ~668!29~ 8/1/80 848.32 
8/8/78 615.64 17/11/78 488.48 5/3/79 529.08 15/6/79 ""”5 .^79 ""“27/9/79 663J~ 9/1/80 850.75 
9/8/78 621.58 20/11/78 468.45 6/3/79 533.67_ 18/6/79~ 546.22 — 28/9/79 ~ 685.83 — 10/1/80 853.21 “ 
10/8/78 614.38 21/11/78 486.16 7/3/79 529.27~ 19/6/79~ 541.89 — 1/10/79 ~ 677.74 ~ 11/1/80 “ 846.47 ‘ 
11/8/78 624.22 22/11/78 513.91 ""“8/3/79 528.28 ""“20/6/79 ~539.24 ~2/10/79 ~~680^ 95 14/¾ 84151 
14/8/78 631.54 23/11/78 503.7 ~~9/3/79 533.74 21/6/79 ~~M4.89 3/10/79 68515~ 15/1/80 833.86 
15/8/78 647.98 24/11/78 484.72 ~12/3/79 535.01 22/6/79 528.62 4/10/79 672.65 16/1/80 842.49 
16/8/78 ""“646.54 ""“27/11/78 — 501.14 — 13/3/79 — 538.21 ~ 25/6/79 ~ 531.61 5/10/79 ~ 681.91 — 17/1/80 “ 860.94 
17/8/78 660.42 28/11/78 ~490.94 ~i~4/3/79 540.27 26/6/79 536.37 8/10/79 675.63 18/1/80 654.87 
18/8/78 ~680.12 "“29/11/78 _ 497.04 ~ 15/3/79 548.08 — 27/6/79 536.65 ~ 9/10/79 ~ 661.71 21/1/80 “ 873.82 
21/8/76 647 "”30/11/78 499.43 — 16/3/79 ~ 551.06 ~ 28/6/79 ~ 536.67 ~ 10/10/79 “ 645.27 “ 22/1/80 “ 884.91 
22/8/78 634.42 1/12/78 500.74 19/3/79 555.92 29/6/79 539.32 11/10/79 645.96 23/1/80 878.56 i 
~23/8/78 649.7 ~4/12/78 — 520.07 — 20/3/79 ~ 559.39 — 3/7/79 535.91 12/10/79 “ 639.75 “ 24/1/80 “ 901.27 
~24/8/78 666.4 ~5/12/78 _ 516.93 ~ 21/3/79 — 552.87 ~ 4/7/79 ~ 537.31 15/10/79 “ 653.34 “ 25/1/80 920.01 
25/8/78 ""”661.41 6/12/78 — 525.08 ~ 22/3/79 549.8 ~ 5/7/79 — 536.63 “ 16/10/79 655.02 “ 28/1/80 “ 926.08 
29/8/78 ~664.51 ""“7/12/78 — 521.99 — 23/3/79 554.48 ~ 6/7/79 533.19 — 17/10/79 650.96 29/1/80 “ 936.83 
""“30/8/78 ~~678.56 8/12/78 — 522.72 26/3/79 555.56 ~ 9/7/79 544.73 — 18/10/79 ~ 657.74 30/1/80 “ 913.59 
31/8/78 ~697.82 ~11/12/78 — 518.94 27/3/79 543.48 10/7/79 550.28 ~ 19/10/79 “ 669.61 “ 31/1/80 “ 907.5 
‘1/9/78 ~696.43 ""“12/12/78 513.81 28/3/79 541.67 11/7/79 553.34 22/10/79 662.25 1/2/80 893.77 
""“"“4^ /78 ~707.79 ""“13/12/78 ~503.11 ~29/3/79 537.93 12/7/79 553.92 23/10/79 658.14 4/2/80 920.61 
5/9/78 692.28 14/12/78 507.59 30/3/79 537.66 13/7/79 ‘ 551.6 ‘ 24/10/79 657.8 5/2/80 927.4 
“~6/9/78 687.41 ~15/12/78 508.02 2/4/79 ~ 529.54 ~ 16/7/79 ~ 548.99 ~ 25/10/79 654.75 6/2/80 914.95 
~7/9/78 ~700.39 18/12/78 ~496.34 3/4/79 518.59 17/7/79 551.54 26/10/79 668.48 7/2/80 911.35 
~jf9/78 697.25 ~19/12/78 ”” 491.47 ~4/4/79 519.44 18/7/79 557.83 30/10/79 662.22 8/2/80 907.78 
~11/9/78 ""“680.91 ""“15/12/78 ~~498.79 “""“6/4/79 531.43 19/7/79 567.05 31/10/79 674.18 11/2/80 909.67 
~12/9/78 ""“689.31 ~21/12/78 ""“502.23 9/4/79 534.55 20/7/79 578.46 1/11/79 648.09 12/2/80 934.03 
"^"“13^ 9/78 ~676.27 22/12/78 51136~ 10/4^79~ 530.02~ 23/7/79~ 598.45— 2/11/79 ~ 698.1 13/2/80 937.24 
~14/9/78 ~661.49 ""“27/12/78~ 503.7 11/4^ 79~ 529.07~ 24ff/79~ 592.49~~ 5/11/79 ~ 727.4 14/2/80 961.21 
~15/9/78 642.6 28/12/78 ""“500.09 ~12/4/79 ~529.65 25/7/79 594.8 6/11/79 717.25 15/2/80 963.17 
~ ~ 6 2 3 J 6 ~ 29/12^ 78~ 495.51~ 17/4/79 535.29 26/7/79 _ 600.21 7/11/79 696.55 20/2/80 949.89 
~20/9/78 ~~642.57 “2/1/79 18/4/79~ 539.58~ 27/7/79~ 623.21 8/11/79 713.95 21/2/80 943.44 
~2T/9/78 ~628.21 3/1/79 " " “ ^ 6 ^ ~ 19/4^79~ 530.54 30/7/79~ 624.4 9/11/79 ~ 712.32 22/2/80 929.55 
""”22^78 60f i7~ 4/1/79~ 507.19~ 20/4/79534.47 31/7/79 “ 605.23 12/11/79 713.86 25/2/80 902.2 
~~25^78 61873 5W79~ 506.46~ 23/4/79 534.65 1/8/79 _ 616.63 13/11/79 724.95 26/2/80 894.99 
~26ffl?78 632 47 ""“8W79 50452~ 24/4^9~ 530.36 ~ 3/8/79 _ 608.59 14/11/79 744.45 27/2/80 876.15 
~27ra?78— 637 77 9/1/79 507.75 “ 25/4^ 9 “ 529.21 ~ 7/8/79 603.73 15/11/79 736.77 28/2^ 0 918.74 
28/9/78~ 645 27 10/1/79 515.28 26/4/79 529 8/8/79 614.54 16/11/79 728.01 29/2/80 914.91 
29/9/7863314 “ 11/1/79 528.59 ~27W79 530^4~ 9/8/79 620.1 19/11/79 718.89 3/3/80 891.62 
~2?W78 1TF92 12/1/79 532.89 30W79 537.82 10/8/79 620.98 20/11/79 720.09 W80 878.97 
3/10/78 6225315/1/79 — 525.39 ~1/5/79 “539^4~ 13/8/79 625.78 21/11/79 709.94 5/3/80 857.51_ 
4/10/78 6126""“ 16/1/79 ~545J2 2/5/79 ""“538^7~ 14/8/79 619.89 22/11/79 717.19 6/3/80 865.28_ 
5/10/78 6022817/1/79 540.44 ^3/5/79 538.56 15/8/79 613.47 23/11/79 715.28 7/3/80 833.69_ 
&W78 61493 18/1/79 54037~ 4/5/79 545.27"“ 16/8/79 615.89 26/11/79 724.96 10/3/80 _816 6__ 
g/iO/78 61?68 1 9 ^ 535^4~~ 7/5/79 550.24 17/8/79 614.08 27/11/79 748.4 1JM0 832.86 
1 1 / m 8 618 46 22/1/79 ~53125 8/5/79 552.37 20/8/79 591.81 28/11/79 748.59 12/3/80 .63 
12/10/78 63^ 65 23/1/79 "~53678~ 9/5/79 553.84 21/8/79 578.17 29/11/79 754.09 m m 8009^ 
13/1O/78 6»l4 2W79 535.22 10/5/79 551.39 — 22/8/79 590.09 30/11/79 762.45 14/3/80 767.43 
16/10/78 643J8— 25/1/79 sllii 1W79~ 544.37 573.03 ————1^2—— 
17/10/78 638 57 26W79 ^ ^ 543 72 24/8/79 572.71 4/12/79 761.59 18^ 80 747J6_ 
S——If——: 54f69— 28/8/79 T~ 5/12^ 9 772.12 19^80 738.92 
S 550^7 mnT- 580.88 9 77973 20^80—— 
—— ^/79 568.9 ~lW79 ^471 577.39 7/12/79 783.02 2W80 7JAM_ 
——^ «»/70 18/5/79 565 31/8/79 5^81.77 10/12/79 784.48 2 ¾ — — 
——11¾ ^ ^535321/5/79 ~ 5 6 8 l T " 3/9/79 ^ i o T ^ 11/12/79 800.48 25/3/80 758.13 
— • n mnl H H 2 2 M 9 5 6 2 i 6 582.53 12/12^ 9 7 9 7 . 9 _ _ 2 6 ^ 8 0 _ _ _ g | 9 | _ 
- S — — i r l — — S ^nfi 56183 593.2 13/12^ 9 79002 27^80—— 
——StS——S q, /79 55M9 ^ T ^ ^ 1^2^9 794.78 26/3/80 783.22 
——HI——^——• 818.45 Vm 784.95 
- S — — i f — — S — — ' 8 2 2 . 4 2 2im 791.93 
————S——_ 799.48 3/ 786.98 
— j j — " S ~ ~ I f — 31/5^79 562.96 " 12/9/79 593.19 20/W9__824J4__=__773^, 
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HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
_
 0 775 19
 21/7/80 1106.37 3/11/80 1557.49~ 16/2/81"“ 1537.46 ~ 29/5/81 “ 1667.34 15/9/81 1554.92 10/4/80
 785.04 23/7/80 1128.07 ""“4/11/80 1556.44 ~ifM]~ 1526^51 ~ 1/6/81 ~ 1718.01 ~ 16/9/81 1563.09 11/4/80
 800.2 24/7/80 1130.37 ""”5/11/80 ~~1587.09 ~18/2/81 ~1550.29 ~2/6/81 ""“1731.11 ~~17/9/81 ~1502.79 
14/4/80 806.81 25/7/80 — 1147.1 — 6/11/80 1582.85 19/2/81 — 1547.42 ~ 3/6/81 “ 1711.87 “ 18/9/81 “ 1493.15 
15/4/80 791.7 28/7/55~ 1156.62~ 7/11/80 — 1545.77 20/2/81 “ 1502.08 4/6/81 “ 1681.17 21/9/81 1431.68 
16W80 798.27 29/7/80 1158.12 ~10/11/80 ~~1542.53 ”""23/2/81 ~1492.21 5/6/81 "“1715ii 22/9/81 ~ 1404.71 
17/4/80 814.71 ~30/7/80 ~VI68.74 ""“ti/11/80 ""“1586.39 24/2/81 ~1519.24 ~8/6/81 1697^5 23/9/81 133101~ 
18/4/80 822.86 —31/7/80 _1166.55 ~ 12/11/80 ~ 1628.13 25/2/81 ~ 1532.2 “ 9/6/81 “ 1718.07 ~ 24/9/81 1322.69 
22/4/80 840.12 1/8/80 1144.27 13/11/80 1654.57~ 26/2/81 ~ 1500.19~ 10/6/81 ~ 1734.25 25/9/81 “ 1351,01 
23/4/80 844.88 5/8/80 ""”T120.38 ~14/11/80 ~1639.25 27/2/81 1487.88 11/6/81 1754.53 28/9/81 1245.26 
24/4/80 866.37 6/8/80 1142.92 17/11/80 —1611.98 ~ 2/3/81 1451.04 ~ 12/6/81 ~ 1780.55 — 29/9/81 1218.2 
25/4/80 854.19 7/8/80 —1140.26 ~ 18/11/80 ~ 1587.83 — 3/3/81 1420.03 ~ 15/6/81 “ 1752.35 “ 30/9/81 “ 1280.13 
28/4/80 863.15 ~8/8/80 ~1129.49 ~19/11/80 1614.61 4/3/81 1459.85 16/6/81 1761.15 1/10/81 1259.16 
29/4/80 ""“875.85 11/8/80 ~ 1135.76 ~ 20/11/80 ~ 1576.28 ~ 5/3/81 ~ 1392.43 17/6/81 “ 1728.57 “ 2/10/81 “ 1233.26 
""“30/4/80 —867.9 —12/8/80 ~ 1136.41 ~ 21/11/80 1569.18 ~ 6/3/81 1390.68 “ 18/6/81 ~ 1743.11 “ 5/10/81 “ 1113.77 
~~1/5/80 ""“863.88 —13/8/80 1162.8 ~ 24/11/80 1481.51 ~ 9/3/81 ~ 1347.35 19/6/81 “ 1705.48 “ 7/10/81 “ 1179.83 
~~2/5/80 ~854.22 _14/8/80 —1172.84 ~ 25/11/80 1494.41 — 10/3/81 “ 1371.42 ~ 22/6/81 1677.36 “ 8/10/81 “ 1266.52 
""“5/5/80 — 858.4 —15/8/80 ~ 1177.37 ~ 26/11/80 — 1523.69 11/3/81 1295.44 ~ 23/6/81 “ 1706.95 9/10/81 1302.42 
~6/5/80 ~867.81 —18/8/80 ~ 1180.96 ~ 27/11/80 1466.09 12/3/81 — 1347.48 “ 24/6/81 “ 1708.9 “ 12/10/61 * 1335.21 
7/5/80 ~861.56 —19/8/80 ~ 1168.16 28/11/80 1445.51 — 13/3/81 “ 1323.26 ~ 25/6/81 “ 1683.09 13/10/81 1312.97 j 
~8/5/80 “""“878.88 _20/8/80 —1168.42 ~ 1/12/80 1441.82 16/3/81 “ 1344.37 ~ 26/6/81 “ 1707.57 14/10/81 “ 1289.24 
r~~9/5/80 ""“883.85 21/8/80 1195.04 2/12/80 1361.39 ~ 17/3/81 ~ 1375.32 ~ 29/6/81 “ 1739.94 15/10/81 “ 1265.72 
12/5/80 "”"”889.62 _22/8/80 —1213.32 ~ 3/12/80 1308.01 ~ 18/3/81 1390.85 “ 30/6/81 1734.36 “ 16/10/81 “ 1249.47 
13/5/80 ""“902.48 26/8/80 ~1226.03 ""“4/12/80 1373.76 ~19/3/81 1439.76 2/7/81 1727.78 19/10/81 1230.87 
14/5/80 ""“900.78 —27/8/80 ~ 1218.53 — 5/12/80 1382.51 20/3/81 — 1426.87 3/7/81 “ 1745.72 “ 20/10/81 “ 1227.72 
15/5/80 ""“910.84 28/8/80 1201.16 8/12/80 — 1398.51 ~ 23/3/81 _ 1467.88 “ 8/7/81 “ 1741.04 “ 21/10/81 “ 1252.81 
16/5/80 900.29 ~29/8/80 1221.12 ~9/12/80 ~T386.08 ~24/3/81 1446.71 9/7/81 1747.2 22/10/81 1236.12 
~~19/5/80 897.8 1/9/80 ~~1239.85 ””10/12/80 1340.28 ""”T5/3/81 1468.3 10/7/81 1777.13 23/10/81 1227.24 
20/5/80 ~890.42 2/9/80 1224.56 ~ 11/12/80 1262.2 ~ 26/3/81 1450.51 ~ 13/7/81 1781.07 “ 26/10/81 1223.06 
""“21/5/80 ~890.98 — 3/9/80 1237.15 12/12/80 — 1222.16 27/3/81 ~ 1441.66 — 14/7/81 “ 1779.37 27/10/81 “ 1231.54 
22/5/80 _900.97 — 4/9/80 ~ 1216.62 15/12/80 ~ 1307.38 — 30/3/81 1377.79 15/7/81 1780.69 “ 28/10/81 ‘ 1270.28 
23/5/80 ~897.07 5/9/80 1212.71 ""“T6/12/80 1265.3 ""”31/3/81 1369.65 16/7/81 1781.62 29/10/81 1281.71 
26/5/80 ""“896.38 ~8/9/80 1174.5 17/12^ 0~ 1253.66 1/4/81~ 1387.76~ 17/7/81 — 1810.2 — 2/11/81 1370.9 
~27/5/80 ~~876.54 9/9/80 ~T169.72 18/12/80 ~T250.76 ~2/4/81 1408.85 20/7/81 1777.92 3/11/81 1377.51 
28/5/80 884.96 10/9/80 ?211.13 9^/12/80 ""“1291.93 ~3/4/81 1409.06 21/7/81 1732.38 4/11/81 1380.16 
29/5/80 883.43 ~1?/9/80 "“121Z13~ 22/12/80 1359.37 7/4/81 ~ 1380.08~ 22/7/811732.94 ~ 5/11/81 1420.05 
“"“30/5/80 "894.32 "1^ 9/80 1220.35 23/12/80 1446.18 8/4/81~ 1347.11~ 23/7/81 — 1698.73 6/11/81 1395.92 
‘2/6/80 901.67 ""“15/9/80 ~1230.73 24/12/80 ~~1462.72 9/4/81 1325.05 24/7/81 1688.56 9/11/81 1384.29 
3/6/80 ~~899.39 ~16/9/80 1222.93 29/12/80 1445.08 ""“10/4/81 1356.06 27/7/81 1664.81 10/11/81 1435.47 
""”4/6/80 ~906.07 ~W9/80 ~124483~ 30/12^0~ 1486.74 13/4/81 ~ 1350.85~ 28/7/81"“ 1660.52 1/1/81 1436.44 
""“W80 ~ 18/9/80~ 1253.76 31/12/80 1473.59 ~ 14/4/81 “ 1332.81 30/7/81 ‘ 1699.39 12/11/81 1413.43 
6/6^ 0 ""“9317619/9/80~ 1282.88 2/1/81 1524.86 15/4/81 “ 1338.89 31/7/81 1719.84 13/11/81 1433.82 
~~9/6/80 ~950.05 ~22/9/80 ~1313J8 5/wi~ 1599.91 16/4/81 1360.84~ 4/8/81 — 1681.65 16/11/81 1443.06 
""“mm 9^94~ 23/9 ~ 1308.12~ 6/1/81 1604.68 ~ 21/4/81 “ 1352.94 5/8/81 1689.67 17/11/81 1386.31 
1W80 951 99 ~25^80 1283jT~ 7/1/81 1610.56 22/4/81 “ 1344.94 6/8/81 1722.46 18/11/81 1397.8 
1 2 ^ 0 9 7 1 . 3 “ 26/9/80 ~ 1261.76 8/1/81 1570.04 23/4/81 1374.86 7/8/81 1718.15 19/11/81 1395.39 
~1M/B0969 16 “ 29/9/80 1227.22 9/1/81 1605.63 ""“M/4/81 1428.31 10/8/81 1683.82 20/11/81 1401.75 
~~16^ 80 98ll 30W80~ 1213.68 12/1/81 1630.72 28/4/81 1442.08 11/8/81 1644.94 23/11/81 1416.18 
~~18^ 80 983241/10/80 1240.6 13/1/81 ~159677~ 29/4/81 1441.42 12/8/81 1668.15 24/11/81 1398.08 
19^ 80 967 94 2/10/80 ~1243.87 1~4/1/81 1589.83 30/4/81 1424.26 13/8/81 1679.32 25/11/81 1428.68 
20/6^ 0 98f96 3/10/80 ~125616~ 15/1/81 1612.08 1/5/81 “ 1439.23 14/8/81 1694.75 26/11/81 1439.95 
23/6^ 0 101201 ~lmm 1296^ 5 16W81 1619.47~ 4/5/81 1428.56 17/8/81 1689.27 27/11/81 1451.07 
24/6/80 10142 7/10/80 im4f~ 19/1/61 1591.14 5/5/81 1413.47 18/8/81 1706.54 30/11/81 1450.22 
25/6/80 100751 mm TiislT" 20/1/81— 1591.66 ‘ 6/5/81 1420.34 19/8/81 1728.71 1/12/81 MJ_ 
26/6/80 102?69 9 ¾ 134046~ 21/1/81 1546.06 7/5/81 1413.49 20/8/81 1705.73 2/12/81 9 
—yjmo 104113 m/m/Rfl IjSTjT" 22/1/81 ~ 1532.27 8/5/81 1431.11 21/8/81 1715.84 m 1399^ 
30/6/80 106^ 84 IgggjT" 23/1/81 1531.42 11/5/81 1450.91 24/8/81 1717.27 4^81 !£09^2_ 
~~aTfflO ioFTi wmo 136483 wm~ 1540.85~ 12/5/81 1460.49 25/8/81 1705.16 7/12/81 1423.82 
3/mo 1067¾ 157¾ 1404 15B0.ir~ 13/5/81 1482.62 26/8/81 1689.78 8/12/81 1 
—4^80 inS7ia 16/10/80 1430.04 “ 28/1/81 1593~ 14/5/81 “ 1532.05 27/8/81 167£47—— 
““Ifefio 1085^ mom 1 3S 29/1/8T" 1584.43 15/5/61 1548.21 28/8/81 1672.84 10/12/81 "12.99 
ZZ JgjL j = Z Z^EZ .. 1588.08~ ~miE]~ ~156123 1647.65__11¾__ 
S — — Z Z ieiT" 19/5/81 1554.37 2/9/81 ^ Z _ _ _ _ 
—S——^75 ^ 1585.1 3/9/81 1587.63 15¾ 138UL-
- H S — — S ZZ^KZ Z^Kl ^11 1606^  _ 159754__™__1376.15 
H S " " " " ^ 9/2/81 1635.14 7/9/81 156£12__IVim__ 
-S——Sfiimcm- 1471.93 - ¾ 162115 ST" 1588.9 8/9/81 1518,9 18¾__ 
- S — — S = 1451.38 1W81 160405 Wm\ ^T" 9/9/81 1519.49__21¾__IMli-
s——fff-- - i ^ E Z ZjeEEZ __ 16361T- 1515.88__2¾__ ZZ 0 S""""iMsT- 13/2/81 1573.67~~2¾ii^ T" 1/9/81 1533.85__^81__136148_ 
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24/12/81 1375.59 13/4/82 1210.45 23/7/82 1283.56 ~ 3/11/82 “ 864.55 10/2/83 “ 915.51 26/5/83 908.45 
28/12/81 1406.11 14/4/82 1203.81 26/7/82 1271.12~ 4/11/82~ 851.92 11/2/83 ~ 931.4 27/5/83 “ 913.9 1 
29/12/81 1412.78 15/4/82 1201.26 27/7/82 1254.47~ 5/11/82~ 859.92 16/2/83 944.32 30/5/83 ~ 903.18 ‘ 
30/12/81 1415.31 16/4/82 ~i"l82.48 ""”28/7/82 1233.13 8/11/82 ~851.65 ~~17/2/83 ~97422 3li^3 91?59~ 
31/12/81 1405.82 19/4/82 1180.65 — 29/7/82 1185.86 — 9/11/82 843.77 18/2/83 990.35 “ 1/6/83 932.15 
4/1/82 1376.65 20/4/82 ""”1193.77 ~30/7/82 1182.75 ~10/11/82 ~~857.79 ""“ T/2/83 ~983.82 2/6/83 919.34 
5/1/82 1386.78 22/4/82 1220.13 3/8/82 1147.28~ 11/11/8~ 875.83 — 22/2/83 ~ 990.52 ~ 3/6/83 915.6 
6/1/82 1385.72 23/4/82 ~T235.84 ~4/8/82 1146.51 ~12/11/82 "“"“860.07 ~23/2/83 ""“992.81 6/6/83 902.89 j 
7/1/82 1409.4 26/4/82 1279.27 — 5/8/82 1142.02 ~ 15/11/82 ~ 824.04 ~ 24/2/83 — 1030.95 “ 7/6/83 “ 881.67 
8/1/82 1415.79 27WB2 1306.08 — 6/8/82 .J169.62 ~ 16/11/82 “ 831.8 ~ 25/2/83 1066.3 “ 8/6/83 867.04 
11/1/B2 1436.57 26/4/82 1299.65 9/8/82 1089.87 17/11/82 810.79 28/2/83 1021.55 9/6/83 863.1 ” 
12/1/82 ""“1445.32 _29/4/82 _1303.09 — 10/8/82 ~ 1074.14 ~ 18/11/82 787.87 — 1/3/83 1033.59 “ 10/6/83 “ 886.52 
~~13/1/82 ~1423.57 _30/4/82 _1323.36 ~ 11/8/82 ~ 1066.67 ““ 19/11/82 ~ 820.05 ~ 2/3/83 “ 1028.12 “ 14/6/83 908.39 j 
“““T4/1/82 ~1396.82 3/5/82 — 1320.2 ~ 12/8/82 ~ 966.36 ~ 22/11/82 “ 801.7 3/3/83 “ 1002.74 “ 16/6/83 “ 954.87 
""*"T5/1/82 ~~1410.46 _ 4/5/82 1319.36 ~ 13/8/82 ~ 994.34 ~ 23/11/82 ~ 792.57 4/3/83 “ 985.54 “ 17/6/83 “ 966.89 
~18/1/82 ~1386.04 5/5/82 _ 1316.2 16/8/82 ~ 937.28 ~ 24/11/82 “ 789.92 ~ 7/3/83 “ 1013.85 20/6/83 “ 967.79 
~19/1/82 ~1398.57 —6/5/82 _ 1351.09 ~ 17/8/82 ~ 978.66 ~ 25/11/82 773.33 8/3/83 ~ 1014.84 “ 21/6/83 958.62 
~"“20/1/82 ~1397.08 7/5/82 1368.97 — 18/8/82 ~ 1041.03 ~ 26/11/82 747.93 “ 9/3/83 “ 1003.5 22/6/83 “ 957.62 
21/1/82 ""“1380.46 —10/5/82 1377.55 19/8/82 ""1035.55 29/11/82 732.32 10/3/83 “ 1023.81 “ 23/6/83 “ 936.84 
""“22/1/82 ~~1405.23 —11/5/82 —1381.26 ~ 20/8/82 ~ 1034.68 ~ 30/11/82 704.03 11/3/83 “ 1032.8 24/6/83 “ 951.22 
~28/1/82 1398.3 ""“T2/5/82 ~^ 387.35 ""“23/8/82 ~1067.65 1/12/82 710.34 14/3/83 1032.37 27/6/83 956.64 
29/1/82 1417.42 “““T3/5/82 ~~^ 383.85 ""“24/8/82 1034.88 2/12/82 676.3 15/3/83 1024.51 28/6/83 943.63 
1/2/82 ~1416.02 ~~T4/5/82 ~~1367.53 ~~25/8/82 1012 3/12/82 698.62 16/3/83 1024.07 29/6/83 941.1 
2/2/82 1390.15 ""“17/5/82 1361.5 ~26/8/82 ~T005.92 6/12/82 743.96 17/3/83 1007.26 30/6/83 964.35 
~3^2/82 1384.15 ~T8/5/82 1334.05 27/8/82 ^^ 048.63 7/12/82 752.21 18/3/83 991.32 1/7/83 983.72 
4/2/82 1368.38 _19/5/82 1360.1 ~ 31/8/82 — 1035.33 8/12/82 751.93 21/3/83 955.11 “ 4/7/83 1035.97 
“""“5/2/82 ~1365.7 — 20/5/82 ~ 1358.37 ~ 1/9/82 1039.03 ~ 9/12/82 ~ 771.34 22/3/83 “ 981.45 “ 5/7/83 ‘ 1021.9 
"""1/2/82 ""“1322.39 ~21/5/82 1359.51 ~2/9/82 __ 048.03 10/12/82 754.4 23/3/83 978.98 6/7/83 1016.49 
“""“9/2/82 1292.47 ~24/5/82 ~?353.93 ~3/9/82 1076.26 13/12/82 777.04 24/3/83 997.85 7/7/83 1033.39 
10/2/82 1286.4 ""“25/5/82 ~im32~ 6/9/82 1084.82 14/12/8~ 803.84~ 25/3/83 _ 983.33 "“ 8/7/83 1036.42 
""“11/2/82 1256.57 ""“26/5/82 141147 7?9?82~ 1056.29 15/12/8~ 802.89~ 28/3/83975.9 11/7/83 1008.45 
""“\irm 1270.04 ""“27/5/82 ""“1395^ 29~ 8/9/82 1077.94~ 16/12^ 2~ 772.86~ 29/3/83 979.56 12/7/83 1027.11 
~ 5^/2/82 2^48.35 “28/5/82 ~~1392.81 ~9/9/82 ~1105.44 17/12/82 757.73 30/3/83 982.54 13/7/83 1026.55 
16/2/82 1230.62 ""“3V5/82 1407.58 10/9/82 1080.58 20/12/8T" 754.12~ 31/3/83"“ 996.01 — 14/7/83 1064.73 
"” \mm 1233.46 ”"1/6/82 ~140427 1080.37 21/12/82~ 753.16~ 6/4/83 ~~ 998.48 15/7/83 1077.5 
~18^82 1257.94 ""“2/6/82 ""“137162 14^2~ 1092.69 22/12/82 748.26~ 7/4/83 _ 1014.16 18/7/83 1071.51 
~ii/2/82 ~1280.92 ""“3/6/82 ~13713 ^mi ~ 1090.26 23/12/82 758.14~ 8/4/83 — 1034.17 19/7/83 1088.38 
~22/2/82 ~1277.01 ~4/6/82 1^36 1W82~ 1090l~ 24/12/8T" 764.65~ 11/4/83 _ 1041.28 20/7/83 1095.22 
""“23^2 ~125513~ 7/6/82~ 1337.48~ 17/9/82~ 1088.28 28/12/82 780.9 12/4/83 1052.4 21/7/83 1102.64 
""“24^82 ""“1267.12 ""“8/6/82 1346.64 ~ T O m i ~ 1117.78 29/12/82 776.22~ 13/4/83 1056.44 22/7/83 1086.9 
~ 1265 9/6/82 1327.77 ~~2l)i 82~ 1113.54~ 30/12/82~ 783.18~ 14/4/83 1067.36 25/7/83 1081.77 
"“26^8212711 ^  10/6/82~ 1306.21 22/9/82 “ 1121.65 31/12/82 _ 783.82 15/4/83 1067.14 26/7/83 1097.96 
1^2~~ 1237 61 ‘ 11/6/82 1336.98 “ 23/9/82 ~ 1096.12 3/1/83 765.96 18/4/83 1040.97 27/7/83 1090.65 
2m2~ 1231 77 “ 14/6/82 “ 1321.1 ~ 24/9/82 1096.36 ""“4/1/83 761.61 19/4/83 1043.18 28/7/83 1074.29 
3^ 82 11966^" 15/6/82 1306.27 27/9/82 — 1012.62 5/1/83 769.97 ""”20/4^ 3 1010.37 29/7/83 1072.02 
~4^82 1140 58 ~ m m "“131176~ 28/9/82~ 988.66 ~ 6/1/83 772.5 21/4/83 1001.48 1/8/83 1052.84 
5^82 1158 92 ""“17/6/82J ~ i m o T " 29/9/82~ 986.36~ 7/1/83 798.86 22/4/83 1006.53 2/8/83 1056.95 
SmZ 11^ 36 1~8/6/82 ~13oOT~ 30/9/82~ 927.18 10/1/83 845.15 25/4/83 1041.07 3/8/83 1059.11 
S 112983 21/6/82 1266.61 1/10/82 862.06 11/1/83 851.08 26/4/83 1028.29 4/8/83 1022.98 
10/3/82 115269 2 ¾ 127^14/10/82 — 816.23 12/1/83 859.89 27/4/83 1033.76 5/8/83 1028.25 
1 v m 117^ 78 23/6/82 ~127455~ 5/10/82 881.96 13/1/83 870.32 28/4/83 1012.61 8/8/83 _ 1 0 2 8 _ 
•"“1ZW82 11969 24/6/82 127962 6 ¾ 865.88 14/1/83 866.34 29/W3 1019.46 9/8/83 1020.53 
116?93 28/6/82 ~l268J5~ 7/10/82 888.11 “ 17/1/83 874.49 2/5/83 994.43 10/8/83 1 74 
16/3/82 ii8513 29/6/82 ~lm39~ 8/10/82~ 883.86 “ 18/1/83 889.91 3/5/83 1003.15 11/8/83 
17/3/82 iigiie 30M 1278^ 6~ 11/10/82 864.34 19/1/83 906.54 4/5/83 986.64 12/8/83 46 
2 7^29 2W82 127429 ~12?10?82~ 857.74~ 20/1/83 908.56 5/5/83 987.29 15/8/83 7.24 
19/3/82 120721 — • 71/1/83 ~8719T~ 6/5/83 986.71 16/8/83 1037J2__ 
000/82 «2319 6W82 R3B W10/82 894.56 24/1/83 879.6 9/5/83 ^gZjg Wm 1025-13 
— S — — M T B t T ^ T - 197158 1 5 ¾ 88046 2^83~ 888.45 10/5/83 945.32 18W83 
""HI Siri S 1252 24 18/10/82 878.89 26/1/83 .74 11/5/83 943.02 19/8/83 .28 
H S — — i H — — ^ 27/1/83 8 8 — 12/5/83 952.98 27jm 1000^ 
——SI——S——129398 (V82 873.7 28/1/83 949.56 23/8/83 993.14 
——infr'o ^ ^ - ^ n ^ 895.53 17/5/83 930.7 25/8/83 981 91 
- ¾ — — l l f — — Z Z • - J f i m i 7 7 4 9 1 3^83— .08 19/5/83 928,22 3 0 ^ — — 
— S — — ^ — — S 1295.75 - 2 8 ¾ 8016 895.45 20/5/83 9£05 3W83—— 
————S 1.00 95 I 9? i i 82—1719 891.01 23/5/83 902J1 W83—— 
— S f — — — — S ^ -limi 77185 mm— 896.84 24/5/83 877,68 —— 
7 : 8 — S 1 ¾ ^ 8 2 8 2 1 5 4 9^83— 906.64 25/5/83__887,86——• 9 2 8 ^ 
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_
6 / 9 / 8 3 921
 33 16/12/83 860.77 30/3/84 1014.38 ~ 1 3 ^ 4 ~ 764.02~ 24/10/84~ 1054.31~ 5/2/85 — 1352.47 
7/9/83 9
 .87 19/12/83 857.25 2W84 1023.96~ 16/7/84 791.16 25/10/84 “ 1054.71 6/2/85 1333.31 j 
8/9/83
 922.75 20/12/83 858.53 3/4/84 1033.19~ 17/7/84~ 793.69 26/10/84 1056.84 7/2/85 1312.43 1 
12/9/83 910.92 21/12/83 ~857.56 ~5/4/84 ""“1083.67 ~18/7/84 ~791.99 M/10/84 ~1039.3 ~8/2/85 134^88~i 
13/9/83 906.26 ~22/12/83 — 863.56 6/4/84 ~ 1064.32 19/7/84 — 797.65 ~ 30/10/84 ~ 1019.21 “ 11/2/85 “ 1357.94 j 
14/9/83 889.09 23/12/83 867.3 9/4/84 1070.27~ 20/7/84~ 801.1 _ 31/10/84— 1015.13 12/2/85 “ 1357.22 “ 
15/9/83 898.66 28/12/83 ""“874.15 ""”10/4/84 ~~096.12 23/7/84 ~747.02 ~1/11/84 ~1029.26 ~ 1 3 ^ 5 ~ 1336.32 I 
16/9/83 916.11 29/12/83 877.15 11/4/84 1088.9 24/7/84 754.75 2/11/84 1035.23 14/2/85 1354.93 
19/9/83 ""“842.25 "“30/12/83 ~~874.94 T2/4/84 ""“^ 091.41 a/7/84 ~758.48 5/11/84 ~1027.48 15/2/85 1405.93 j 
20/9/83 836.59 3/1/84 871.06 13/4/84 1075J~ 26/7/84~ 763.07 6/11/84 ~ 1037.67 ~ 18/2/85 “ 1427.19 “ 
21/9/83 849.06 — 4/1/84 — 877.26 16/4/84 — 1075.48 ~ 27/7/84 ~ 785.99 7/11/84 “ 1046.03 19/2/85 1435.17 
23/9/83 ~~785.48 ~~5/1/84 ~880.99 ""“?7/4/84 i~088.12 30/7/64 802.68 8/11/84 1052.65 25/2/85 1389.16 
26/9/83 ""“810.02 ""“6/1/84 ~909.56 18/4/84 ""“1090.2 31/7/84 800.15 9/11/84 1047.32 26/2/85 1402.86 
27/9/83 800.7 ""“9/1/84 ~937.46 ""“19/4/84 i~115.85 1/8/84 826.74 12/11/84 1044.45 27/2/85 1387.62 
""“28/9/83 777 —10/1/84 ~943.34 ~2W84 T070.02 2/8/84 893.69 13/11/84 1066.13 28/2/85 1375.25 
""“29/9/83 767.35 ~11/1/84 ~964.47 ~25/4/84 ~1082.72 3/8/84 894.6 14/11/84 1077.93 1/3/85 1401.15 
~30/9/83 758.35 "“12/1/84 ~ 978.58 — 26/4/84 1070.7 6/8/84 ~ 903.47 “ 15/11/84 “ 1074.84 “ 4/3/85 1399.46 
""“^10/83 ~~715.01 ~13/1/84 ~975.47 "“"“27/4/84 ~1054.3 7/8/84 ~~885.49 16/11/84 1071.79 5/3/85 1367.94 
""”4/10/83 _690.06 —16/1/84 — 975.17 ~ 30/4/84 ~ 1037.06 “ 8/8/84 ~ 894.13 19/11/84 “ 1067.61 “ 6/3/85 ‘ 1383.28 
~5/10/83 ~~717.68 "“17/1/84 ~ 989.72 ~ 1/5/84 ~ 1034.73 ~ 9/8/84 “ 901.16 “ 20/11/84 “ 1072.52 7/3/85 “ 1389.14 
6/10/83 700.92 18/1/84 ~ 1018.07 2/5/84 1032.64 ~ 10/8/84 925.7 21/11/84 “ 1084.35 “ 8/3/85 “ 1395.27 
~7/10/83 ""“734.05 ""”19/1/84 1021.4 ~~3/5/84 ""“1004.61 ~13/8/84 926.39 22/11/84 1087.81 11/3/85 1380.11 
~10/10/83 ~~753.96 ""“20/1/84 1034 4/5/84 1004.79 ~T4/8/84 904.81 23/11/84 1096.04 12/3/85 1371.51 
~11/10/83 —735.36 —23/1/84 ~ 1055.81 — 7/5/84 953.7 ~ 15/8/84 ~ 918.83 “ 26/11/84 “ 1113.96 “ 13/3/85 ‘ 1335.82 
""“12/10/83 736.68 ~24/1/84 ""“1035.28 8/5/84 ~969.65 ""“16/8/84 906.19 27/11/84 1112.73 14/3/85 1356.35 
S 13/10/83 —738.51 —25/1/84 1041.88 9/5/84 939.71 ~ 17/8/84 908.34 “ 28/11/84 1118.63 “ 15/3/85 ‘ 1333.76 
17/10/83 771.55 26/1/84 ~ 1047.57 10/5/84 921.31 “ 20/8/84 896.9 “ 29/11/84 “ 1136.11 “ 18/3/85 1310.47 
~~18/10/83 —TO0.04 27/1/84 ~105^7 11/5/84~ 928.32 21/8/84~ 907.49 30/11/84~ 1128.1 — 19/3/85 1300.97 “ 
19/10/83 ~~794.34 30/1/84 ~1097.63 ""“14/5/84 ~908.72 ""“22/8/84 907.99 3/12/84 1122.26 20/3/85 1312.56 
|"~20/10/83 ""“790.11 ~3V1/84 1102.38 ~ ~ 924.07 23/8/84~ 891.12 4/12/841125.4 — 21/3/85 — 1347.73 
j 21/10/83 “ 784.92 ~ 1/2/84 1108.54 16/5/64 949.32 24/8/84 893.69 5/12/84 1136.08 22/3/85 1360.69 
"“2^10/83 ~767.79 ""”W2/84 ~113^12 1TO84933 .72 28/8/84 898.916/12/84 1120.74 ~ 25/3/85 ~ 1362.23 “ 
j"“25/10/83 ~772.92 7/2/84 ~1085.4 18/5/84 ~~985.73 ~~29/8/84 ~897.59 7/12/84 1122.12 26/3/85 1344.13 
~2^10/83 ""“f97.85 ~~8/2^4 ~1078J9 2W84~ 893.01 30/8/84~ 922.77~ 10/12/84— 1115.01 ~ 27/3/85 1350.65 
~27/10/83 ~~^5.28 ""“9/2/84 1090.08 ""”22/5fflT~ 923.77 31/8/84~ 926.78~ 11/12/84 1118.38 28/3/85 1352.9 
~2^10/83 ""“826.13 10/2/84 ~ i m 7 7 ~ 23/5/84 912.15 3/9/84~~ 939.42~ 12/12/84~ 1117.23 ~ 29/3/85 1382.04 
"li/10/83 ~865.22 ""“13/2/84 ~~106^36 2 4 ^ 4 ~ 923 4/9/84~ 947.02~ 13/12/84~ 1126.49 1/4/85 1389.13 
~Vm3~ 846.74 UI2IBA 1088.34 ~ 2 5 ^ 8 4 ~ 902.79~ 5/9/84~ 946.87~ 14/12/8~ 1142.09 2/4/85 1430.36 
""“7miB3 866.9 ~ 1 5 ^ 4 ""“1090!W~ 28/5/64 919.31~ 6/9/84~ 935.93~ 17/12/84— 1166.42 3/4/85 1450.35 
~3/11/83 ~866J1 m i M ~ 1084.0T~ 29/5/64~ 923.03 — 7/9/84 940.55 ‘ 18/12/84 1166.13 4/4/85 1471.25 
""“mm ~~889!^ T m m ~ 1094.87 30/5/84~ 928.6 10/9/84 — 946.06 ‘ 19/12/84 1173.31 9/4/85 1480.22 
" “ m m 896i53~ 20/2/84~ 1072.81 31/5/84 — 915.3 12/9/84 _ 932.4 20/12/84 1184.42 10/4/85 1470.61 
~8/11/83 “87305 " m m 1066^ 91 ~ 1/6/84~ 917.5 — 13/9/84 “ 911.78 21/12/84 1198.59 11/4/85 1483.39 
~ ~ m m 86676 ""“22/2/84 “104^22~ 5/6/84 932.44 14/9/84~ 945.44 24/12/84 1206.83 12/4/85 1492.18 
10/11/83 83727 23?2?84 1067.29 6/6/84 ~ 932.12 17/9/84 “ 963.52 ~27/12/84 1176.93 15/4^ 5 1505.44 
11/11/83 844 9 4 2 4 / 2 / 8 4 “ 1048.76 7/6/84 962.14 18/9/84 974.92 28/12/84 1185.67 16/4/85 1521.3 
14/11/83 ~ 8 5 6 ^ ^ " 27/2/84 1022.85 — 8/6/84 964.21 19/9/84 ~983.79 31/12/84 1200.38 17/4/85 1505.97 
15/11/83 85572 ~ 28/2/84 ~1041.56 "1W84 96M2~ 20/9/84 1002.13 3/1/85 1220.74 18/4/85 1500.09 
16/11/83 86458~ 29/2/84 — 1059.29 ~ 12/6/84 ~~958.9 21/9/84 1000.08 4/1/85 1235.98 19/4/85 1474.21 
17/11/83 8 8 2 2 9 1 / 3 / 8 4 “ 1061.4 ~ 13/6/84 961.22 24/9/84 990.82 7/1/85 1262.3 22/4/85 1487.4_ 
18/11/83 866^ 2lm i079iT~ 14/6/84 953.15 25/9/84 1010.23 8/1/85 1281.87 23/4/85 1511.63 
21/11/83 8371 8 5^84 110105~ 15/6/64 932.37 26/9/84 999.79 9/1/85 1283.01 24/4/85 1517.3_ 
22/H/83 835^ 7 6^84 109168 m m ~ 927.39 27/9/84 1014.98 10/1/85 1269.95 25/4/85 1510.77 
23/11/83 833^ 7 m m ~ 1091.44 ~ 20/6/84 931.05 28/9/84 1002.5 11/1/85 1318.55 26/4/85 1506.49 
24/11/83 823^ 5 8^84 1077.55 21/6/84 929.12 1/10/84 989.19 14/1/85 1358.06 29/4/85 1497-37 
25/H/83 83012 Q/3/M 1094.4— 22/6/84 937.38 2/10/84 985.1 15/1/85 1331 30W85 1 5 2 0 ^ 
28/11/83 84113 13^ 84 108774~ 25/6/84 936.37 4/10/84 989.47 16/1/85 1358.81 W85 6.73 
-~2sim3 R57?5 13/3/84 ~ 1086.24 ~~26?6?84~ 927.92 5/10/84 974.17 17/1/85 1^42 2^85 
85^ 9 4 - ¾ 2W84— 924.97 SIWU 9 6 3 , 5 — — m m — — 1 ^ 3 — — ^ — — 
—i7i2?83 848 7 8 - ^ T n T " /84 903.83 9/10/84 982.38 21/1/85 1350 6^85 
85574 i S im69 2W84~ 901.07 10/10/84 983.13 22/1/85 1373.62 mm 3.26 
- S — — I ? — — T Z ijTOjS - 1 ^ 8 4 868l3~ 11/10/84 ^-97978— 23/1/85 1357.84 8^85 1621.45 
- S — — ^ — — = = 1 1 ^ 0 1 9 - 1 ^ 8 4 8618T- 12/10/84 : I T " 24/1/85 1384.87 ?^85 
S — — U l — — o S 850l3— 15/10/84 QQQ— 25/1/85 1373.91 10^85 
- S — — — — I T Z 828^7— 16/10/84 28/1/85 1374.89__1^85 
——Hi——S 165 —mm 82186 rmm 29/1/85 1338.67 1W85 1615_ 
- S ~ " i f — — 1 ½ . _ ^ ^ 4 _ _ 7 7 3 . 6 " » ~ ~ i M i T - 30/1/85 1 3 3 5 . 0 4 _ _ 1 ¾ _ _ 1 6 1 M L _ 
——HiT——Si""" 19^ 0/84 1031.8 31/1/85 1365.02 16^85 
- S — — H i — — S — — 7 6 3 . 6 1 I m r n T 1053.05 M2m~ 1356.26 1 ¾ 1647.88 
8 S - S H ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ^ 7 8 — 2 3 ? i 0 ? 8 4 ~ ~ 1 0 ^ 1 6 1363.22__20^85__163847^ 
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_ _ _ HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
__
21/5/85 1612
-22 2/9/85 1616.17 11/12/85 —1723.05 26/3/86 1618.8 9/7/86 1747.61 ~20/10/86 ~2227.76 I 
__
22/5/85 1599
.64 3/9/85 1586.22 12/12/85 1740.4~ 27/3/86~ 1625.94 ~ 10/7/86 1718.3 ' 21/10/86 2236.29 
__
23/5/85 16
 .3 4/9/85 1578.54 ""“13/12^ 5 1735.58 2/4/86 ~16012711/7/86 1721.69 23/10/86 2254.79 
24/5/85 1596.84 5/9/85 1596.68 ""“16/12/85 ~1728.21 ~~3/4/86 ~1625.2 14/7/86 ~1739.93 24/10/86 ~2286^07~ 
27/5/85
 1557.78 6/9/85 ""“^ 579.06 17/12/85 ~1720.45 ~4/4/86 ~1643.8 15/7/86 1764.13 27/10/86 2343.66 
28/5/85 1570.84 9/9/85 ~^550.83 ""“18/12/85 1726.94 ~7/4/86 ""“1691.6 ~16/7/86 1763.38 28/10/86 ~2355^93~ 
29/5/85 1597.71 ""“10/9/85 ""“1546.31 19/12/85 “""“^ 726.05 8/4/86 1727.93 17/7/86 1759.71 29/10/86 2345.24 
30/5/85 1621.66 11/9/85 ~1571.95 ~20/12/85 ~1720.16 9/4/86 1752.34 ~18/7/86 ~1759.6 ""“30/10/86 ^231181 ~ 
31^ /85 1613.87 ~T2/9/85 ""“^ 596.42 /^12/85 ~1704.29 ~10/4/86 1758.57 21/7/86 1777.73 31/10/86 2315.63 
3/6/85 1641.25 ~T3/9/85 ~1605.84 ~^/12/85 1717.54 ~Tl/4/86 """" 748.21 22/7/86 1791.53 3/11/86 2258.78 
4/6/85 1643.35 16/9/85 1600.23 ~ 27/12/85 ~ 1730.37 — 14/4/86 ~ 1784.45 ~ 23/7/86 “ 1816.96 4/11/86 “ 2265.82 
5/6/85 ~~1627.82 17/9/85 — 1569.4 — 30/12/85 _ 1752.62 15/4/86 ~ 1763.73 ~ 24/7/86 “ 1836 “ 5/11/86 “ 2203.71 
~6/6/85 "*"""1629.5 _18/9/85 1563.62 ~ 31/12/85 ~ 1752.65 ~ 16/4/86 1791.19 ~ 25/7/86 1843.57 6/11/86 “ 2230.65 
~7/6/85 """"1542.55 ~~T9/9/85 ~1563.27 ""“2/1/86 1774.38 17/4/86 1812 28/7/66 1847.29 7/11/86 2218.38 
10/6/85 ~1571.87 —20/9/85 ~ 1549.46 ~ 3/1/86 ~ 1791.23 ~ 18/4/86 ~ 1790.4 ~ 29/7/86 1860.01 “ 10/11/86 2206.76 
11/6/85 ""”1492.13 _23/9/85 ~ 1535.45 — 6/1/86 1796.59 ~ 21/4/86 1788.38 ~ 30/7/86 1847.94 “ 11/11/86 2207.25 
""*""12/6/85 ""“1502.94 24/9/85 ~ 1553.24 — 7/1/86 — 1815.53 ~ 22/4/86 — 1792.9 “ 31/7/86 “ 1855.46 “ 12/11/86 “ 2239.71 
~13/6/85 ~1482.91 —25/9/85 ~ 1547.68 — 8/1/86 ~ 1826.84 ~ 23/4/86 1783.19 1/8/86 1874.11 “ 13/11/86 2261.45 
14/6/85 ""“1441.97 26/9/85 1511.87 9/1/86 1798.51 ~ 24/4/86 — 1824.51 ~ 4/8/86 1906.28 “ 14/11/86 “ 2244.03 
~ T /85 ""”1427.08 27/9/85 ~1511.8 ""“10/1/86 ~~^ 807.94 5^/4/86 1834.62 5/8/86 1889.04 17/11/86 2242.89 
""“19/6/85 ~1510.28 1/10/85 1520.99 ~ 13/1/86 1799.61 _ 28/4/86 “ 1848.65 “ 6/8/86 “ 1887.83 “ 18/11/86 ‘ 2249.97 
~20/6/85 1542.15 ~^10/85 ~T553.13 ""“14/1/86 ~i~782.23 ~^9/4/86 1826.29 7/8/86 1920.18 19/11/86 2243.34 
~21/6/85 1561.13 3/10/85 1581.07 ~ 15/1/86 1783.66 ~ 30/4/86 1836.99 “ 8/8/86 “ 1931.29 “ 20/11/86 ‘ 2245.95 
~25/6/85 1575.15 4/10/85 ~~1587^ 44 16/1/86~ 1797.22~ 1/5/86 1848.65~ 11/8/861927.04 — 21/11/86 “ 2273.98 “ 
26/6/85 1565.19 7/10/85 1617.76 ~17/1/86~ 1806.86 2/5/86 1843.14~ 12/8/861905 24/11/86 2343.59 
~27/6/85 1581.7 8/10/85 1606.53 20/1/86 1775.82 5/5/86 1842.44~ 13/8/861908.02 ~ 25/11/86 2361.12 
""”28/6/85 1570.61 ~9/10/65 ~1587.99 21/1/86 ~1776.19 6/5/86 1858.16 14/8/86 1925.16 26/11/86 2377.71 
‘1/7/85 ~~1570.6 ~W10/85 1589.13 ""“22/1/86 ~^737.94 ~7/5/86 1865.65 15/8/86 1935.76 27/11/86 2354.33 
“2/7/85 ~1591.33 ~11/10/85 ""“1583.55 ~23/1/86 ~~^ 762.29 ~~8/5/86 1864.21 18/8/86 1950.12 28/11/86 2418.75 
~3/7/85 ""“1598.16 —14/10/85 ~ 1594.35 ~ 24/1/86 1745.8 9/5/86 “ 1852.21 19/8/86 “ 1935.69 1/12/86 2452.15 
j 4 7 / 8 5 ""“1574.37 ""“15/10/85 1602.89 27/1/86~ 1744.11 12/5/86~ 1832.5 20/8/86 1941.28 ~ 2/12/86 ~ 2458.2 
‘5/7/85 1570.3 16/10/85 1618.37 28/1/86 1754.38 13/5/86 1803.73 ‘ 21/8/86 “ 1941.36 3/12/86 2460 
8/7/85 1566.68 "“17/10/85 ~162479 1736.35 14/5/86~ 1820.68~~ 22/8/86— 1946.03 ~ 4/12/86 2430.52 
‘~9^7/85 ""“1565.04 18/10/85 ""“1639^ 89 M m ~ 1720.21 15/5/86~ 1794.17~ 26/8/86— 1917 5/12/86 2400.72 
~10/7/85 ~1573.41 ~21/10/85 ""“1666^ 06 M m ~ 1695.78 16/5/86~ 1787.08~ 27/8/86— 1932.99 8/12/86 2431.29 
11/7/85 1597.81 23/10/85 1666.71^ 3/2/66 1702.38 ~ 19/5/86 “ 1765.02 _ 28/8/86 1934.2 9/12/86 2440.29 
1^ 7/85 ""“1615.78 ""“24/10/85 167o!51 ~ 4/2/86 1728.81~ 20/5/86~ 1777.27~ 29/8/86_ 1913 10/12/86 2442.59 
~15ff/85 “1640^~ 25/10/85 1671.73 5/2/86 1723.08 21/5/86 “ 1794.94 ‘ 1/9/66 1903.02 11/12/86 2467.13 
~ ~ 1632.99 28/10ffi5~ 1651.25~ 6/2/86 — 1719.67 22/5/86 “ 1820.98 ‘ 2/9/86 1930.61 12/12/86 2463.23 
~17/7/85 1647.9 29/10/85 ""“IKloF" TO86~ 1734.04 23/5/86 1815.92~ 3/9/86 — 1944.99 15/12/86 2449.43 
~18^85 167104~ 30/10/65 1654.68~ 12/2/86~ 1743.03 ~ 26/5/86 1811.87 . 4/9/86 1946.7 16/12/86 2440.68 
19/7/85 1678 87 "~31/10/85 ""“1665^ 39~ 13/2/86 1746.4""“ 27/5/86 1816.3 5/9/86 1968.53 17/12/86 2411.08 
““22/7/85 1689 85 " " “ m m ~ 1680.65~ 14/2/86 1777.54 ‘ 28/5/86 “ 1777.47 8/9/86 1969.98 18/12/86 2422.22 
""“23?7ffl51673 85 4/11/85 ~ 1702.19 17/2/86 178108 ~ 1772.76 9/9/86 1966.02 19/12/86 2463.81 
~24^85 1665 63 5/11/B5 "“1692J1 mm~ 1771.41— 30/5/86 1787.96 10/9/86 1976.16 2/12/86 2503.77 
25/7/85~ 1692.Q6 ~ 6/11/85 ~700.76 19/2/86 1751.67~ 2/6/86 1781.94 11/9/86 1997.92 23/12/86 2501.94 
26/7/85 168358 m m 1721.93 20/2/86 ~ 1733.17 3/6/86 1757.91 12/9/86 1966.33 24/12^ 6 2523.92 
30/7/85 1686 24 ~ j m i T " 1722.38 21/2/86 1747.06 4/6/86 1756.67 15/9/86 1942.34 29/12/86 2552.45 
31/7/85 168012 WmT~ 1722.424/2/86 _ 1742.37 _ 5/6/86 1748.56 16/9/86 1927.97 30/12/86 2559.36 
""”mm 1678M "12?11?85 irniT" 25/2/86 1746.05~ 6/6/86 1747.09 17/9/86 1921.99 31/12/86 2568.3_ 
~2^ 85 iiiisT" 13/11/85 26/2/86 “ 1746.3 “ 9/6/86 1748.24 18/9/86 1925.82 2/1/87 2540.06 
""" 167T9 wim 174514 ""“Turn imsi~ 10/6/86 1751.36 2/9/86 1953.6 5/1/87 2552.4 
~ m m 1700^ 3 15/11/85 28/2/86 1695.3 12/6/86 ~l752J9~ 23/9/86 1 g g 2 j _ _ ™ 3.87 
Tim :^66 18/11/85 ~17441 ~ 3/3/86 1685.06 “ 13/6/86 1765.65 24/9/86 2006.3 7/1/87 2607.11 
miK 1673^ 5 19/11/85 ~~175468~ 4/3/86 • 1695.77 ~ ~ W m ~ 1789.34 25/9/86 2011.7 §W87 2603’ 
S ieTeTi M m 1757.29 ~ 1664.33 18/6/86 1789.78 26/9/86 2034.36 9/1/87 2561.73 
— 1690^ 2VVm 1762.51 6/3/86~ 1668.51 “ 19/6/86 1778.29 29/9/86 2064.3 12/1/87 2614.87 
— 1 ¾ 1fi8709 22/11/85— 1712.82 ~ ~ l m T ~ 1682.65 20/6/86 1781.04 30/9/86 2068,44——\3im—— 
—7mm 169?73 25W85 no /rT~ 1667.07 23/6/86 1777.15 1/10/86 2090.24 14/1/87 2578.23 
- S — — S I S Z 173H35 24/6/86 17631 2120.14__1¾__2559.12 
——iJf: 17(^8-¾ 15901925im 1759J2- 3/10/86 2134.8 1^87__2542.57 
HS——^"""" iggR. "IS 161167~~TEi^ m^oW- 6/10/86 2084.93__m^ __24604^  
—— J ^ J - l S 160163 Wm 175098" 7/10/86 2162.93 2^ 7 2449.88 
——SS—— 17/3/86 W 3W86 iMTi 8?10^6~ 2204.41 21/1/87 2533.9 
- S " " i r i = ^ 1731519^ 86" 2271.15__22^7__2536.94 
——S—~T^-^-^mm1559^4 2?7?86 1760^~ 10/10/86__2279^__23^87__ 
— S I — — ^ f — — S
 1firri 17R7 7B 14/10/86 2249.22 26/1/87 2484.35 
——Ml————"I “ 2289.65 27/1/87 2524.01 
——SS——r ' 2277.77 28/1/87__2553.25 
H S — 9 -¾~~162671~~S~~1752^4- 17/10/8622309__ _ _ 
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DATE
 HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI “ 
3/2/87 2606.38 15/5/87 ""“2872.19 ~~25/8/87 3447 ~~Tl/12/87 1989 25/3/88 2501 ~~8A7/88 2752 
7 2636.63 18/5/87 2875.45 26/8/87 3526 14/12^ 7~ 2040 28/3/88 2466 11/7/88 ~ 2759 
S/2/87 2652.14 — 19/S/87 ~ 2881.47 ~ 27/8/87 3583 “ 15/12/87 “ 2080 “ 29/3/88 * 2521 12/7/88 _ 2772 
6/2/87 2673.57 20/5/87 2878.1 28/8/87 3611 16/12/87 2145 30/3/88 2528 ~ 13/7/88 2744 
9/2/87 2713.67 “ 21/5/87 ‘ 2870.91 1/9/87 “ 3644 ~ 17/12/87 ~ 2142 31/3/88 — 2543 14/7/88 2752—_ 
10/2/87 2694.85 ‘ 22/5/87 ‘ 2897.62 ‘ 2/9/87 3635 18/12/87 2180 6/4/88 2556 15/7/B8 2740 
11/2/87 2739.47 ~ 25/5/87 ~ 2926.1 “ 3/9/87 “ 3653 “ 21/12/87 2278 7/4/88 “ 2623 “ 18/7/88 2711 
12/2/87 ~ 2754.72 “ 26/5/87 ‘ 2935.88 4/9/87 “ 3654 “ 22/12/87 ~ 2276 8/4/88 2619 19/7/86 2677 
13/2/87 2740.49 27/5/87 2941.17 8/9/87 3601 23/12/B7 2325 11/4/88 2651 20/7/8B 2697 
—16/2/87 "“ 2766.06 “ 28/5/87 ‘ 2949.06 9/9/87 “ 3577 24/12/87 2379 12/4/88 2635 21/7/88 2687 
_17/2/87 ~ 2792.08 ~ 29/5/87 ‘ 2919.7 10/9/87 “ 3600 “ 28/12/87 — 2286 13/4/88 2671 22/7/88 2661 
18/2/87 2801.48 ~ 2/6/87 2934.19 11/9/87 “ 3660 “ 29/12/87 2301 * 14/4/88 “ 2664 ‘ 25/7/B8 2647 
19/2/87 ~~2775.82 — 3/6/87 ~ 2985.1 ~ 14/9/87 3649 “ 30/12/87 “ 2291 “ 15/4/88 “ 2715 ‘ 26/7/88 2655 
""""20/2/87 2827.4 ~ 4/6/87 ~ 3023.6 _ 15/9/B7 “ 3646 “ 31/12/87 “ 2302 “ 16/4/68 2551 ‘ 27/7/8B 2665 
23/2/87 2879.01 5/6/87 3064.33 16/9/87 3604 4/1/88 2286 19/4/88 2593 28/7/88 2663 
24/2/87 2848.19 ~ 8/6/87 3068.08 “ 17/9/87 3571 5/1/88 “ 2403 “ 20/4/68 2578 ‘ 29/7/88 2676 
25/2/87 2873.58 9/6/87 3064.33 18/9/87 3649 6/1/88 2463 21/4/88 2552 1/8/88 2703 
~26/2/87 2843.6 ~ 10/6/87 ~ 3097.33 “ 21/9/87 “ 3667 “ 7/1/88 2455 “ 22/4/88 ‘ 2591 2/8/88 2701 
| 27/2/87 2877.87 11/6/87 3087.52 22/9/87 3695 8/1/88 2460 25/4/88 2623 3/8/88 2692 
“2/3/87 2894.26 ~M2/6/87 3129.88 ~ 23/9/87 “ 3763 “ 11/1/88 “ 2400 “ 26/4/88 ‘ 2585 4/B/B8 2677 
3/3/87 —2939.05 16/6/87 ~ 3170.88 “ 24/9/87 “ 3761 “ 12/1/88 2442 “ 27/4/88 ‘ 2592 5/8/88 2671 
4/3/87 2890.93 “ 17/6/87 ‘ 3178.62 25/9/87 “ 3840 “ 13/1/88 2383 — 28/4/88~ 2588 8/8/88 2659 
~~5/3/87 ""“2798.44 ""“18/6/87 ~3133.74 28/9/87 —3884 14/1/88 2411 ~29/4/88 2602 9/8/88 2634 
6/3/87 ""“2798.64 19/6/87 ""“3165.64 ~29/9/87 3859 15/1/88 2429 ""”2/5/88 2589 10/8/B8 2579 
“9/3/87 ‘ 2820.38 22/6/87 ~ 3131,19 30/9/87~ 3943 18/1/88 2512 3/5/88 2602 11/8/8B 2595 
~10/3/87 ~2731.05 ~23/6/87 —“3110.41 “1/10/87 3949 19/1/88 2488 ~4/5/88 2641 12/8/88 2600 
~11/3/87 2760.9 ~24/6/87 ""“3178.98 2/10/87 3932 ~~20/1/88 2484 ""“5/5/88 2577 15/8/88 2600 
12/3/87 2750.14 25/6/87 3136.31 5/10/87 3944 21/1/88 ‘ 2412 “ 6/5/88 “ 2571 16/8/86 2589 
13/3/87 2721.17 26/6/87 3138.68 6/10/87 3906 22/1/88 2422 “ 9/5/88 “ 2584 17/8/88 2594 
16/3/87 2669.57 ~M/6/87 ~3151.98 ""“7/10/87~ 3937 25/1/88 2407 10/5/88~ 2563 18/B/88 2571 
~"“17/3/87 2629.28 ~~30/6/87 "“3?78.19 ~9/10^7~ 3878 26/1/88 2426 11/5/88~ 2534 — 19/8/88 2579 
18/3/87 "”2724.01 ~1/7/87~ 3163.9¾~ 12/10/8~ 3900 27/1/88 ~ 2412 12/5/88 2508 22/8/88 2564 
"“^ 9/3/87 "“2721.28 2/7/87 3229.~15~ 13/10/87 3841 ~ 28/1/88 ~ 2412 “ 13/5/B8 2532 23/8/88 2532 
20/3/87 ""“T780.55 ""“^7/67 "3208.84 ""“14/10/87~ 3844 29/1/88 2409 16/5/88~ 2538 24/8/88 2520 
23/3/87 M13.4 ~6?7/87~ 3220.68 15/10/8~ 3828 — 1/2/88 ~ 2358 “ 17/5/88 2533 25/8/88 2520 
"”l^mi ~2828.07 7/7/87 3236.41~ 16/10/87 3783 2/2/88 ~ 2296 “ 18/5/88 2533 26/8/88 2464 
~25/3^7 ""“28315~ 8/7/87~ 3215.38~ 19/10/87 3362 ‘ 3/2/88 “ 2354 19/5/88 2506 30/8/88 2439 
""”^ 6/3/87 ""“2783.12 ~~9?7?87~ 3225.97~ 26/10/87~ 2241 4/2/88 ~ 2295 20/5/88 2491 31/6/8B 2443 
”"“27^7 2798.74 W m ~ 3207.21~ 27/10/87~ 2395 5/2/88 2292 _ 23/5/88 2490 1/9/88 2433 
30/3/87 ‘ 2774.88 “ 13/7/87 “ 3216.11 ~ 28/10/87 2370 — 8/2/88 2223 24/5/88 2516 2W88 2449 
"“31^7 271181 Wm7~ 3253.42~ 29/10/87~ 2206 9/2/88 2223 “ 25/5/88 2528 5/9/ 2508 
~1/4^7 2695.91 ""”15?7?87~ 32621~ 30/10/8~ 2240 10/2/88 2233 “ 26/5/88 2520 6/9/8B 2502 
""”2mi 2709,41 w m i ~ 3305.82~ 2/11/872203 11/2/88 2256 “ 27/5/88 2513 7/9/88 2525 
~3/4/87 2679.99 17^87~ 3342^ 13~ 3/11/87~ 2180 _ 12/2/88 2287 “ 31/5/88 2496 8/9/88 2508 
""“7 /W~ 2664.7 “ 20/7/87 “ 3386.09 “ 4/11/87 2077 15/2/88 2301 1/6/88 2516 mm 2496 
~~8WB7 2729!55 2W87~ 3353.78 5/11/87 1960 16/2/88 “ 2328 2/6/88 2546 12/9/88 2468_ 
""”9W87 2785!47 2^ 7/87 3380.41 6/11/87~ 2113 22/2/88 ~ 2347 3/6/88 2568 13/9/88 2473 
10W872766 41 _ 23/7/87 3366.82 ~9/11/87 2139~ 2 3 / 2 / j j 2 3 2 9 — 6/6/88 2590 14/9/88 2481_ 
miS7 2708 94 — 24/7/87 3343.6 10/11/87 2043 24/2/88 2336 7/6/88 2587 15/9/88 2474_ 
~~umi 266835 F7/7/87 ~3346J7~ 11/11/8~ 2046 25/2/88 2355 8/6/88 2608 16/9/88 __2458_ 
~15W87 ^9362 28^87~ 3337 12/11/87 ~ 2150 26/2/88 2383 9/6/88 2640 19/9/88 2447_ 
16W87 2^12 29^87~ 3389 13/11/87 2226 29/2/88 2414 10/6/88 2647 20/9/88 __2423_ 
21 7 271336 30/7/87 ~~3419~ 16/11/87 2310 1/3/88 2454 1W88 2672 21/9/88 2432_ 
22/ 2716 89 3W87 3479~ 17/11/87— 2290 2/3/88 2462 15/6/88 2699 22/9/88 2455_ 
—23W87 271689 3 W 8 7 3 5 1 4 —18/11/87 ~ 2 2 8 5 ~ 3/3/88 2468 16/6/88 2693 23/9/88 2454_ 
7 270761 W 8 7 3 5 3 1 ~~WmT 2257 4/3/88 2472 17/6^88 2718 2Jim 2480_ 
27/4/87 2636 47 5 W 8 7 3 5 1 7 1/11/87 2214 — 7/3/88 2470 20/6/88 ^719 28W88 2449_ 
2B/m7 261708 B/R/B7 3497 23/11/87 ~ 2141 8/3/88 2493 21/6/88 2683 2W88 ^ _ 
— 2 ¾ 258954 limi ^53624/11/87— 2134 9/3/88 2551 22/6/88 2703 3WW88 2441_ 
- 3 W W ^ ^ ― 3543 "l5W87~ 2184 10/3/88 2591 23/6/88 2712 ™ 8 
— ^ 7 11/8/87 ~ l546 27^87~ 2194 1M§8 2595 2 W 8 8 — — 1 J E — — ^ — — 
^1557 m w T 2138 m m 2584 2 W 8 8 — — i m — — — — 
~ ^ 7 ^383 3514 ^ i m T ^ 2108 15/3/88 2578 28/6/88 2881 M 
— 5SH mm 3512 2/12/87 2100 16/3/88 S 29/ 2648 7/10/88 2478 
S——HiIS _Jg_-jm/87 2057 17/3/88 2581 " 2 6 7 1 10¾ 
S — — o 18/3/88 2607— 1/7/88 2684 1 ¾ — — 
— ^ i — — — — S • WW07 — ^ ^mm _ 8 2887 12/10/88 2551 
- ^ i H i S 2 - l i m i i 9 6 T - 22/3/88 2594 2681 1 ¾ — — 
S — — H I — — T S r - ^ A . m m — W — 23/3/88 256— 6/7/88 2737 1 4 ¾ — — 
- S H I S - 3391 10/12/87 — 1 2 7 ~ ~ 2 4 ^ 2546 8 — — 2 I S 2 1 1 = 
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_ HSI DATE ""~HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI 
18/10/88
 2590 30/1/89 3036 19/5/89 3145 30/8/89 2505 8/12/89 2754 23/3/90 2974 " 
20/10/88
 2584 31/1/89 ‘ 3072 ‘ 22/5/89 2806 31/8/89 2508 11/12/89 2763 26/3/90 3014 1 
21/1
 2581 1/2/89 ‘ 3060 ‘ 23/5/89 ‘ 3067 1/9/89 2508 12/12/89 2809 27/3/90 3010 1 
2
 2562 __2/2/89 3059 24/5/89 3008 — 4/9/89 ~ 2550 ~ 13/12/89 — 2851 ~ 28/3/90 2990 1 
25/10/88 2584 3/2/89 3106 25/5/89 2752 5/9/89 2572 14/12/89 2876 29/3/90 3000 
26/10/88 2610 9/2/89 3208 26/5/89 2765 6/9/89 2577 15/12/89 2896 30/3/90 2997 1 
27/10/88 2617 ~10/2/89 3184 — 29/5/89 — 2846 ~ 7/9/89 2583 ~ 18/12/89 2900 — 2/4/90 2934 
28/10/88 2614 ~13/2/89 3153 30/5/89 2805 ~8/9/89 2620 19/12/89 2879 3W9Q 2962 
31/10/88 2627 14/2/89 3099 31/5/89 2743 11/9/89 2614 20/12/89 2868 4/4/90 2956 
1/11/88 2615 15/2/89 3100 1/6/89 2689 12/9/89 2610 21/12/89 2867 6/4/90 2956 
~2/11/88 — 2607 16/2/89 — 3081 ~ 2/6/89 2675 ~ 13/9/89 “ 2592 “ 22/12/89 2921 ‘ 9/4/90 2954 
""“3/11/88 2584 ""“17/2/89 —3106 ~5/6/89 2093 ~14/9/89 2614 27/12/89 2929 10/4/90 2942 
4/11/88 — 2584 — 20/2/89 3159 ~ 6/6/89 “ 2149 “ 18/9/89 “ 2648 28/12/89 ‘ 2895 ‘ 11/4/90 2959 “ 
""“7/11/88 —2567 ~~21/2/89 ~~3150 ~7/6/89 2224 19/9/89 2628 29/12/89 2836 12/4/90 2995 
~8/11/88 2587 22/2/89 — 3161 9/6/89 “ 2268 “ 20/9/89 2631 2/1/90 ‘ 2838 17/4/90 3020 “ 
9/11/88 2582 — 24/2/89 — 3114 12/6/89 2440 “ 21/9/89 2665 “ 3/1/90 2858 ‘ 18/4/90 3052 
~10/11/88 2577 ~ 27/2/89 3064 13/6/89 “ 2355 “ 22/9/89 “ 2706 “ 4/1/90 2867 19/4/90 3067 
"“11/11/88 _ 2583 — 28/2/89 ~ 3012 ~ 14/6/89 ~ 2381 “ 25/9/89 2738 5/1/90 ‘ 2839 20/4/90 3067 
~W11/88 2537 —1/3/89 3037 ~15/6/89 2340 ~26/9/89 2725 8/1/90 2816 23/4/90 3056 
~^ 5/11/88 2568 ~~2/3/89 —3010 ""“16/6/89 — 2342 ~~27/9/89 2712 ""”9/1/90 2822 24/4/90 3015 
~16/11/88 — 2566 — 3/3/69 3056 20/6/89 ~ 2336 “ 28/9/89 2755 10/1/90 ‘ 2868 ‘ 25/4/90 3018 
17/11/88 — 2568 ~ 6/3/89 ~ 3058 ~ 21/6/89 ~ 2272 “ 29/9/89 “ 2758 11/1/90 “ 2855 26/4/90 3009 
I ~18^11/88 2581 — 7/3/89 3080 ~ 22/6/89 ~ 2231 “ 2/10/89 “ 2746 12/1/90 ‘ 2835 ‘ 27/4/90 2986 
""“21/11/88 ~ 2581 “ 8/3/89 3052 23/6/89 2219 ~ 3/10/89 — 2786 15/1/90 2786 30/4/90 2950 
j 22/11/88 ~ 2600 — 9/3/89 3062 26/6/89 2266 —4/10/89 ~ 2794 “ 16/1/90 2773 “ 1/5/90 2945 
23/11/88 ~ 2633 “ 10/3/89 3046 27/6/89 2232 ~ 5/10/89 2803 — 17/1/90~ 2763 2/5/90 2957 
24/11/88 ‘ 2666 13/3/89 — 3029 — 28/6/89 2245 6/10/89 2826 18/1/90 2771 3/5/90 2954 
~25/11/88 — 2656 14/3/89 3034 29/6/89 ~ 2275 “ 10/10/89 “ 2844 “ 19/1/90 ‘ 2776 4/5/90 2946 
""“28/11/88 2625 — 15/3/89 ~ 3095 _ 30/6/89 2273 11/10/89 “ 2807 “ 22/1/90 ‘ 2771 7/5/90 2958 
I ~29/11/88 2632 ""“16/3/89 ~~3150 _3/7/89 2270 12/10/89 2793 23/1/90 2762 8/5/90 2953 
30/11/88 ‘ 2659 20/3/89 “ 3046 — WB9 2316 —13/10/89 2782 ~24/1/90 2756 9/5/90 2942 
1/12/88 2668 “ 22/3/89 “ 3037 — 5/7/89 2350 16/10/89 ~ 2601 — 25/1/90 2768 10/5/90 2985 
""“2/12/88 2667 — 23/3/89 3049 — 6/7/89 “ 2369 _ 17/10/89 “ 2695 ‘ 30/1/90 2760 11/5/90 2960 
5/12/88 2671 28/3/89 3034 ~7m89 2375~ 18/10/89 2628 31/1/90~ 2751 — 14/5/90 — 2976 
""“6/12^8 2676 ~~M/3/89 3034 ""“Wm9~ 2439 19/10/89 2663~ 1/2/90_ 2738 15/5/90 2965 
""“7/12/88 —2690 ""”30/3/89 2980 ~11/7/89 —2485 ~20/10/89 2703 ~~2/2/90 2736 16/5/90 2948 
!
~ ~ ~ 2680 31/3/89 3004 ~~12jfm~ 2477 23/10/89 2732~ 5/2/90 2756 17/5/90 2917 
"“9/12^ 8 2671 ~3/4^9 2987 13/7/89 2498 24/10/89 2731 6/2/90 2792 18/5/90 2925 
"~12/12^ 8 2665 ""“4WB9~ 2991 W/89~ 2516 25/10/89 ~ 2707 7/2/90 2844 21/5/90 2930 
~~13/12m 2651 ~6W89~ 17/7/89~ 2502 — 26/10/89 — 2691 “ 8/2/90 2903 22/5/90 2970 
14/12/88 ‘ 2642 7/4/89 “ 3024 18/7/89 2505 27/10/89 2667 9/2/90 2893 23/5/90 3028 
~^5/m8 2627 mJ89~ 3021 19/7/89~ 2547 30/10/89 — 2680 “ 12/2/90 2894 24/5/90 3048 
"~je/12^ 8 ""“26¾ mm~ 3026 20/7/89 _ 2543 ‘ 31/10/89 “ 2725 13/2/90 2863 25/5/90 3059 
19/12/88 ~~2611 ~ 12/4/81 ~ 3060 _ 21/7/89 _ 2495 ‘ 1/11/89 “ 2721 14/2/90 2870 29/5/90 3048 
20/12/88 2607 13/4/89 ~~3079 2W89~ 2482 _ 2/11/89 “ 2711 15/2/90 2908 30/5/90 3083_ 
21/12/88 "“"“2633~ 14/4^9~ 3082 25/7/89 2517 3/11/89 2739 16/2/90 2939 31/5/90 3132 
22/12/88 ""“264017/4/89 3133 26/7/89 2489 6/11/89 2756 19/2/90 2968 1/6/90 3159 
23/12/88 ~2656~~ 18/4/89"“ 3135 — 27/7/89 2493 ~ 7/11/89 2738 20/2/90 2980 4/6/90 3153 
28/12/88 2696 19W89~ 316428/7/89 2526 “ 8/11/89 2731 21/2/90 2862 5/6/90 3159_ 
29/12/88 269220/4/89 — 3139 31/7/89 ~ 2 5 7 1 ~ 9/11/89 2781 22/2/90 2927 6/6/90 3172_ 
30/ 2687~~ 21/4/89 ~ 3109 1/8/89 2578 2776 23/2/90 2894 7/6/90 3145_ 
3fm 2706 24W89 — 3095 ~2^/89 2582 13/11/8T" 2766 26/2/90 2872 8/6/90 3174_ 
~ ^ 8 9 2736 25/4/89 ~~3118~ 3/8/89~ 2634 — 14/11/89 2779 27/2/90 2932 11/6/90 3154_ 
5W89 2758 26/4/89 ~ 3 1 1 8 ~ 4/8/89 2578 15/11/89 2793 28/2/90 2951 12/6/90 3203_ 
6fm 2766 27/4/89 ~~3077 TO89~ 2563 _ 16/11/89 2788 1/3/90 2933 13/6/90 __3185_ 
"““dim 2792 28Wi 3116 mm~~ 2607 17/11/89 — 2804 2/3/90 2937 14/6/90 _ 3 1 9 1 _ 
""“wm 2832 ~~ 3123 9/8/89 ~2627 20m?89~ 2820 5/3/90 2938 15/6/90 3201_ 
Tmim 2872 2J5m 3156~~ 10/8/89 2608 ~2Wm~ 2817 6/3/90 2933 19/6/90 3229_ 
2BTO S 3155•"“ 11/6/89~ 2613 _ 2/1/89 "•“2812~ 7/3/90 2926 20/6/90 3234_ 
MS S 3 2 2 1 1 4 / 8 / 8 9 2640“ 23/11/89 8^00 8/3/90 2915 21/6/90 3246_ 
H b i m ~ ~ ~ 3262 "15W8T" 2638 2 m m 2808~ 9/3/90 2912 22/6/90 3250_ 
H S H S 3268 _ 16/8/89 2635 ~ 27/11/89 ^ 2777 12^ /90 2892 25/6/90 3276_ 
H S H « -Him- 2616 28/11/89 2887 2 ¾ 3292_ 
— S i f S 2881 27/6/90 3284_ 
- S — — H — — -1¾ 2528 30^ 2748 2892 mm 3273_ 
— S IP
 ?7R 2/8/89 - 2543 2756 1¾^ 2886 29/6/90 3278 
- I S — — I S — — g 2764— 20/3/90 2880 3W90 
— S S 3246 2W89~ 2516 6/12/89 ^ 2926 0 3363 
- S P - 32^ 29/8/89 2487 7/12/89 2770 _ 3356 
62 
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_ HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI “ 
6/7/90
 3357 16/10/90 2949 28/1/91 3198 13/5/91 3767 21/8/91 3863 2/12/91 4094 1 
9/7/90
 3385 ""“17/10/90 — 2958 —29/1/91 3192 — 14/5/91 ~ 3785 22/8/91 ~ 4045 _ 3/12/91 ~ 4124 
10/7/90
 3408 18/10/90 2950 30/1/91 3200 15/5/91 3789 23/6/91 4021 4/12/91 4161 ] 
” 3440 19/10/90 ‘ 2991 ‘ 31/1/91 ‘ 3243 ‘ 16/5/91 3859 27/8/91 3981 5/12/91 4157 
12/7/90 3468 22/10/90 3015 1/2/91 3223 17/5/91 3882 28/8/91 3968 6/12/91 4190 
13/7/90 3507 23/10/90 3081 4/2/91 3250 20/5/91 3917 29/8/91 3960 9/12/91 4203 "| 
16/7/90 3488 24/10/90 3042 5/2/91 3345 21/5/91 3829 30/8/91 3998 10/12/91 4128 1 
17/7/90 3463 ‘ 25/10/90 ‘ 3050 6/2/91 3365 22/5/91 3826 2/9/91 4023 11/12/91 4097 
18/7/90 3528 ~ 29/10/90 ~ 3063 “ 7/2/91 3333 23/5/91 3778 3/9/91 ‘ 4025 12/12/91 4096 
19/7/90 3523 30/10/90 3011 8/2/91 3359 24/5/91 3703 4/9/91 4006 13/12/91 4155 
20/7/90 3540 31/10/90 2990 11/2/91 3394 27/5/91 3575 5/9/91 3990 16/12/91 4171 
23/7/90 3559 1/11/90 2968 12/2/91 3395 28/5/91 3594 6/9/91 3970 17/12/91 4185 
24/7/90 3495 2/11/90 2978 13/2/91 3412 29/5/91 3^625 9/9/91 3940 18/12/91 4177 
25/7/90 ~ 3520 “ 5/11/90 2967 18/2/91 “ 3473 “ 30/5/91 ~ 3679 10/9/91 3959 19/12/91 4182 
26/7/90 3483 6/11/90 ~ 2966 _ 19/2/91 3467 “ 31/5/91 * 3707 ‘ 11/9/91 ‘ 3966 20/12/91 4142 
27/7/90 3485 7/11/90 2955 20/2/91 3492 3/6/91 3688 12/9/91 3970 23/12/91 4146 
30/7/90 _ 3445 — 8/11/90 ~ 2932 ~ 21/2/91 3477 4/6/91 “ 3667 13/9/91 ‘ 3974 24/12/91 4192 
| 31/7/90 ‘ 3438 9/11/90 2932 22/2/91 3475 5/6/91 3690 16/9/91 3953 27/12/91 4236 
1/8/90 3468 12/11/90 2949 ~ 25/2/91 — 3520 6/6/91 “ 3678 ‘ 17/9/91 ‘ 3936 30/12/91 4275 
""“2/8/90 —3415 13/11/90 — 2998 ""“26/2/91 ~~3532 ""“7/6/91 3637 18/9/91 3900 31/12/91 4297 
,
 3/8/90 ‘ 3356 14/11/90 3006 27/2/91 3512 10/6/91 3621 19/9/91 3863 2/1/92 4301 
~6/8/90 ~~3107 ~15/11/90 2990 ""“28/2/91 3552 ~~11/6/91 3631 ""“20/9/91 3910 3/1/92 4307 
~7/8/90 — 3098 16/11/90 3008 ~ 1/3/91 “ 3552 “ 12/6/91 “ 3627 ‘ 24/9/91 3904 6/1/92 4306 
_8/8/90 3145 — 19/11/90 — 3042 4/3/91 “ 3564 “ 13/6/91 “ 3632 ‘ 25/9/91 3901 7/1/92 4347 
“9/8/90 _ 3091 20/11/90 ~ 3031 ~ 5/3/91 _ 3600 “ 14/6/91 “ 3639 26/9/91 3927 8/1/92 4337 
_10/8/90 ~ 3078 “ 21/11/90 3013 ‘ 6/3/91 “ 3647 — 19/6/91 3626 27/9/91 3938 9/1/92 4334 
13/8/90 3040 22/11/90 3023 ‘ 7/3/91 “ 3658 20/6/91 3595 30/9/91 3956 10/1/92 4348 
—14/8/90 — 3067 23/11/90 3016 “ 8/3/91 “ 3653 “ 21/6/91 “ 3565 ‘ 1/10/91 4023 13/1/92 4325 
~15/8/90 — 3178 26/11/90 — 2995 ~ 11/3/91 “ 3669 24/6/91 “ 3569 ‘ 2/10/91 4062 14/1/92 4367 
_16/8/90 3183 ~ 27/11/90 2998 — 12/3/91 “ 3658 “ 25/6/91 3604 ‘ 3/10/91 4093 15/1/92 4382 
~ 17/8/90 ~ 3122 “ 28/11/90 2986 ‘ 13/3/91 “ 3634 ~ 26/6/91 — 3634 4/10/91~ 4067 16/1/92 4412 
20/8/90 3052 ~ 29/11/90 2978 14/3/91 “ 3627 “ 27/6/91 “ 3629 ‘ 7/10/91 4060 17/1/92 4454 
""“21/8/90 — 3040 ~30/11/90 2965 ""”15/3/91 —3722 28/6/91 3668 ~8/10/91 4066 20/1/92 4510 
22/8/90 2954 ""“3/12/90 3020 18/3/91 3724 1/7/91 3738~ 9/10/91 ~ 4076 — 21/1/92 4522 
23/8/90 2871 4/12/90 3020 19/3/91 3751 2/7/91 3772 10/10/91 4056 22/1/92 4550 
"“24/8/90 2918 ~5/12/90 3066 ~ w M ~ 3683 3/7/91 3796 11/10/91~ 4017 23/1/92 4625 
28/8/90 3078 ""“6/12/90 3126 21/3/91 3661 W91 3850~ 14/10/91 ~ 4022 24/1/92 4600 
~29/8/90 3015 7/12^0~ 3163 22/3/91~ 3716 5/7/91 ~ 3892 “ 15/10/91 4033 27/1/92 4554 
"“30/8/90 3064 " “ 3 1 4 9 ~ 25/3/91""“ 3720 8/7/91 — 3880 “ 17/10/91 4018 28/1/92 4586 
""”31/8/90 3087 ~ 3 ^ A ^ ~ 26/3/91 ~ 3683 9/7/91 — 3904 “ 18/10/91 4015 29/1/92 4571 
""“3/9/90 3066 ~1^ 12/90 3160 ~~2TO91 3691 10/7/91 3901 21/10/91 3998 30/1/92 4571 
""“mi90 3054 13?12^ 0~ 3150 28/3/91~ 3745 _ 11/7/91 ~ 3892 “ 22/10/91 3981 31/1/92 4601 
""“5/9/90 3039 W12?90~ 3125 2/4/91~ 3789 _ 12/7/91 3915 _ 23/10/91 4021 3/2/92 4672 
~6/9/90 3032 17?12?90~ 3051 3/4/91 3869 15/7/91 ~ 3945 24/10/91 3989 7/2/92 4711 
""“7/9/90 3047 ""”W12?90~ 3066~ 4/4/91 3849 16/7/91 ~ 3997 25/10/91 3971 10/2/92 4733 
"”wmO3087 “ 19/12/90 3083 — 8/4/91 — 3812 “i~7/7/91 3962 28/10/91 3988 11/2/92 4674 
“ 1 1 ^ 0 ~ 3083 “ 20/12/90 3078 9/4/91 ~ 3 7 5 7 ~ 18/7/91 3976 — 29/10/91 ~ 4000 12/2/92 4732 
~ 1 2 ^ 0 3 1 0 5 “ 21/12/90 3079 10/4/91 3777 ""“19/7/91 4009 30/10/91 4020 13/2/92 4763 
13^0 3093 24/12/90 3060 11/4/91 3703 ‘ 22/7/91 “ 3988 31/10/91 4038 14/2/92 4772 
1 4 ^ 0 3 0 6 2 “ 27/12/90 3066 ~ 12/4/91 3742 23/7/91 4009 1/11/91 4037 17/2/92 4719_ 
17^ 3019 ~~m2m 3053 15/4/91 3714~ 24/7/91 4028_ 4/11/91 4083 18/2/92 4747 
—18^0 2996 m2m 3024~ 16/4/91 3717 — 25/7/91 “ 4012 5/11/91 4146 19/2/92 4725_ 
~~ig^io 2980 2im 3031~ 17/4/91 ~ 3687 26/7/91 “ 4031 6/11/91 4173 20/2/92 4716_ 
20^0 29843/1/91 “ 3004 ~ 18/4/91 3699 " " “ 2 ¾ ~ 4016 7/11/91 4184 21/2/92 4736_ 
~~l\mO 2931471/91 _ 3046 ~ 19/4/91 3667 ~ W j m ~ 3991 8/11/91 4236 24/2/92 4715_ 
24/9/90 28617/1/91 — 3026 22/4/91 ~~3582 31/7/91 ~ 4009 _ 11/11/91 4230 25/2/92 4760_ 
~~25^ 90 28076/1/91 3009 23/4/91 ~ 3 5 6 9 ~ 1/8/9il 4030 12/11/91 4253 26/2/92 _Am_ 
Wm 2778 9/1/91 3027~ 24/4/91 ~ 3605 — 2/8/91 4059 13/11/91 4240 27/2/92 __4895_ 
27/9/90 2767~~ 10/1/91 3035 ~ 3594 5/8/91 “ 4063 14/11/91 4211 28/2/92 4929_ 
2B/9/90 2760 11/1/91 ~ 3 0 5 8 ~ 26/4/91 3625 6/8/91 4021 15/11/91 4271 _2J3I92 «52_ 
1/10/90 2791 3037~ 29/4/91 3624 7/8/91 18/11/91 4198 3/3/92 _ 
o,10/90 2905 15/1/91 ""“30i~ 30/4/91 3588 8/8/91 ^4046 19/11/91 4261 4/3/92 4954_ 
lQ/90 2862 16/1/91 M841 / 5 / 9 1 ‘ 3631 — 9/8/91 40¾~ 20/11/91 4200 5W92 4964_ 
- | S 2850 17?iir" 3087 — 2/5/91 ~3726~ 12/8/91 — 4070 21/11/91 4234 mm 
S 18/1/91 3072 3737 4052 22/11/91 4243 mm 4§48_ 
S — 1/1/91 3066 6^1 3704~ 14/8/91 4079 25/11/91 4220 10^ 92 
" S — — o o j v ^ — ^ j - ^ l m r - 3741 15/8/— 4073 26/11/91 4202 I ™ — — 
l i /^1/91 3090 _ 8/5/91 mm 4063^ 27/11/91 4179 5042_ 
——ft——ZZ 3140 — m m 3744— 19/8/91 3721 4145 1 ¾ 5071_ 
^ -Si 320T- 10/5/91 3750 3848 1 4149 16/3/92 
63 
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DATE
 HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI DATE HSI • 
17/3/92
 5045 ~29/6/92 6057 ~8/10/92 5555 18/1/93 5882 3/5/93 6790 11/8/93 7352 
18/3
 5036 30/6/92 6103 ""“9/10/92 5596 19/1/93 5697 4/5/93 6827 12/8/93 7339 “ 
1 2 4990 ~1/7/92 6134 ""“12/10/92 5725 20/1/93 5877 5/5/93 6829 13/8/93 7392 “ 
20/3/92 5015 ~~2/7/92 6073 ""“13/10/92 5756 21/1/93 5914 6/5/93 6795 16/8/93 7489 
23/3/92 5061 3/7/92 6061 14/10/92 5806 26/1/93 5923 7/5/93 6798 17/8/93 7528 " 
24/3/92 ~~5052 _6/7/92 6024 ~15/10/92 —5913 27/1/93 5939 ""”To/5/93 6739 18/8/93 7 5 6 7 1 
25/3/92 ""“5052 7/7/92 5911 "“16/10/92 —5984 ~28/1/93 5804 11/5/93 6841 19/8/93 7605 
26/3/92 5037 8/7/92 5981 19/10/92 6089 29/1/93 5751 12/5/93 7002 20/8/93 7545 1 
27/3/92 5007 ~ 9/7/92 ~ 5925 20/10/92 6088 “ 1/2/93 “ 5697 “ 13/5/93 ‘ 7108 ‘ 23/8/93 7388 “ 
30/3/92 4978 ~ 10/7/92 ~ 5981 ~ 21/10/92 “ 6200 “ 2/2/93 5662 “ 14/5/93 ‘ 7005 ‘ 24/8/93 7327 
31/3/92 _ 4938 — 13/7/92 6085 ~ 22/10/92 6329 “ 3/2/93 “ 5710 “ 47/5/93 7124 ‘ 25/8/93 7265 
""*1/4/92 _ 4909 ~ 14/7/92 ~ 6097 _ 23/10/92 ~ 6262 “ 4/2/93 “ 5778 ‘ 18/5/93 7149 26/8/93 7449 
2/4/92 4924 ""“15/7/92 6125 26/10/92 6062 ~5/2/93 5747 ~19/5/93 7093 27/8/93 7422 
—3/4/92 4916 — 16/7/92 ~ 6162 ~ 27/10/92 6218 “ 8/2/93 5786 ‘ 20/5/93 7118 31/8/93 7549 
""“6/4/92 _ 4896 17/7/92 — 6128 ~ 28/10/92 6126 9/2/93 “ 5789 ‘ 21/5/93 ‘ 7169 1/9/93 7542 
—7/4/92 "“ 4926 — 20/7/92 ~ 5986 ~ 29/10/92 6117 “ 10/2/93 “ 5835 ‘ 24/5/93 ‘ 7276 2/9/93 7493 
8/4/92 _ 4827 — 21/7/92 6010 ~ 30/10/92 “ 6190 “ 11/2/93 “ 5865 ‘ 25/5/93 ‘ 7368 3/9/93 7512 
9/4/92 _ 4729 ~ 23/7/92 5917 ~ 2/11/92 “ 6231 “ 12/2/93 “ 5858 ‘ 26/5/93 ‘ 7349 6/9/93 7519 
―10/4/92 — 4921 24/7/92 ~ 5772 ~ 3/11/92 “ 6197 “ 15/2/93 “ 6049 ‘ 27/5/93 ‘ 7447 7/9/93 7546 
~13/4/92 4889 ~27/7/92 5664 4/11/92 6325 16/2/93 6065 ~28/5/93 7397 8/9/93 7607 
14/4/92 4883 — 28/7/92 5782 5/11/92 “ 6347 “ 17/2/93 6087 ‘ 31/5/93 ‘ 7372 9/9/93 7586 
~15/4/92 4986 — 29/7/92 ~ 5857 6/11/92 “ 6315 “ 18/2/93 “ 6186 ‘ 1/6/93 7375 10/9/93 7593 
16/4/92 — 5082 30/7/92 5829 — 9/11/92 “ 6267 19/2/93 “ 6170 ‘ 2/6/93 7322 13/9/93 7475 
21/4/92 5092 ~31/7/92 5881 "10/11/92 —6273 ~22/2/93 6231 3/6/93 7155 14/9/93 7473 
22/4/92 — 5189 3/8/92 5910 ""“11/11/92 6422 23/2/93 6149 ~~4/6/93 7157 15/9/93 7488 
23/4/92 5287 ‘ 4/8/92 “ 5859 “ 12/11/92 6447 24/2/93 — 6177 — 7/6/93 ~ 7124 16/9/93 7418 
24/4/92 — 5330 —5/8/92 5841 ""“13/11/92 ~~6366 ""”25/2/93 6203 ~8/6/93 7259 20/9/93 7390 
~27/4/92 5371 6/8/92 ~ 5865 16/11/92 “ 6294 26/2/93 “ 6351 ‘ 9/6/93 7339 21/9/93 7495 
~28/4/92 — 5423 — 7/8/92 ~ 5850 17/11/92 “ 6088 “ 1/3/93 6391 ‘ 10/6/93 7260 22/9/93 7478 
29/4/92 5362 ~10/8/92 5867 "“18/11/92 5848 ~2/3/93 6344 ~11/6/93 7266 23/9/93 7581 
30/4/92 5369 11/8/92 5886 ~ m W 2 ~ 5855 3/3/93 6436 15/6/93~ 7283 24/9/93 7525 
“1/5/92 5484 “““12/8/92 5879 20/11/92 5878~ 4/3/93 6467~ 16/6/93~ 7304 27/9/93 7453 
4/5/92 5613 13/8/92 5857 23/11/92 5894~ 5/3/93 6502~ 17/6/93~ 7189 28/9/93 7470 
5/5/92 5631 W8/92 5822 ""”24?11^ 2 5972 8/3/93 6482~ 18/6/93~ 7200 29/9/93 7551 
‘6/5/92 5581 17W92~ 5667 25/11/9~ 5918 9/3/93 6508 21/6/93 7003 30/9/93 7676 
""""7^ /92 5629 "“"“18^2~ 5675~ 26/11/92~ 5913 10/3/93 6488 22/6/93 7046 4/10/93 7744 
~8/5/92 5609 ~19/8/92 5620 —“2mW2~~ 5986 11/3/93 6371 23/6/93 7062 5/10/93 7869 
“11^2 5632 "“Wmi~ 5481 30/11/92~ 5810 _ 12/3/93 — 6170 “ 25/6/93 7014 6/10/93 8041 
12/5/92 5705 21/8/92 5509 1/12/92 — 5501 ~15/3/93 —5854 28/6/93 7148 7/10/93 8066 
""“1^2 5757 24/8/92 5390 2/12/92 5411 16/3/93 5980~ 29/6/93~ 7107 8/10/93 8005 
14/5/92 5746 25/8/92 5291 ~~^ 12/92 4978~ 17/3/93 5958~ 30/6/93~ 7099 11/10/93 8192 
~ij ^ 5704~~ 26/8/92 5478 4/12/92~ 5268 18/3/93 6048 “ 1/7/93 7205 12/10/93 8253 
~18^2 5637 27/8/92 5460 7/12/92~ 5191 19/3/93 — 6088 “ 2/7/93 7217 13/10/93 8292 
19?5^2 56^~~ 28/8/92~ 5628 — 8/12/92 — 5202 “ 22/3/93 6060 5/7/93 7205 14/10/93 8412 
20/5/92 5753 ""“W92 5711~ 9/12/92~ 5339 23/3/93 “ 6117 6/7/93 7168 15/10/93 8763_ 
~ S 5865 ""“2im2~ 5734 10/12/92 5273 24/3/93 6212 7/7/93 7141 18/10/93 9031_ 
22^2 5859 3/9/92 5722 ~1?/12/92 ~5253~ 25/3/93 6246 8/7/93 7122 19/10/93 8861_ 
~ 2 5 ^ 2 5993 4/9/92 5707 ~ ~ u j m T ~ 5267~ 26/3/93~ 6341 9/7/93 7070 20/10/93 8902 
~26^2 60527/9/92 5664 ~5/12/92 ~5315~ 29/3/93~ 6322 — 12/7/93 “ 6952 21/10/93 8882_ 
27/5/92 6082 8/9/92 ~ 5 7 0 0 ~ 16/12/92~ 5415 30/3/93 6406 13/7/93 6956 22/10/93 8719 
~28^2 59889/9/92 “ 5726 17/12/92 5329 31/3/93 ~~6388 14/7/93 6955 25/10/93 8767_ 
29/5/92 608010/9/92 ~ 5631 18/12/92 ""“5192~ 1/4/93 ~ 6408 ‘ 15/7/93 6978 26/10/93 8790_ 
~ 1 ^ 2 6056 11/9/92 ~5537~ 21/12/92~ 5242 2/4/93 6404 16/7/93 6925 27/10/93 8903_ 
~~mm 6059 14/9/92 ""“5607~ 22/12/92~ 5297 6/4/93 6340 19W93 6810 28/10/93 9010_ 
""“Vm. 6037 15/9/92 ~ 5 6 5 3 2 3 / 1 2 / 9 ~ 5317 7/4/93 6281 20/7/93 6846 29/10/93 9329_ 
mm 6035 mm 5633~ 24/12/92 5442 8/4/93 6285 21/7/93 6839 1/11 9635_ 
mm 5978 mm 5637~ 28/12/92 5531 13/4/93 6418 22/7/93 6759 2/11/93 96«_ 
""“ 5940 mm 5689 "~29?1^ 92~ 5444 14/4/93 6789 23/7/93 6751 3/11^ 3 9352_ 
10/6/92 5917 2 ¾ 5741 ~30?12^ 2~ 5467 _ 15/4/93 fi73? 26/7/93 6658 4/11/93 9204_ 
11/6/92 5826 22im2 574031/12/92 —5512 16/4/93 6697 “ 27/7/93 6865 5/11/93 8996_ 
- 1 ¾ 5 8 i T - 23/9/92 4/1/93 _ 5437 6680 2 8 / 7 / 9 3 — — — — ^ — — 
- ¾ 584T 24/9/92 ~5658 — 5/1/93 5548 20/4/93
 6638 2 9 ^ — — — — ^ — — 
S — 6/1/93 5586 21/4/93 6768 3 ¾ ^ ^ — — 
— S 5796 2 ¾ 55977/1/93 7 22/4/93 6759 2/8/93 7029 \Wm 9674_ 
S H — — = 5581 8/1/93 —1529— 23/4/93 6750 i e i T " 7211 1 2 ^ §Z2i_ 
— S «97 wom 5528 12/1/9~ 7^1 6836 5/8/93 7307 Wlim 1 | _ 
Z - S I 5 5 9 5 — ~ 1 3 ^ - ^ 7 7 8 ~ ~ ^ 3 ~ ~ 6 8 9 T " 6 / 8 / 9 3 — — _ _ _ ^ _ _ | | — 
— H i 6078 m m 5553 5890 29/4/93 6884 9/8/93 __7382 m m _ 
- S — f Z 7/10/92 - 5589 15/1/93 5871 3 _ 3 1 0 _ 3 3 
64 
(Continued from previous page) 
DATE HSI ‘ 
22/11/93 9170 
~ 3/11/93 9036 “ 
—24/11/93 ‘ 9238 ‘ 
25/11/93 ""“ 9286 “ 
26/11/93 9274 
~~29/11/93 9012 ” 
30/11 3 9125 
1/12/93 — 9254 ‘ 
2/12/93 9264 
—3/12/93 — 9294 
6/12/93 — 9611 ~ 
7/12/93 9736 “ 
8/12/93 — 9750 ““ 
—9/12/93 “ 9990 
~ 10/12/93 - 10228 
13/12/93 — 10248 
""14/12/93 _ 10021 1 
15/12/93 — 9945 ~ 
~ 16/12/93 ~ 10339 “ 
17/12/93 10568 
~ 20/12/93 ~ 10814 
21/12/93 — 10524 
~ 22/12/93 ~ 10707 
~ 23/12/93 ~ 10881 
24/12/93 — 11039 
""28/12/93 — 11570 
~29/12/93 11449 
30/12/93 — 11877 
~31/12/93 —11888 




~ 7/1/94 11001 
~ 10/1/94 — 11366 
11/1/94 —11155 
~ 12/1/94 ~ 10712 
13/1/94 ~ 10176 
14/1/94 “ 10774 
17/1/94 ‘ 10792 “ 
18/1/94 11017 
19/1/94 — 11363 
~ 20/1/94 — 11264 
—21/1/94 — 11459 
24/1/94 “ 11600 
~ 25/1/94 _ 11490 
―26/1/94 _ 11239 
~ 27/1/94 11470 
~ 28/1/94 “ 11377 
31/1/94 11487 
1/2/94 “ 11826 ~ 
“2/2/94 11785 “ 
“3/2/94 11851 “ 
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